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INTRODUCTION 

This Thesis is an attempt to show why Local Authorities became 

one of the agencies for the training of teachers, and more especially 

how they discharged their re~onsibility after they had been specifically 

given it by the Education Act of 1902. 

I selected this topic for four reasons. Firstly, it had always 

seemed surprising to me that the Local Authorities were slow to assert 

their claims to be involved in the training of teachers. The denomina

tional monopoly of the schools had been overthrown by the Act of 1870, 

yet why was the natural .. complement of the denominational school system, 

the denominational Training College, not challenged more effectively by 

t~e School Boards? 

Secondly, accounts of the preliminaries to the Act of 1902 and 

of its subsequent implementation frequently mention the trnRortanoe to 

the planners of the problem of the training and supply of teachers .• 

I was interested to see how vital these issues became in the policies 

of the Local Authoriti~s. 

Thirdly, it was not until the creation of Local Education Committees 

in 1902 that the system of training teachers was drastically overhauled. 

The Lo9-al Authority Secondary School and the Local Authority Training 

College, which were not possible until this Act, had repercussions on 

the Pupil Teacher system and on the denominational College, which up 

till then had both remained virtually undisturbed as the method of 

i 



training teachers since they had been established in the early days 

of the Coi!Dilittee of Council on Education. By 1914 only 38% of 

intending teachers could be classified as Pupil Teachers, and 44% of 

the students in training were in voluntary colleges. 

!ouxtbly, educational historians have generally neglected the 

administrative arrangements for the training or teachers, particularly 

during this period. 

This Thesis covers a wide field, not least because the training 

or teachers has affinities with so many different branches or the 

educational system. Furthermore, the Local Authorities were a mixed 

bag, and any generalisations about them are dangerous, for even when 

they had a policy at all with regard to the training of teachers, 

they often viewed their responsibilities differently. No attempt 

has been made to deal with either the provision or specialist train

ing courses (e.g. Domestic Science, Physical Training, Handicraft) 

or with the development of further training facilities for serving 

teachers. In both these respects, most Local Education Authorities 

maintained and extended the tentative start that had been made by 

School Boards and Technical Instruction Committees. 

ii 
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<;HAPrER l 

The Training of Teachers before 1870 

One of the .II&ny reasons which delayed the establishment of 

the English educational system in the early nineteenth century was the 

absence of an efficient local administrative unit. Admittedly local 

initiative and concern for education had an honourable history (e.g. 

Guild Schools, Charity Schools) but voluntary local ef£orts were clearly 

unsuitable as the framework £or a national system. Local administration 

was in a confused state and major re-organisation was required urgently. 

In the meantime if education were to be administered locally, possib~ 

use could be made of one of the existing authorities - namely the parish 

with its vestry, which was the unit of self-government in the country, or 

in certain of the boroughs, re-organised by the Municipal Corporations 

Act of 1835, the Town Council. Alternatively special ad boo authorities 

for education could be established - similar to the Poor Law Unions of 

1834 or the Local Boards of HeaJ. th of 1W..7 - both of which cut across 

the existing established districts. 

Although there was a growing interest in education, few people 

saw the need for provision and organisation on such a scale. Of the few 

who conceived of the education of the lowest orders as a national proble~ 

the majority took it for granted that it was not a civil responsibility, 

but a job for the Established National Church to tackle. 
I , 

Education 

managed by the Church Society was no less national and 'official' than 
• 1 law administered by the unpaid amateur Justices of the Peace • 
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However this claim for popular education to be under the control and 

auspices of the local parish was challenged by the increasing numbers 

of Nonconformists and therefore when the Government first gave a grant 

to education in 1833 it was to be administered through the National 

Society and its rival the British and Foreign School Society. It is 

interesting to note here the importance of the parish as an administrative 

unit, for each individual grant was to be based on the amount raised 

locally by the organisers for the erection of the school house and in 

addition these local organisers were of course to be entirely reEp onsible 

for the maintenance of the school. 

The policy of Government grants supplementing voluntar,y efforts 

was developed and extended by the Minutes of the Committee of the Privy 

Council on Education after it was established in 1839. Yet it became 

increasingly obvious that, despite valiant efforts by voluntary bodies 

to provide and maintain a national network· ·of schools, it was an impossible 

task unless tbe,y were given substantial subsidies from central funds. 

However, Government grants were.being increased at a rate which alrea~ 

appalled many sections of Victorian public opinion, e.g. £150,000 in 1851 

to £663,435 in 18582• Accordingly the Newcastle Commission was appointed 

in 1858 to prevent public elementar,y education from becoming too cost~. 

In an attempt to protect central government funds from further demands the 

Commission recommended that there should be another source of income for 

education, namely a county or borough rate• Not only wo.uld this foster 

local interest and support for education but it would provide a source 

of income for all schools and especially those which were unable to comply 
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with the more exacting conditions imposed by the Education Department 

for the Government grant. R.W. Lingen, Secretar,y to the Department, 

welcomed the proposal as one which would achieve a considerable degree 

of decentralisation. The distribution of the grant that Parliament 

voted annually had thrown far too much power in the hands of his 

department, and this had aroused considerable . hostility within and 

without Parliament. Even though a more complete policy of' rate aid 

was not suggested by the Commissioners, their recommendations with regard 

to rate aid were not implemented3. 

Nearly al~ the Education Bills in the fifties and sixties 

(e.g. Fox, Russell, Pakington) similarly intended to decentralise 

English education, both administratively and financially • For instance, 

. in 1855 Milner Gibson proposed to divide the country into districts 

which would levy a school rate. 
\ 

This Bill is noteworthy becaus.e the 

school committees were to be given the power to erect undenominational 

normal scbools4• All these Bills were abortive primarily because the 

ratep~ers would be unwilling to give financial assistance to denominational 

schools unless they had a considerable share in the management. For 

their part the religious bodies argued that the independence of denominational 

teaching could not be guaranteed where the management was largely in the 

hands of' the ratep~ers5. 

In the 1860's the shortage of school places attracted more 

public attention and a solution involving participation by some sort of 

local authority could not be delaYed much longer. The National Education 
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League demanded that a local network of schools should be established 

to the exclusion of the denominations. However, the Education Act of 

1870 was a compromise. The denominational schools were to be retained, 

but they were to be supplemented where necessary, by Board schools. 

This meant that there was to be local management of education by elected 

School Boards. Education became a local government - burden. For this 

purpose rates could be levied for the building and administering cif 

schools, not by the Boards, but by School Districts. 

The Metropolis had its own rating system;; in the Boroughs the 

rating authority was the Borough, and in the civil parishes the rate was 

to b.e levied by the overseers. The denominational schools were to be 

outside this system and any local financial aid they were to receive to 

supplement Government grants and fees was to come not from the rates, 

as W.E. Forster originally proposed, but from local generosity in the 

shape of subscriptions and mone.y raised by bazaars and the like. 

The agitation prior to the Act of 1870 did not concern itself 

with the trainipg of teachers. The Lancashire Public School Association 

had included a proposal for County Boards to be established and to support 

one or more normal schools for the training of teachers6, bu1; similar 

proposals are strangely absent from the programmes of other organs for 

education refor~ The Act of 1870 itself makes only one direct reference 

to teachers. The omission of the training of teachers from the functions 

of the School Boards is understandable, for the training and supply of 

teachers was a small problem in comparison with their immediate task. 
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Providing schools for unlettered boys and girls from the gutter, and 

getting them into schools was a sufficient~ demanding problem for even 

the most energetic School Board - together of course with combating 

illiteracy, bad manners and dirt7• The supply of teachers of a sort 

had never caused much difficulty in the past and training was rarely 

thought to be necessary. The institutions that did supply training 

were isolated and self contained, little known outside the societies 

which had started them8 • Nevertheless, even though it was not &ways 

taken advantage of, the- system was at least well established,. and the 

partnership responsible for the colleges - the Government and the 

voluntary bodies - was not in need of any local assistance or interference. 

What was this system in 1870? The industrial and social 

demands of the nineteenth centur,y required schools and the schools 

required teachers. The efforts of Lancaster and Bell, attractive~ 

cheap and apparently efficient, attempted to grapple with the problem. 

However, it was soon apparent that even their child monitors required a 

rudimentary training and training schools were established at Borough 

Road in 1805 and at Baldwin's Gardens in 1811, followed subsequently by 

about thirty five often pitifully small central schools in some of the 

dioceses. 

The central role of the training c£ an adequate arJDiY of teachers 

in any project for national edti.cation was realised by those poll ticians 

who were interested in this issue. The creation of a national normal 

school was prominent in the various projects of Roebuck, Brougham and 
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Wyse, and because it was of such cardinal importance they proposed 

that it should be unde~aken by the State9• In 1835 £10,000 was voted 

towards the erection of normal or model schools. Within three days of 

being appointed in 1839, the Committee of the Privy Council published 

plans for establishing a resident State normal school. A ttaehed to it 

were to be a practising school and a model school. Inevitably 

conflicting views over the religious instrUCtion to be given caused the 

breakdown of the scheme, but, allied to these rivalries, were complaints 

of the State assuming such a dominant position in education. Suspicions 

were further aroused by the use of an Order in Council, as opposed to 

Parliamentary procedure, to establish the project. Thus the State, in 

the person of Dr. J. Kay, Secretary to the Committee, was defeated in its 

attempt to provide a supply of trailled teachers through a national channel. 

It is significant that, in a period when the State was reluctant to 

intervene in education, it had been prepared to make such a decisive bid 

for control over the training of teachers10• 

The result was that the Committee of Council resorted to a 

policy of grants to aid the denominational bodies erect normal schools. 

The Minutes of 1843 and 1~ promoted considerable building activity, but 

it was at the price of establishing denominational control over the training 

11 of teachers • B,y 1845 there were about twenty normal schools, many 

having been already in existence as diocesan central schools. These 

attempts to secure a more efficient body of teachers were only partially 

successful, chiefly because the lowly social status and the precarious 
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financial rewards of the teaching profession did not attract a suitable 

supply of entrants. Furthermore the cost ,of the course was often beyond 

the candidate's pocket,. unless he was sponsored by the school managers 

or a patron. B.y the Minutes of 1~6 (25th August, 21st December) the 

Committee attempted at moderate cost to provide a supply of better qualified 

candidates for the normal schools, and at the same time improve the quality 

of teaching in the schools by substituting apprentices for monitors. The 

intention_ was to attract the best pupils - both morally and intellectually -

and to continue their education by apprenticing them to the Schoolmaster 

as Pupil Teachers for five years from the age of thirteen. They were to 

be paid by the Government, the salary commencing at .£10 and rising to 

£20 per annum, instructed by the Schoolmaster for seven and a half hours 

weekly, and examined by the H. M. I. annually. On the resuJ. t of a 

competitive examination for the Queen's Scholarship it was hoped that the 

successful candidates would proceed to a normal school for one, two or 

three years. As the candidates would oome from working class homes they 

were to be awarded a maintenance grant (£20 to £25) to meet the expenses 

of the normal school course. Hitherto the gap between leaving the 

elementary school and entering the normal school had caused many likely 

candidates to be lost to the profession, and this gevernment financed: 

system attempted to bridge the gap effectively. Before any Pupil Teacher 

was authorised in a school, the H.M.I. had to report on the competency of 

the Schoolmaster, and the efficiency of the school, and in doing this the 

Government secured a definite control over the policy of the managers of 
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that school. 

In both of their aims the Pupil Teacher Regulations were 

markedly successful. As far as the schools were cone erned large numbers 

of Pupil Teachers came forward. The figures rose from 200 in 1848 to 

13,871 in 1861. In fact despite a more discriminating selection by 

H.M.I.s. the numbers increased so rapidly that doubts were expressed about 

the financing of the scheme. At the same time H.ILI.s reported that 

standards of instruction in the schools showed a distinct improvement. 

Unfortunately, as the Pupil Teacher cost the Managers nothing, he became 

all too easily a means of reinforcing the staff cheaply at the expense 

of the government. As far as the normal schools were concerned, they 

were provided with a more regular succession of better qualified candidates, 

and with financial assistance from the .Government, commencing at £20 for 

every first year student who obtained the Certificate of Merit, and £30 

for every third year student. 1he normal schools were no longer dependent 

l l . t "t and f 12 so e y on pr~va e generos~ y ees • 

The Minutes of 184.6 envisaged the training of teachers in two 

clearly defined stages. The apprenticeship period of preliminary training, 

followed by the more formal professional training at the normal school. 

The successful completion of this second stage was marked by the $Ward 

of a certificate which entitled the teacher to an augmentation of salary 

direct from the Government of between £10 - £30 annually. However, in 

July 18471 with the intention of increasing the supply of Certificated 

Teachers quickly and cheaply 1 teachers who had not been to the normal 

school were allowed to sit for the examination, and if successful, they 
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too would receive the augmentation. This was regrettable because it 

meant that attendance at a normal school was no longer a necessary 

condition for the status of Certificated Teacher. The indispensable 

qualification for the teacher was the certificate and not attendance at 

a professional course of training in a normal school. 

The Minutes (£ 1846 did two more things. Firstly they meant 

a worthwhile increase in salary for the certificated teacher, plus the 

attraction of a pension. In addition, the fact that part of this money, 

for many teachers, came directly from the Government, gave them something 

of the status of a Civil Servant, and this was quite an improvement 

. ll 1} 
SOCl.a :Y • Secondly the introduction of the Teachers Certificate meant 

that a hallmark of professional ability was established. 1 Although the 

majority of teachers in elementary schools were uncertificated until a 

much later date, the certificate set the standard fer the profession. 

The fact that from the beginning the standard was set by the Government 

and could be manipulated to control the supply of teachers is one of the 

most significant facts in the history of the professiod14• 

In the process of bringing stability and uniformity to supply 

and training of teachers, the State had become heavily committed. The 

stipulation that an::; Government contribution should be met by at least an 

equal local contribution was conveniently broken with regard to the erection 

of normal schools. Furthermore the Pupil Teacher system was entirely 

financed by the State, and grants to the normal schools for maintenance 

were exceedingly high. 1 Its concern for them (the teachers) bas been 
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more conspicuously paternal than for any other educational institutions, 

and through its regulations and inspectors it has exercised control and 

supervision of them in a high degree - no doubt partly due to the high 

rate at which the state contributed to their funds, but even more to the 

. tl:5 realisation of their vital significance for the welfare of the Serv~ce • 

The system established by Kay - Shuttleworth in 1846 remained 

basically unaltered until the beginning of the twentieth century, although 

it was subject to many modifications. The Regulations affecting the 

distribution of the grant were amended continually to produce a more 

efficient system. For instance, as it was not alw~s easy to get students 

to attend the normal school for as long as two years, the regulations were 

therefore altered in 1856 so that with some exceptions, those students 

l . th h l ft uld b arded u rt"f" t d1.'6 
eav~ e so oo a er one year wo e reg as nee ~ 1ca e • 

However, a serious setback occurred with the Revised Code of 1861/2. The 

teachers lost status~ For example pensions were abolished and the salaries 

of the Schoolmaster and Pupil Teacher were to depend on the Capitation 

Grant earned by the examination and by the attendances r:t pupils. This 

caused a fall in average salaries, which were entirely at the mercy of an 

agreement with the Managers of the school17• The Schoolmaster no longer 

received a special grant for a Pupil Teacher and this meant that he took 

less interest in apprentices who were no longer bound to him, for he had 

nothing to gain or to lose. Staffing ratios fell1
{3. A fourth class 

Certificate for teachers in rural schools could be gained without examination, 

and there were even attempts by J. Walter in the House of Copnons virtually 
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to dispense with any kind of Certificate. All this meant that the 

profession lost some of its popularity and the standard of the Queen's 

Scholarship had to be lowered in 1865 and 1866, as the annual intake had 

fallen from 3,002 (1861) to 1,895 (18~). To some extent there was a 

return to the original system as a result of Mr. Corr.y's Minute of 1867 

which called attention to the necessity of re-introducing p~ments for 

schools that attracted more Pupil Teachers. An additional Capitation 

Grant (ls. 4d. per head) was made available to encourage better staffing, 

part of which might be made up of Pupil Teachers. Extra grants, later 

fixed at ¥J/- to 60/-, we:re paid for each Pupil Teacher who passed fairly 

well in the Queen's Scholarship and Certificate examinations. The result 

was an increase in the number of Pupil Teachers from 11,031 in 1868 to 

14, 612 in 1870. 

The normal schools passed through a critical and anxious period 

as a result of the Revised Code. Chichester and Highbur.y were forced to 

close. There was a reduction in the number and quality of students, 

chiefly because of the reduction in the number of Pupil Teachersl9• By 

the Code of 1863 the annual grant that a normal school could earn was not 

to exceed 75% of the certified expenditure 20• As certain students had 

used the normal school simply as a means of further education, and :did not 

subsequently become teachers, the grant for each student was to be paid to 
·, 

the normal school retrospectively, when the teacher had taken up a teaching 

post in an elementar,y school and completed his probationary period. The 

result of the Minutes was not to take full effect until 1868, but by 1867 
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the government grant had fallen from £113,242 in 1863 to £70, 7.52. 

The Revised Code had certainly called a halt to the dev~lopment 

of' both the PUpil Teacher system and the normal schools. Nevertheless 

the system inaugurated in 184.6 had resulted in substantial and uniform 

progress, and it was relatively well established. It was a partnership 

between voluntary agencies and the State. Initially education societies 

or diocesan authorities had provided the normal schools, which were all 

residential institutions, and they were responsible for the management 

and courses of' the schools. Admittedly considerable financial assistance 

had been received from the State for capital expenditure up to 1860, and 

for maintenance from 1846. In addition the State assured a supply of 

students for·. the normal schools through the Pupil Teacher system, and it 

also controlled the award of teaching certificates. The partnership was 

a remarkable one, and its success was largely due to Kay-Shuttleworth. 

'Sectarian suspicion was as strong as ever, and yet he succeeded virtually 

in nationalising the training of teachers without excessive wounding of 

religious susceptibilities'~. His method was to utilise the existing 

facilities, while the initiative was still left with the vpluntar,y agencies 

22: who were stimulated to great efforts • At the same time policy was 

directed by the State through its regulations determining the distribution 

of grants. 

Perhaps the system had been too successful in producing teachers. 

Concern was evident from the follow .. ng directive in the instructions to 

the Newcastle Commissioners in 1858 'You will inquire ••••••• whether there 
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appears to be any ground for the fear that the number of teachers holding 

Certificates may become excessive• 23. This was followed by the; 

termination of building grants to normal schools in 1860. The Revised 

Codes had further restricted the training system at both the Pup~ 

Teacher and the Training College level. Nevertheless, the system survived·· 

these hard knocks at the price of few changes. In 1870 there was in 

existence a system which was intelligible and which seemed able to cope 

with such training as was thought necessar,y for teachers at this time. 

And this had grown up without the help of aoy local authority. 



CH.APrER 2 

The Prelimina£1 Education of Teachers before 1902 

The period between 1870-1902 saw the rapid expansion of the 

education system, and this was to have considerable effects on the 

supply and training of teachers. In the first place the Act af 1870 

introduced the principle of compulsory attendance, and this meant that 

more school places were required. For example, a return of the Leeds 

School Board in 1871 showed that 27,329 children out of a child population 

of 48,787 were not catered for. More places were needed as the age of 

exemption was progressive~ raised to ten in 1876, eleven in 1893 and 

twelve in 1899. Seco~, there was an increase in the child population, 

especially between 1870-1895. Thirdly, an extension of the facilities 

for education above the compulsory school leaving age meant that more 

teachers were required. In 1895 nearly half a million children in 

elementary schools were above the age of twelve. In the seventies the 

main job had been to provide sufficient places for a vast ar~ of 

children. However, by the nineties the focus had shifted, and the Boards 

were faced with the problem of supplying education to the older age 

groups that were voluntarily staying on at school. In 1870 there were 

just over a million children attending inspected schools, but by 1900 

this had risen to nearly six million, and the average length of time 

l 
spent by a child in school had increased from 2.55 years to 7.05 years • 

It is important to remember that it was not only a matter of 

recruiting a sufficient number of teachers to cope with this expansion 
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but at the same time maintaining such staffing standards as were laid 

down by the Education Department. In 1870 the situation in most 

schools was one adult teacher p~us a team of' pupil teachers, but during 

this period the. adult assistant teacher emerged in place of' the Pupil 

Teacher and this invariably meant better staffing standards2• The 

Education Department was often criticised for not adopting more rigorous 

criteria with regard to staffing, but it was not until the Code of' 1882 

that it felt able to introduce a staff' scale3• While many of' the School 

Boards took aqy sort af teacher, others were hi~ selective. It was 

the policy of' the London School Board to engage only certificated teachers, 

preferably trained4 •. 

The implementation of' the Act of' 1870 meant that there was a 

sudden demand f'or teachers. The number of' adult teachers very nearly 

increased tenfold between 1870 and the end af the century- from 13,729 

to 113,986. There was no doubt that the coming of' the School Board made 

the teaching profession an attractive proposition5• For the young girl 

in particular, teaching had much to of'f'er by comparison with other possible 

openings, and the proportion of' women and girls rose from 53% in 1869 to 

75% in 1899. 

N.U.E~T. 

The total increase in the teaching force did not impress the 

J.J. Graves, the President, in welcoming the Act, stated that 

no part of' it indicated how properly qualified and trained teachers were 

to be found. His own solution was that temporary teachers should be 

recruited and permitted to teach without the certificate until certificated 

teachers could be trained. However,· the remedy c£ the Education Department 
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was to meet the shortage by lowering the standard of the certificate 

examination as a matter of administrative convenience. This was the 

only possibility open to the Department so long as it insisted as the 

condition of the government grant to the school that the responsible 

teacher was certificated. 'In 1870 a new clause was inserted to the 

effect that, during the three years ending 31st December, 1873, certificates 

could be awarded without examination to experienced teachers upon the 

report of the Inspector. Provisionally, certificated ex-Pupil Teachers 

were also allowed to have charge of infant classes. No less than 1,200 

certificates without examination and 1,000 Provisional Certificates were 

issued· by 31st August, 1873.' Furthermore, from 1875, to help supplement 

the staff of an infants' school, a woman over eighteen, approved by the 

Inspector, could be recognised in place of two monitors. They were soon 

allowed in girls' schools and also for the first three standards in boys' 

schools. Although they had not passed any examination or received any 

training they were classified as additional women teachers (from 1890 

Article sixty-eightera). Employment of such women was an easy and cheap 

method of staffing. Their numbers grew from ~3 in 1876 to 17,.588 in 19026• 

These relaxations in the standard af the profession caused 

alarm among existing teachers, who feared, among other things, that their 

salaries mi.ght be reduced. The 1878 Conference of the N.U.E.T. demanded 

that an independel'!t body under the control of Parliament shQuld be 

responsible for controlling entrance into the profession. The increase 

in the number of Pupil Teachers from 14,612 to 29,~5 between 1870-75 was 
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a further threat to an already overcrowded profession. The Code of 

1877 included a concession to one of the demands made by the N.U.E.T., 

namely, that there should be not more than three Pupil Teachers to each 

Certificated Teacher in a school; and by the Code of 1880 the ratio was 

reduced to 2:1. 'The impression that emerges of the teaching staff is 

a small band of trained Certificated Teachers immersed in a growing :flood 

of untrained Certificated Teachers, assistant teachers, additional 

woman teachers, Pupil Teachers and probationers•. 7 Staffing difficulties 

became particularly acute towards the end of the century in many of the 

small voluntary schools, which were o:rten unable to afford to pay the 

qualified teacher an adequate salar,y. Attempts by the Education 

Department to raise staffing standards were bitterly resisted by the 

Managers of such schools. It was not unknown for a certificated teacher 

iD be dismissed in favour of an unqualified woman teacher. 

The :figures in Board of Education Report :for 1899-1900 were 

as follow: 8 

(1) Certificated Teachers 62,085 (36,020 trained) 

Male 

Female 

24,253 

37,832 

(2) Assistant Teachers (uncerti:fioated 30,233 

or provisionally certificated) 

Of these, about 25,500 were women and 4,750 men. 

trained for 

two years. 

Many of 

these were preparing to attempt or re-attempt the Certificate 

examination. 

(3) Additional Women Teachers 

(Article Sixty eighters) 

16,717 
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Their only qualifications were: 

(a) They must be over eighti;len. 

(b) They must have been vaccinated. 

(o) They must satisfy the H.M.I. 

Pupil Teachers 

Probationers 

30,783 

2,500 

Boys 6,081 

Girls 24,702 

Pupils who intended to become teachers could be recognised 

on the staff as probationers from the age of thirteen plus, 

provided that they were exempt from school attendance. This 

recognition could continue lmtil the age af sixteen. 

In 1902 there was one adult teacher for every forty children 

and one certificated teacher for every seventy two children.9 

P.relimin8£Y Education 

One of the responsibilities which fell naturally to the newly 

elected School Board was to enforce the Regulations of the Education 

Department in respect of the Pupil Teachers in its schools - and this 

the Boards did willingly as it was the only contribution that they could 

make towards supplying themselves with adult teachers in the future. 

Numerically, of course, the Pupil Teachers were a formidable force. A1J 

two out of wery three teachers in the seventies were Pupil Teachers they 

solved any staffing problems. 

The system had oo.me to have many defects, and the Ja rger School 

Boards were quick to realise them. Two particular ori ticisms had become 
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especially loud b,y the time of the Cross Commission in 1886. Pupil 

Teachers were not efficient teachers, and too great a burden was placed 

on shoulders that were too young to bear it. The method of part-time 

education from Head Teachers was paten~ inadequate. Surveys of 

Training College students showed that many of them had received less than 

the legal minimum of instruction during their pupil-teachership. The 

necessity for a wider academic training had been realised by Matthew 

Arnold and his fellow Inspectors as early as 1852, but the difficulties 

were inherent in this system which tried to combine education and 

employment for the Pupil Teacher. Dr. Crosskey, a witness before the 

Cross Commission, stated, 'I do not think that it is right to sacrifice 

the education of the working classes to an indifferent mode of preparing 

10 teachers'. The immaturity of the Pupil Teacher was well expressed by 

Thomas Gautrey at the end of a long career with the London School Board. 

'The Pupil Teacher is a relic of the old child labour of the Nineteenth 

Century. A Pupil Teacher was apprenticed at thirteen and was entrusted 

with a man's job. He worke(!. when he should have been playing, he taught 

when he should have been studying, for five hours a day, for five days 

a week. In add.~ tion, he had to receive lessons from his Head Teacher 

for an hour before (or after) school, and to pursue his studies in the 

ll evening'. Owing to the distances involved, the b\Wden on the Pupil 

Teacher in country areas was often considerably greater, and Departmental 

reports cQnstantly stressed the danger to the health of the Pupil Teacher. 

Some of the more progressive School Boards were responsible. 
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for the emancipation of the Pupil Teacher. Among them the· London 

School Board was prominent in its efforts to alleviate the hardships 

of the Pupil Teachers and to improve their training. In 1875, at the 

instigation of the Rev. J. Rodgers, the Board passed·a series of 

Resolutions. Pupil Teachers should begin their engejement at fourteen 

instead of thirteen, they should be forbidden to a~tend evening school 

and they should be responsible for a class only during the last three 

years of the engagement. Instruction was to be given at convenient 

centres instead of at school by the Head Teacher. The Education 

Department replied that the,y saw no reason w~ the existing system should 

not continue to produce, though perhaps in larger numbers than at 

present, a bo~ of thoroughly efficient teachers. However, the persistence 

of the London School Board and the inadequacies of the system caused the 

Department to modify the arrangements. In 1876 the Memorandum of 

Agreement was altered to permit a Certificated Assistant Teacher on the 

staff of the school to take part in the instruction of Pupil Teachers. The 

Code of 1878 reduced the period of Pupil Teachership from five to four 

years: a new category of Probationer Pupil Teacher was subsequent~ 

recognised between thirteen and fourteen years. The Code of 1880 allowed 

instruction to be given by any Certificated Teacher instead of the 

Certificated Teacher on the staff of' the school at which the Pupil Teacher 

was employed. This meant that the Board could instruct Pupil Teachers 

collectively in evening classes and on Saturday mornings. The Code of 

1884. reduced the minimum daily hours of' employment from five to three hours, 
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which enabled instruction to be given during school time. 

The London scheme had been launched in 1881. Pupil Teachers who had 

passed beyond the second year spent half of ever,y day at the Centre, 

and those who were in the third and fourth years attended the Centre on 
---------~ 

two half days plus Saturday morning. The accommodation was often 

unsatisfactory, but in 1885 the first Centre was opened in Stepney, 

followed by twelve others withinten years. By.l887 the London School 

Board was employing forty one permanent assistants at the Centres. A 

panel of thirty six teachers was available for duty on Saturday mornings. 

The London School Board was not alone in these efforts, for 

many of the other Boards were equally progressive. The Liverpool Board 

had been so impressed by the results obtained by Pupil Teachers from the 

central classes of The Sisters of Notre Dame in Liverpool that~ey 

commenced half time classes for stipendiary monitors in 1878. This was 

followed in 1884 by a decision to make all their first year Pupil Teachers 

half timers, and central classes were established for them. Leeds 

School Board operated a scheme whereby Pupil Teachers were farmed out in 

groups to selected teachers, but they were not given any time off school. 

In 1881 the Sheffield School Board started to instruct Pupil Teachers at 

suitable centres within 'the City. The instruction was shared amongst the 

Head Teachers, but each Head was still responsible for the oversight of 

his own Pupil Teachers in his school. The cost of the scheme to the 

Board was £376 per annum. In 1887 the five Centres were abandoned in 

preference to one central class at the Central School. Opportunity was 
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given here for study for the London University Matriculation examinations. 

It was not until 1895 that a full time Superintendent was appointed. 

The Birmingham School Board introduced a scheme in 1884-. Each Pupil 

Teacher was allowed a day weekly to attend the offices of the Board. In 

addition three hours ever,y Saturday morning and two and a quarter hours 

on two evenings weekly were spent in central classes at one of the Board's 

schools. The scheme was controlled by a. full time organising director. 

He had an assistant, a science demonstrator plus assistant and an art 

master, together with a panel of Heads and assisants who were available 

for evening and Saturday sessions.12 

Obviously, central classes were not introduced by all the 

School Boards, for the original pattern of Pupil Teachership was too 

well established. Often instruction was given to the Pupil Teacher both 

at the central class and by the Head Teacher at school. Central classes 

were not suitable for all areas, especially rural districts. They 

became associated chiefly with the School Boards because only rarely 

could the Managers of the voluntary schools afford the cost of maintaining 

such classes. There was no doubt that candidates from central classes 

did distinctly better in the Queen's Scholarship examination. In 1887 

the percentage of First Classes in England and Wales was 21.7% for boys 

and 25.0% for girls. The percentages at the Central Classes of the London 

School Board were 63% for boys and 47.9% for girls. This superiority 

made the spread of the central system to all large towns inevitable by 

the l890's. 13 
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The Cross Commission were agreed as to the value, whatever 

the drawbacks, of central classes, and that thenceforward they must be 

looked upon as the accepted means of instructing Pupil Teachers in urban 

areas. On the more general question of the Pupil Teacher system their 

views were as follows - 'On the whole we concur in the opinion of the 

inspectors that, having regard to moral qualifications, there is no 

other available or, as we prefer to say equally trustworthy source from 

which an adequate supply of teachers is likely to be forthcoming; and 

with modifications, tending to the improvement of their education. The 

apprenticeship ot Pupil Teachers, we think, ought to be upheld'.~ 

A Minority Report, looking forward to the replacement ot 

Pupil Teachers by adult teachers, condemned the system as the weakest 

part ot the educational maohiner,y •••• at once the cheapest and ver,y worst 

possible system of supply ••• it should be abolished root and branch. They 

disagreed with the proposition that there was no other equally trustworthy 

source to that of Pupil Teachership from which an adequa& supply of teachers 

was likely to be forthcoming. 'The moral securities for the teachers 

of the future were not likely to be diminished, but on the contrary 

greatly increased by a wider course and a prolonged period ot preliminary 

education before students were entrusted with the management of classes'. 

There was another, much longer, Minority Report by some of the signatories 

to the first Minority Report. 'The complaint is general that Pupil Teachers 

teach badly and are badly taught •••••• The defenders of the Pupil 

Teacher system mainly base their case in support of that system on the 
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early familiarity acquired with School Management, and for the sake of 

this familia.ri ty they are willing to somewhat sacrifice the general 

education and intellectual development of the Pupil Teacher. In view 

of this contention, it is a matter for serious reflection to find that 

the bulk of Pupil Teachers finish their car~er both poorly instructed 

and bad teachers •••••••• their shortcomings may be summed up as great 

meagreness of knowledge, crudeness and mechanical methods of stuQy, 

arising largely from neglect~ their training by their Head Teachers•.15 

There wa~ no immediate outcome of the Cross Commission ~ith 

regard to Pupil Teachers. The proposals of the Commissioners were 

contradictory. The majority had recommended a return to the policy of 

admitting children at thirteen instead of fourteen, while the minority 

suggested raising the age to fifteen. However, they had definitely 

approved of central instruction and advised the Department to enco~age 

it financially by means of grants to the Schools Boards and Managers ar the 

voluntary schools. Where central classes were difficult to arrange 

special grants should also be available for some other means of special 

instruction. However, it was by Circulars and inspe.ctions that the 

Department stimulated the development of these classes. A Circular 

issued in 1891 pointed out the improvement in the standards of Pupil 

Teachers in central classes in the urban areas. With effect from 1894 

Inspectors were to supervise central classes. The growth of the centres 

was very rapid in the nineties - especially in the larger towns. MaQy 

of the buildings were no longer provisional and makeshift, but specially 
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designed with specialist ro.oms and used exclusively for the instruction 

of Pupil Teachers. In many cases they were no longer mere~ central 

classes, but centres in their own right, often with highly qualified 

staff, giving secondar,y education and earning grants from the Science 

16 and .Art Department. 

The term 'central class' covered instruction given in a great 

variety of w~s and at many different levels of efficiency. As there 

were over 2,500 School Boards it would be wrong to assume that there was 

a uniform policy, even if their financial resources had made it possible. 

The regulations of the Department for the central instruction o.f Pupil 

Teachers were permissive, and some Boards did not.even arrange either 

for evening classes or for Saturday morning instruction by practising 

teachers. Many Pupil Teachers had to rely on correspondence classes, 

and within limits they were efficient and not unsuccessful.17 

It was the Pupil Teacher in the voluntary school who suffered 

most, for many of_ these sChools were in 'rtlnll areas which made central 

instruction difficult to arrange. Furthermore, the Managers of tm se 

schools cou~d not release him to attend the centre as easily as the School 

Board, for being small schools, the Pupil Teacher was often the only 

teacher on the staff besides the overworked Head. Where arrangements 

could be made for attendance at a centre - ofian that of the Board - the 

discipline and efficiency of his own school was inevitably prejudiced. 

As in so many other respects the voluntary schools were handicapped because 

the power of the School Boardsto levy a rate, meant that they were in a 
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stronger financial position. Voluntary schools bad to rely on 

Government grants and on subscriptions, and they could not maintain the 

same standards as many of the School Boards. While Pupil Teachers from 

voluntary schools were often fortunate if they received even Saturday .., 

morning instruction~ Pupil Teachers under the larger School Boards became 

teachers only in a limited sense - rather they became professional 

learners and observers. On the other hand, the Pupil Teacher was 

virtually essential to the maintenance of the voluntary school. This 

state r£ affairs, which was clearly to the ~isadvantage of the Pupil 

Teacher in the voluntary school, was to continue until a local authority 

was established that could reconcile the financial inequalities between 

18 
the two systems. 

· The changes in the Pupil Teacher system resulting from the 

extension of central classes by the School Boards caused a Departmental 

Committee to be established in 1896. The Committee stated that the system 

did not deserve all the criticism directed against it; it had some merits 

as well as many defects. Nevertheless, there could be no doubt about 

its views - 'Although it is the main yet it is not the only, nor even, 

ultimately, the cheapest source c£ supply. We wish to record as emphatically 

as possible our conviction that the frequent practi~e of committing the 

whole of the training and teaching of classes to immature and uneducated 

young persons is economically wasteful and educationally unsatisfactory, 

and even dangerous to the teachers and the taught in equal measure. We 

do not, however, wish to see at present the entire abolition of a system 
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which ensures an early acquaintance with the process of teaching, and 

we have felt ourselves bound t~ recognise the established place which 

an existing institution has made f~ itself'. 

The Committee recognised the ~mprovement effected by the centres, 

but it considered many of them to be 'merely classes brought together for 

the purposes of c:i:am. It is inevitable that they should tend to produce 

professional and social narrowness of aim and to subordinate educationa~ 

aims to the pressure of examinations '. The perpetuation of elementary 

school syllabuses in the centres created a serious barrier between the 

centres and the Secon~ schools. The centres were considered mere 

substitutes and supplements in an imperfect system. They should 

approximate more nearly to the spirit of the Secondary school by abandoning 

the class ideal and giving more attention to cultivating a social and 

corporate life,. by strengthening their staffs and striving to give a 

liberal education. The Committee envisaged the com ersion of the centres 

into well staffed and properly equipped Seoondar,y schools 'where although 

perhaps intending teachers would be in a majority, they will have ample 

time for their studies, and will be instructed side by side with pupils 

who have other careers in view•.19 

They looked to the Secondary school as the best means of over

coming the narrow intellectual and professional outlook of the Pupil 

Teacher. It would be beneficial to the profession if an increasing 

number of intending teachers could pass through a Secondary school. 'We 

think it extremely desirable that all intending teachers should pass 

through a Secondary school for the completion of their ordinary education. 
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The preparation of young teachers can and ought to approximate 

more closely to the more liberal methods and studies which would help 

bring them to the same level as the best scholars of the Secondary 

school'. The elementary school would still remain the main recruiting 

ground for the profession, but by this integration with the Secondary 

school it was hoped that prospective elementar~ school teachers would 

be recruited more easily from the middle classes attending such schools. 

The Committee therefore recommended that the Queen's Scholarship should 

be open to Secondary school pupils who might occupy the ti.ID.e between 

leaving s~hool and entering Training College by gaining some practical 

experience in an elementar,y schoo1. 20 

The proposals of this Committee emphasised the need for a broader 

training for intending teachers, by making use of the Seconar,y schools. 

For this to be accomplished two major problems, which had been outstanding 

for some time for otmr reasons, required attention. Firstly, the 

system of Secondary education was desperately in need of reorganisation 

if it were to cope with intending teachers. Secondly, if all intending 

teachers were to receive this broader training, it was essential that some 

further financial aid should be given to the voluntary schools to enable 

them to be independent of the services of the Pupil Teacher. 

Many of the proposals of this Committee were not implemented 

until the Regulations for the Preliminary Education of Intending Teachers 

became effective in 19~. 21 Before this, however, there were some 

slight modifications such as alteration in the curriculum of Pupil Teachers 
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(Code of 1899); reduction of the period of Pupil Teachership from 

four to three years except in rural areas (Code of 1900); Examination 

of Pupil Teachers only at the beginning and the end of their engagement 

(Code of 1902). 

By March 1902 there were 105 centres with 17,435 Pupil Teachers. 

The total number of Pupil Teachers and Probationers was about 32,000. 22 

These developments came to a sudden halt when Mr. Cockerton, the Local 

Government Board Auditor, disallowed certain expenditure by the London 

School Board on the erection of a building for a new Pupil Teacher Centre. 

The responsibilities of the School Boards had never been defined clearly 

with respect to the education of Pupil Teachers. During the negotiations 

between 1874- and 1880, with regard to the earliest central classes in 

London, the London School Board had obtained an opinion from Counsel that 

it was illegal for them to spend money upon training Pupil Teachers in 

any way or in any subject not recognised by the Code. From 1880 onwards, 

however, the Code imposed no obstacle in the way of central classes. In 

the course of time the School Board began to spend money in providing 

special buildings to house these institutions. As far back as 1885 the 

Local Government Board received a deputation from electors of the London 

School Board protesting against the Pupil Teacher Centre being charged on 

the rates. In the first place, it was argued that any advantage that the 

system might have could not possibly be confined or secured to the rate-

payers. Secondly, the Education Acts of 1870 and 1873 gave no authority 

to School Boards to provide such a system at the expense af ratepayers. 
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In 1886 the Local Government Board Auditor disallowed expenditure in 

connection with a building for Pupil Teachers, arguing that the Centre 

was not a public elementary school, and therefore the School Board could 

not maintain any other building for Pupil Teachers out of the School 

Fund. However, the decision was reversed on an appeal to the Local 

Government Board, since the Education Department, who were consulted, 

held that the expenditure might be regarded as having been incurred by 

the School Board for the purpose of fulfilling their obligations to the 

Pupil Teachers under the Memoranda of Agreement. Furthermore, the Code 

did not specify where the instruction of the Pupil Teachers was to take 

place. In reversing the decision of the Auditor the Local Government 

Board pointed out that they were relying heavily on the Education 

Depart~ent, for there was no more than an implied power in the Acts to 

provide accommodation for Pupil T.eachers. This line taken by the 

Education Department gave the School Boards a false sense of security 

as they pushed ahead with their plans to develop Centres. 23 

Once the more celebrated Cockerton judgment, which ruled 

expenditure on higher education by the School Board to be illegal, had 

been upheld by the High Court, it was natural that expenditure on the 

education of Pupil Teachers should be called into question. Although 

the Pupil Teachers Centres were restricted to certain pupils, it was felt 

that the Centres, like the Higher Grade Schools, were challenging the 

established Secondary schools, and that the School Boards by promoting 

them were challenging the authority of the newly established Technical 
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Instruction Committees. The decision of the Auditor was confirmed 

by the Court of A:ppeal - Dyer and Others v. The London School Board 

(2 Ch 768) 1902. The Court declared that instruction other than 

elementary could be given to Pupil Teachers in the schooLs in which 

they were employed, but it was not within thepowers of the London School 

Board to establish separate centres for the purpose of giving education 

which could not be described as being given in the public elementary 

school. This decision meant that the attempts made by some of the School 

Boards to remodel the Pupil Teacher System had suffered a serious set-back. 

It also emphasised the administrative chaos in education and made urgent 

the need for a major Act of Parliament which would create an administrative 

body responsible for both higher and elementar,y education. The earlier 

Cockerton judgment had strengthened the case for such an administrative 

body,· but this later judgment was altogether more conclusive in this 

respect because the preparation of ·intending teachers consisted from 

necessity of both elementar.y and higher education. In the meantime the 

Education 1901 (Renewal) Act, 1902, authorised the continuance by the 

School Boards of the Centres. This required that the Boards had to obtain 

approval for any expenditure on their Centres from the County, County 

Borough or other local authority under the Technical Instructions Acts 

of 1889 and 1891.~ 

The Department Committee of 1896-8 stated that intending 

teachers required,a broader education. For this they looked to the 

Secondary school. I:t is perhaps surprising that this important proposal 
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to integrate the training of the elementary school teacher with the 

Secondary school system had not been dealt with in some detail by the 

Roy~· Commission on Secnndary Education (Bryce Commission) which reported 

in ld95. After Sll, the Pupil Teacher system had been since its inception 

the obvious way open for working class children to obtain Secondary 

education. However, the main hindrance to the proposal was not the cold 

shoulder of this Commission, but the absence of a _system af secondary 

schools for the lower and middle classes. The endowed grammar schools 

and the proprietary and private schools that were in existence were 

completely separate from the public system of elementary education - and 

in any case the number of places wa~ quite inadequate,despite the efforts 

of the Endowed School Commissioners. The position in Wales had improved 

somewhat since the Welsh Intermediate Education Act of 1889. 

It was this chronic absence of Secondary school places that 

caused the larger and more active School Boards to provide Higher Grade 

Schools, which became in many cases little different from Secondary schools, 

and often a good deal better. It was primarily the needs of the intending 

teacher which encouraged the School Boards to develop such schools. 25 It 

could further be '.· -arg:USdl. that one of the reasons why the Education Depart

ment allowed these developments was because it too had the welfare of the 

intending teacher at heart. 26 One result of the provision of such facilities 

was the breaking down of the belief that Secondary education was the 

preserve of the middle classes. 

It was not only by establishing Higher Grade Schools and central 
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classes for Pupil Teachers that some of the Boards attempted to broaden 

the education and outlook of the prospective teacher. The Pupil Teacher 

schemes of some Boards made sure that Secondary school facilities were ... 
taken advantage of. In Manchester, for example, the apprenticeship 

was delayed till sixteen, the intervening years after leaving elementar.y 

school being spent in a secondary school . or Higher Grade School. In 

some parts of Wales, where there were eighty intermediate schools, the 

first two years of the Pupil Teachership were spent in one of these 

schools, and no teaching was required. Similar attempts were ~de in 

. England. For instance, one Roman Catholic Teaching Order in the large 

towns of'th e North conducted Secondary schools and Pupil Teacher. Centres, 

if not as integral parts of' the same institution, at ~y rate on the same 

premises and with the aid of the same staff. · Similar use was made of 

the Secondar,y schools in Wiltshire by Pupil Teachers. In Birminghe.m, 

the steady growth of facilities for Secondary education meant that whereas 

in 1891 only 13% of the pUp~ Teacher candidates had attended Secondar,y 

School this had increased to 67% by 1896. In Scarborough the Borough 

Council and the School Board co~operated to establish a Secondary school. 

The School was intended chiefly f'or prspective teachers, but it was also 

open to other pupils. Full time education was available up to sixteen, 

and the intending teacher would then complete a further two years as a 

Pupil Teacher. 27 

The Local Government Act of 1888 created County Councils in 

England and Wales, and towns with a population of more than 50,000 were 
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recognised as County Boroughs. This Act made possible che next year 

the Technical Instruction Act which allowed the Council of aQY County, 

County Borough or any sanitary authority {under the Public Health Acts) 

to supply or aid technical or manual instruction. For this purpose they 

were empowered to levy a rate of ld. Another unexpected source of income 

was the Whi~ Money provided by the Local Taxation (Customs & Excise) 

Act of 1890. After payment of £300, 000 in respect of Police super-

annuation, the residue was to be paid into the funds of the local authorities 

for the relief of rates or as a subsidy for technical education. To 

administer this money Technical Education Committees were established 

by the authorities. This statutory recognition of the County and 

~icipal Councils as local authorities for technical education marks an 

important development, for at last a part of the ed!mcation system had 

been brought within the scope of local government. These newly created 

authorities were not concerned with elementary education, but they were 

large enough to undertake wider responsibilities. For the moment, however, 

they brought immediate and welcome help to technical and secondary education. 

Within five years of being established 93 out of 129 Borough Councils were 

spending the whole of this Whisky Money on technical education, although 

in only thirteen of them was a rate levied. 28 

Many of the Technical Education Committees built laboratories 

so that institutions could qualifY for the grants of the Science and Art 

Depar·cment. Technical Education was not interpreted too narrowly and 

many committees spent money on a variety of projects, including aiding the 
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the instruction of intending teachers, (e.g., by allowing the use of the 

technical school premises as a Pupil Teacher Centre). Most committees 

provided scholarships tenable at Secondar,y schools, and many were held 

by pupils who afterwards became Pupil Teachers. Mr. H. Macan informed 

the Departmental Committee of 1898 that out of ~hirty eight Counties and 

County Boroughs giving such scholarships, twenty three at least found them 

used by pupils who afterwards became Pupil Teachers. (In the previous 

four years about 150 holders of such scholarships had become Pupil Teachers). 

The most elaborate of these scholarship systems was that 

constructed by the Technical Education Board of L.C.C. in 1893 under the 

chairmanship of Sidney Webb. 29 The County Scholarship was a ladder 

which took a great many young Londoners from the lowest elementar,y school 

to institutions of University standing, but at the same time it gave many 

intending teachers the opportunity of Secondary education. The 1898 

Committee was anxious that scholarships to Secondary schools should be 

introduced in more areas, and that there should be many more of them. 

Lyulph Stanley suggested to the Committee a scheme under which certain 

scholarships to Secondar,y schools should be offered for competition only 

among rural children, thereby helping to provide teachers for the under

staffed rural achools.30 

Certain Technical Education Committees also made grants in 

aid of special classes for the instruction of Pupil Teachers. Such grants 

came withip the powers given to the local authority, provided that they 

did not exceed the amount of the expenses incurred in the teaching of 
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technical subjects. Surrey County Council instituted Saturd~ morning 

classes in science for Pupil Teachers. The Holland County Council made 

a grant in aid of the Spalding Pupil Teachers Centre, and the Borough 

of Ashton-under-Lyme provided the accommodation for the central classes 

held in that Borough. However, not all authorities adopted such a 

favourable attitude. Lancashire County Council in refusing a request 

for help for Pupil Teacher classes stated that it had no intention of 

using its reserves to aid would be teachers at the expense of technical 

education.31 

The help that was given by Technical EdUcation Committees towards 

the training of Pupil Teachers became but part of a wider controversy 

about the need for a competent authority which could reconcile the 

existing cleavage between secondary and elementary education. The 

existing arrangement of having two authorities in an area, each rather 

uncertain of the limits of its power and each with the power of levying 

a rate,was the cause of unnecessa~ conflict. The Technical Education 

Committees, and that of the L.C.C. in particular, had given some indication 

of how competent such an authori~ could become given greater powers.32 

By comparison the School Boards were of varying quality. In some areas 

there was no Board, and many w~re small and inefficient. Some of the 

larger Boards, and especially the London Board, had become unpopular on 

aocount of their aggressive and over-reaching policies. The need for a 

powerful local authority, financially and administratively responsible 

forall: grades of education had long been recognised in educational circles 
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but the solution was not easy, as the rejection of Gorst's Bill in 1896 

had shown. Nevertheless, official policy turned increasingly to the 

County Councils and the County Boroughs as the co-ordinating authorities 

for education be,yond the elementary stage.33 At the same time, the 

Cockerton jedgments were a useful pretext for those Conservatives, 

denominationalists and Fabians who, for various reasons, wished to over-

throw the School Boards. 



CHAPl'ER 3 

The Training Colleges before 1902 

As a result of the Education Act of 1870 many more teachers 

were required. Yet the increase in the number of Training College 

places was in no way proportionate to the expansion of school places. 

In spite of the pressing need for trained teachers only eight new 

1 Colleges were opened between 1870-90. Understandably, this was largely 

owing to the very anxious time that 'he Colleges had passed through after 

the Code of 186}, and also because the Government had stopped the 

building grants by a Minute of January 1860. 2 During this period 

the Church_ of England was heavily committed financially to providing 

and maintaining Church Schools, and it could not afford to keep up with 

any demand for new Colleges. The Nonconformist position was rather 

different. They became less interested in providing elementary schools, 

as they felt that the battle for undenominational schools had been won. 

The Board Schools gave Bible teaching under the Cowper Temple clause, and 

this satisfied the Nonconformists, for as the British and Foreign School 

Society later reported with satisfaction:- 'School Boards are in reality 

British School Committees, some upon a gigantic scale and, with few 

exceptions, the schools are British Schools with another name'. However, 

the Nonconformists were anxious to build undenominational Training Colleges 

because here candidates suffered disabilities on account af the shortage 

of places. As early as 1871 the British and Foreign School Society 

decided to concentrate its resources on the training of teachers, as there 

would be a demand for them from the School Boards. By 1884. the Soc ie ty 
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bad six Colleges training some 1.5% of all intending teachers.3 

The supply of Training College accommodation soon fell below 

the needs of the country, and this many School Boards, as employers of 

trained teachers, objected to. As early as 1872 the London School 

Board appointed a special committee to consider the supply of trained 

teachers. The Committee proposed to establish a Central D~ Training 

College in London, supported by a Government grant, and making use of 

the Board's schools as the practising schools. However, the Board did 

not adoptthe proposal, but instead it called for an extension c£ existing 

College accommodation together with the admission of non-resident students. 

It also pleaded for increased facilities for teachers who were anxious to 

prepare for the Certificate examination, but who were not able, or did 

not wish, to enter College. The Board had, af course, no power to 

implement these recommendations. In March, 1875, the London Board 

enquired of the Sheffield School Board whether it had me~ any difficulty 

with the supply of trained teachers, pointing out that the Training 

Colleges could turn out only 2,000 teachers annually 'whilst the number 

of Pupil Teachers in the last Blue Book is 28,000. Had the Sheffield 

Board considered the arrangements ••••• necessary for securing the training 

of their Pupil Teachers who decide to remain in the profession?'. The 

Sheffield Board appears to have ignored the letter.4 

The shortage of places could easily become a highly emotional 

issue, as can be seen from a controversy within the Birmingham School 

Board in 1882. Educational considerations could take second place to 

religious and political issues. The Chairman of the Board, George Dixon, 
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proposed that a. memorial be sent to the Education Department 1:o urge it 

to increase the number of Training College places. He argued that less 

than half of the candidates who passed the examination could beaimitted 

because of the shortage ~ accommodation. Nearly 30% of the Certificated 

Masters and nearly 50% of the Certificated Mistresses in public elementary 

schools had not been trained, and it was most desirable that schools 

should have teachers with the highest possible qualifications. 'The 

ecclesiastical restrictions imposed by the lar·ge majority r:£ the existing 

Colleges acted to the disadvantage of Pupil Te~chers in the Board Schools 

and presented a serious obstacle to the entrance into the·teaching 

profession of many qualified candidates'. 

He then proposed that School Boards should have the 'power to 

establish Training Colleges to which grants should be made available on 

a scale proportionate to those now given to existing Training Colleges'. 

The Colleges would be established and maintained out of tm rates. They 

would be undenominational and residential. The Conservatives on the Board 

opposed this extension of the ;statutory p:!owers of the School Board. 

Undenominational Board Colleges in receipt of both Government and rate aid 

would seriously threaten the position of the denominational Colleges, 

which received only the Government grant. It had happened already with 

the denominational schools. There was also opposition to the Chairman's 

criticisms of the existing Colleges. The denominational restrictions 

did not prevent them from being acceptable to the great majority of students. 

Further meetings, and the need for additional College places, caused the 

Board to reach a compromise. Reference to tre difficulties caused by 
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denominational restrictions i~osed by Colleges was omitted from the 

Memorial. The Department was asked to give the School Boards the 

power to establish Day Training Colleges only. The decision in favour 

of Day Training Colleges was unanimous - a point which witnesses from 

the Birmingham School Board before the Cross Commission used in support 

of their proposals for Day Training Colleges.5 

In Decemb.er 1882 the Sheffield School Board sent a Memorial 

to the Education Department protesting 'that the Pupil Teachers under 

the various School Boards labour under special disadvantages when seeking 

.admission to some of the existing Training Colleges'. Little pro gress 

was made, and in May, 1883., a proposal was made to communicate with the 

various Boards throughout the country with a view to their joining a 

deputation to wait upon the Vice-President of the Committee of the Council 

to press upon him ·the need to modify the right of the Managers of Training 

Colleges to fix the terms of admission to their respective Colleges. 6 

To overcome this shortage of places, some Boards began tentative-

~ to provide training facilities themselves. Obviously, such schemes 

could not produce many teachers, but they were an extension of the authority 

of the Boards, and a token challenge to the monopoly of the established 

Colleges. The School Board had no power to establish a Training College. 

However, attendance at College was not the only method of acquiring 

Certificated Teacher status. It could also be gained through private 

stu~, and it was here that the School Boards gave assistance. In 1884, 

the Birmingham Board introduced a scheme of training for ex-Pupil Teachers, 

in accordance with Article 110 of the Code which gave School Boards the 
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authority to spend money on the training of assistant teachers. However, 

the grant from the Department was subject to the teacher having been 

employed for three years in schools under the same management, yet by 

studying on his own the teacher could qualify for this Acting Teachers 

Certificate in only two years. For thls reason the scheme did not 

receive .much support, and the Board was forced to abandon it. This was 

unfortunate because it was carefully planned and under the control of the 

well qualified Director of Classes for Pupil Teachers. A similar 

scheme was devised in Sheffield in 1885 covering six hours a week in 

the evenings and on Saturday. Out of 153 Assistant Teachers in the 

service of the Board who might have been expected to attend, 78 claimed 

exemption, fifteen were absent on account of illneaa, nine attended 

irregularly, two had not commenced to attend. Three outside teachers 

attended the classes on payment r:£ a fee. The total cost to the Board 

was £240 per ann~ but the classes were cancelled in the following.year. 7 

The training and supply of teachers was discussed by the Cross 

Commission. The criticism of the existing system centred around the 

following four points. Firstly, the Training Colleges were providing 

an inadequate supply of trained teachers. The numbers admitted annually 

as Pupil Teachers were from 8, 000 to 9, 000, about 6, 000 of whom would 

complete the apprenticeship. In theory, all who obtained a place in 

the first or second class of the Queen's Scholarship examination were 

eligible for admission to a College. In 1888 the Colleges had accommodation 

for 1,600 students, yet 2,800 were eligible for admission. At least 
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it can be said that those who were trained - especially the girls -

were on the whole the best of a large number of Pupil Teachers, who 

were alrea~ a selected group. Obviously, there was a supply of 

candidates, but whether there was a shortage of College places depended 

upon whether it was believed necessary to'train all teachers. As 

pointed out by the Commission, if Certificates were granted only to 

those teachers who had gone through a course of training, the provision 

of places would have to be at least doubled and the erection and maintenance 

of new Residential Colleges would involve an expenditure which the 

com1try would be reluctant to incur, so long as there were alternative 

and cheaper methods of acquiring C·ertificated teacher. status. Complaints 

were made to the Commissioners that there were alrea~ too many Certificated, 

but untrained, teachers, and cases were reported of such teachers making 

it diffucult for the trained, and presumably more efficient, teachers to 

obtain employment. Furthermore, schools with less than seventy o~ldren 

could not afford a trained teacher unless Government grants were great~ 

increased. It was argued that the real needs of the com1try were therefore 

obscured. The Commissioners took a more realistic view of the situation, 

and stated that 'whilst there is still a growing demand for fully qualified 

female teachers, the supply of trained male teachers is somewhat in excess 

8 of the present demand for them'. 

A .. second critic ism of the existing system was that the 

denominational character of most of the Colleges made it difficult for 

some candidates to be trained. This criticism was directed at the Church 
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of England which controlled thirty out of the forty three Colleges.9 

Almost invariably there was a requirement that a candidate had to submit 

to a denominational examination in reli~ious knowledge. Even when a 

Nonconformist candidate passed high in the Queen's Scholarship examination 

an Anglican candidate lower in the list was likely to be preferred. An 

additional grievance was that Anglican students occupied anything up to 

a third of the more competitive placesat the undenominational Colleges. 

The Second Minority Report of the Cross Commission stated that 'The 

proportion of accommodation in Church of England, Roman Catholic and 

Wesleyan Training Colleges is greatly in excess of the proportion of 

children in the schools of the same denaminations. On the other hand, 

while 47.3% of the children in public elementary schools are in Board 

schools, there ~ only 19.8% of the accommodation British and undenominational 

Training Colleges•.10 

Thirdly, the fact that all Colleges were residential meant that 

many eligible candidates would rather live at home than go into residence. 

Fourthly, there was a pressing need for a less expensive course. , Despite 

the Queen's Scholarship, many suitable candidates could not afford their 

part of the. cost of College training - an entrance fee, outlay on books, 

pocket money, etc. -and the consideration that for two years money would 

be paid out, instead of received, were factors which deterred those who 

had no money of their own. 11 

Witness from the School Boards made suggestions for establishing 

non-residential Training Coll~ges. Rev. E.F.M. McCarthy reminded the 

Commission that the Birmingham Board had presented a Memorial to the 
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Department in December 1885 requesting that School Boards be given- the 

power to establish and maintain such Colleges. The proposal had received 

favourable support from a number of other Boards, notably Leeds and 

Nottingham. w. Lee, Clerk to the Leeds School Board, also reminded the 

Commissioners that lrl.s Board had presented a similar Memorial but, 

chiefly on the grounds of expense, it did not anticipate the Board 

taking the prominent part suggested by the Birmingham Board. · 'The 

cost of any :p ecial arrangements must be borne by the Government or by 

local subscription, or by both. But as the work ia a national one, 

and the teachers are at liberty in after years to move to any part of 

the country, it seems to your Memorialists to be reasonable that the 

public taxes should bear a considerable share of the cost, and that the 

locality, which will have under any circumstances to bear the burden of 

higher salaries for these teachers, should not be further burdened to 

any serious extent by the cost of trej.ning them. The only solution of 

these difficulties is the establishment of Day Training Colleges in England 

with generous Government aid such as is granted to the non-residential 

Colleges in Scotland'.12 

McCart~ himself made a proposal which would have involved 

the School Boards quite considerably. It was based on a scheme operated 

at Worcester, in the State of Massachusetts, and it was at the same time 

an attractive alternative to the Pupil Teacher system. Ten or twelve 

Colleges, each with 250 students, were to be established in large towns, 

preferably those where University Colleges were already in existence. 
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They would be undenominational and mixed. The course would last five 

years, and the age of admittance would be from sixteen years. The :first 

two years were to be spent as full time students at the College, with 

some attendances at the Practising School as required. Half' c£ the third 

year would be spent teaching on half pay. The fourth and fifth years 

would be spent as a fully paid probationary teacher. The period between 

leaving the elementary school and entering the Da.Y Training College would 

be taken up with attendance at Secondary scbool if possible, or, 

alternatively, in special classes set up by the Board. The Colleges 

would be under the management of the Local Sc~ool Board and supported 

entirely by the State. The Board would have the power to co9opt onto 

the Management Committee of the College any of' the Trustees or Professors 

of the local University College to whiqh the Training College might be 

affiliated.13 

The School Boards were not the only - nor indeed the obvious -

claimants to provide Day Training Colleges. Provincial University Colleges 

-
had been developing steadily, and they were willing to undertake the 

training of teachers. At the Yorkshire College in Leeds, several 

evening classes were held for teachers stuQying for the Acting Teachers 

Certificate. Professor Bodington hBd devised a scheme for the institution 

o£ a training department in the College, which had the backing crt the Leeds 

School Board and the Voluntary School Managers.l4 The provincial Colleges 

were desperately keen to become involved in the training of teachers for 

their own ends o Most of these Colleges were struggling to establish them-
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selves and the Hartley Institution at Southampton, fur instance,_. was 

prepared to push projects which might strengthen its claim to a grant 

and the recognition as a University College that would go along with it. 

'A joint Memorial (follo~ing the example and suggestion of the University 

College of Nottingham) was sent from the Hartley Council and the Southampton 

School Board to the Education Department pointing out that every year a 

large number of Pupil Teachers who had passed the examination for 

admission to a Tra1ning College were unable to find places, and urging 

the establishment of Teacher Training Departments in Universities or other 

local Colleges to accommodate them•.15 The Education Reform League 

had waited upon the Vice-President of the Council urging similar action. 

Dr. Thomas Morrison, Rector of the Free Normal Church College, Glasgow, 

gave detailed evidence to the Commission as to the working of the Day 

Train:ng system in Scotland. Under Section 102 (b) of the Code, students 

in Training Colleges could attend during the winter session one or two 

of the classes in the University, prescribed for graduation in Arts or 

Sciences. The Colleges in Wales were anxious to establish Day Training 

Departments because such Colleges would provide places for the many 

Welsh Nonconformist students who would otherwise find difficulty in 

. dmi. i 1 h 16 i1 secur~g a ss on e sew ere. The extension of fac· ities for University 

education to elementary school teachers was welcomed by the profession, 

especially by the N.U.E.T. and the Teachers University Association.17 

Decisive and official support for Day Training Colleges to be 

establiShed under the aegis of the provincial Colleges, as opposed to the 
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School Boards, came from the officials of the Education Department. 

Mr. Cumin, the Secretary, hoped that it would be ultimately possible 

to get rid of all untrained teachers. His solution was to take advantage 

of local Colleges, not only where there was actually a University College, 

but also where there was suitable provision for higher education of the 

Universit,y t,ype. 'I do not propose or intend in the slightest degree 

to interfere with existing Training Colleges, but I do propose to substitute 

for these inferior acting teachers a certain number of trained teachers'. 

The proposal not to interfere with the existing Colleges had an appeal 

for the majorit,y of the Commissioners who were anxious to safeguard 

denominational interests. Equally attractive to them was Cumin's intention 

to exclude the School Boards from his plans, which 'would certainly not 

involve a charge on the rates. 

Boards to set up new Colleges. 

There is no· power to be given to School 

I know that some wished this, but it is 

not general 1 • Official opinion was determined to avoid any widening of 

the powers of the School Boards which would include the training at teaohers.18 

It is interesting to note that the Second Minority Report of the Commission, 

which was favourably disposed towards the School Boards, did not recommend 

that they should be entrusted with the training of teachers (p.291). 'We 

doubt whether the School Board alone, or the local College alone, would be 

the best boqy; perhaps a Council representative both of the higher 

education and of the School Boards in large towns, and in Counties a 

delegation of the County Rating Authority, might be constituted, working 

in conjunction with representatives of the Education Department.' 



The Cross Commission was divided on the issue of D~ Training 

Colleges. To the majority of the Commissioners this type· of College 

stood for secular education, just as did the Board School. They, 

therefore, came down heavily in favour of the residential College, because, 

in their opinion, it ensured that the student's character would be rightly 

moulded to educate the youth of the nation. The lowly home backgrounds 

of the students made a residential establishment especially necessary. 

The denominational Colleges could also be justified on economic grounds.19 

Nevertheless, the Commission did recommend that ~ system of Day Training 

Colleges in connection with Universities or Colleges of equivalent status 

should be tried on a limited scale with a view to meeting the cases of 

those students far whom, for various reasons, residence at a Training 

College cannot at present be provided. Only a limited number of students 

should receive Government assistance towards their training, and no portion 

of establishing or maintaining the Day Training College shall fall on the 

rates.' An additional recommendation was that existing Colleges should 

be permitted, though not compelled, to receive day students. 20 

A Minority Report, strongly representative of the ,views of the 

Boards, challenged the moderate proposals in the Final Report. They 

accused the majority of being too lukewarm towards some of the suggestions 

made to rem~ the shortage of training places. The Church of England 

enjoyed an enormously privileged position. The existing facilities sho.uld 

be used to the full, and Residential Colleges should be made open to day 

students, subject to a conscience clause. Day Training Colleges should 
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be established, in addition to those attached to the Universities, 

supported by local rates and po.pularly managed. Like the majority, 

they favoured some provision for boarding accommodation at Day Training 

Colleges, but, at the same time, they welcomed students living at home 

and subject to its influence. A Second Minorit,y Report went much 

further and violently atta,cked the denominational character at the 

existing Colleges. The report condemned the Colleges for being out of 

date - the instruction a~equate and the life of the student narrow 

and drab. 

21 opposed. 

.Any further assistance to this system would be bitterly 

In ~' 1890, to meet the need for more places free from 

denominational difficulties, the Department accepted the proposal to 

establish D~ Training Colleges, but they were not to be sponsored by 

local authorities. The regulations required that the College must be 

attached to some University or Uhiversit,y College of University rank. A 

local Committee was to be responsible for the discipline and moral super

vision of the students and for their attendance at lectures. The 

students would receive general education at the ordinary University classes, 

but a training department of the College would be in charge of their 

professional training. The scheme was obviously experimental, as the 

number ae students was at first limited to 200, but this restriction was 

removed by the Code of 1891. The growth both in the number c£ Colleges 

and students was rapid, and by the close of 1902 nineteen Colleges had been 

established. In proportion to the overall number of Training Colleges 
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required, the number supplied by this method was never very great, 

although asfar as the Day Colleges were concerned the Training College 

students were vital .to their existence. 22 

Nevertheless, the significance of the Day Colleges should not 

be under-estimated. The denominational Colleges had bean challenged, 

and the principle of Da,y, as opposed to Residential, training had been 

established. The training of teachers, hitherto in one respect self-

contained and isolated, and in another respect too intimately aesociated 

with elementary education, was brought into contact with higher education 

in institutions of University standing. The status of the teaching 

profession was raised. .The Da,y Training College attracted many of the 

more able students, and this in turn made the older Colleges less 

complacent about staffing and facilities. University courses and exam-

inations became accepted as alternatives to those of the Education 

Department for the Certificate. The degree course was too djf'ficult for 

the majority of students, but they could quali~ for the Cerificate. Some 

of the Residential Colleges began to provide third year courses for 

selected students, often leading to a degree. 23 

The Da,y Training Colleges did not solve the shortage of trained 

teachers. This shortage seriously affected the School Boards, who were, 

of course, unable to mitigate the situation because they had no statutory 

authority themselves to provide training facilities. There were still 

many good candidates who were without facilities for training either 

because the,y did not want to leave home in order to attend College, or 
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because th~ could not gain admission. The London School Board determined 

to devise a worthwhile scheme of training for those ex-Pupil Teachers who 

wished to become Certificated. In 1898, Mr. W.T. Goode, H~ad ct the 

Education Department at Owen's College, Manchester, was appointed as 

Superintendent of these students. The Board Room of the School Board was 

made available for instruction by the Superintendent and visiting teachers 

for the Pupil Teacher Centre. 

The numbers attending grew rapidly, and one floor of Graystoke 

Place School was made available for the· ·Board's Classes. Special attention 

was paid to professional training by means of careful supervision in 

schools. The students taught half time, and were paid £35 (men) or £30 

(women) a year. The remainder af the time they studied, and after two or 

three years they sat for the Acting Teachers Certificate. The Board of 

Education refused to recognise teachers trained this way as being College 

trained. The London School Board was hot to be out-manoeuvred, and 

recognised them as being College trained as far as the Board was concerned, 

and eligible for Headships. This was virtually an illegal Training College 

which 'directed into London Schools a stream af teachers well qualified 

on the academic side, thoroughly trained as practical teachers and 

animated by an admirable spirit which never flagged'.24 

The shortage of training facilities did not go unnoticed by 

the Technical Education Board of the L.C.C. Both the Chairman, Sidney 

Webb, and the Secretary, Dr. William Garnett, took a wide view of their 

responsibilities. In a report to the Council in 1901 the Technical 
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Education Board stated 'We have bad under our consideration for several 

years the urgent need that exists for providing additional facilities for 

the training of teachers, including not only those intending to enter 

elementary and secondary schools, but also those teaching especially 

technical subjects, science, art and modern languages'. 25 It estimated 

that of the London boys and girls entering the teaching profession 

probably one half were unable from lack of accommodation in existing 

Training Colleges to obtain proper training. It pointed out that the 

London School Board had no legal power to provide training, and that the 

Council, acting under the Technical Instruction Acts, was the only public 

authority with such power. It therefore decided to establish a Day 

Train~g College for men and women under the Council's control, but, 

as was required by the regulations of the Board of Education in connection 

with a University institution, namely, London University, 'It is not 

proposed to spend capital in erecting IE w buildings..... We believe 

that (including rent, salaries and all expenses) the maintenance cost will 

not exceed £2,800 a year'. It was proposed that this would be taken from 

funds which the Council might annually devote to technical education. 

Negotiations did take place between the L.C.C. and the University 

Senate who jointly made up the Local Committee. The L.c.c. provided the 

College, and the University appointed the Professor of Education whom the 

L.c.c.· agreed to accept as the Principal of the College. It opened at 

Clement's Inn, the first of a series of makeshift premises, in October, 

1902, with fifty eight students. The Technical Education Board reported 



'In this w~ we hope to enable London students who, owing to the lac~ 

of accommodation in Residential Training Colleges, have been unable to 

take advantage of the King's Scholarship to obtain, whilst living at 

home, the advantage of the best training in their calling '• 26 

There was no doubt about the success of this College, but it was virtual~ 

impossible for other Technical Education Committees to provide similar 

facilities. Their limited funds were takm up with more pressing 

problems, and moreover their powers under the Technical Instruction Act 

were restricted. 

The shortage of qualified teachers did not affect all areas 

equally. It would appear that many of the urban areas did not find it 

too difficult to recruit staff, because they were able to pay good 

salaries. As there were no national salary scales, the count ry areas 

were not protected from the wealthier urban School Boards recruiting the 

best teachers. 27 Rural districts had few financial cr social attractions 

for the trained teacher. The Education Committee of the Somersetshire 

County Council, under the powers given to it under the Technical Instruction 

Act, drew up a scheme for the training ofrural teachers. 'The idea in 

the beginning was to give a chance to these poor girls in the villages in 

Somersetshire who are so unable now to get any proper tr~g at all, so 

as to provide really efficient mistresses for these schools in the future'. 

The driving force was Mr. W.S. Clark, a member of the Committee. He 

made arrangements with the British and Foreign School Society to start a 

Training College for thirty girls in connection with a Pupil Teacher Centre 
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to be established in a large house in Street, owned by himself. The 

financial responsbility was to be taken by the Society, but ile County 

Education Committee would have given assistance in fitting up the class-

rooms for scientific purposes, in paying salaries far science teachers 

and in awarding scholarships to Pupil Teachers. Support came from the 

Inspector, but the Department refused to sanction a College that was not 

in connection with a University Centre. Several members of the Departmental 

Committee expressed surprise at this decision. 28 

By· the end of the century the need for more College places was 

becoming acute. In October, 1898, the London School Board sent round 

to other Boards a memorandum which it intended to submit to the Education 

Department, urging that the supply of Training College accommodation be 

increased by the establishment of Colleges under public management. This 

feeling seems to have been fairly general among the larger provincial 

Boards. The Departmental Committee of 1898 stated (p.21) that 'No witness 

interrogated on the point hesitated in giving it as his opinion that the 

supply was inadequate to the demand. The official returns and statistics 

published annually put it beyond doubt that this is the fact'. In 1899, 

2,556 out of 2,904 men passed the Queen's Scholarship examination, but 

only 1,008 went to College. The position for women was far worse. Out 

of 9,216 candidates 7,572 passed the ~ination and only 1,7~ were 

admitted. It should be pointed out that many (£ those taking the examination 

had no intention of seeking entrace to a College, but took the examination 

to qualif.y themselves under Article 50 of the Code. Over and above these 
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pressUI"es was tlE Nonconformist grievance that students who were not 

members of the Church of England were at a further disadvantage. 

Considerable publicity was given to the fact that a Nonconformist 

candidate who came 237th in the order of merit had to wait a year, whilst 

a Church of England candidate who came no higher than 2, 68lst was 

admitted. This did not mean that the Church was altogether insensitive 

to Nonconformist feelings for when the Rochester Diocese opened St. 

Gabriel's College in 1899 candidates for admission could take advantage 

of a Conscience Clause. 29 

At the same time, reports of educational developments in 

other countries drew attention to the fact that the majority of teachers 

in this country were untrained. The Departmental Report of 1898 

complained that 'too many drift into the teaching profession through the 

side door of the Certificate examination for acting teachers, their only 

preparation having been confined to private study, evening classes at 

Pupil Teacher Centres, correspondence and other such means, often unsatis-

factory. Thus, those who need training most are left without it, and 

enter upon one of the most important callings with the slenderest equip-

ment of necessary knowledge'. In addition, the annual reports of the 

Inspectors were becoming increasingly outspoken about the need for a greater 

proportion of trained teachers. 'Measure the value of the work of this 

vast body of teachers thus prepared, who pass annually into the schools 

of the country, and think what it might be, were they properly prepared. 
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Without detracting the least from the good and conscientious efforts 

of these teachers, or minimising inaqy degree their usefulness relatively, 

still it is impossible to deny that their value to the nation :is much 

less than it ought to be, and that the national life, as far as education 

can form, 'mould and direct it, must suffer seriously •. The argument 

was taken up in the Report for the followin~ year - 'A trained teacher 

to ·ever,y 100 children does not seem extragavant, but to meet such a 

demand 46,000 teachers will be required, or 10,000 more tn:Ln we possess. 
~ 

At the present rate of increase it would be twenty five years before this 

modest requirement could be satisfied, assuming that the average attendance 

remains stationary'. 

The Departmental Committee ~ 1898 (p.22) were 'Strongly of the 

opinion that every facility should be given by the Education Department 

for the extension of Training College accommodation. This implies 

both the enlargement of such present establishments as are not unwielqy 

and the provision of fresh Colleges•. However, it felt that very little 

more could be looked for from voluntary effort, 'for voluntary effort is 

only another word for the efforts of very few, which on any sufficiently 

large scale are no longer energetic'. The Annual Report for 1900/1 

stated, 'More Colleges are required. The Denominational system deserves 

the gratitude of all friends of education for what it has done. But the 

old enthusiasm which poured forth the first full: stream of voluntary 

effort no longer exists. They have suffered as the voluntary schools 

have suffered, but without the same help. To them has come no abolition 

of the 75% limit, no fee grant, no Aid Association. They may have been too 
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College has to spend a f~ hundreds in improving, or a few thousands 

in increasing, its accommodation the result is too often that weariness 

and vexation of a spirit familiar to borrowers'. The financial 

difficulties of the voluntary schools were enormous, and it was out of 

the question for the denominations to make the large scale provision 

of College places that was required without financial assistance. The 

chances of the Government offering such help, and thereby incurring the 

.hostility of the Nonconformists were remote.3° 

Another possibility was to increase the number of students at 

Day Training Colleges, but there was a limit to the n\UDber of places that 

they could provide. The contribution of these Collegeswas marginal in 

comparison to the total number of places required. Nevertheless, they 

had attracted much support in some quarters. For example, the Bryce 

Report, admittedly more concerned with the training of Secondary teachers, 

approved of them as places where the training of elema1 tary and secondary 

education could be combined. 'The function af providing the professional 

instruction does not seem properly attributable to local authorities because 

their sphere of action is not sufficiently wide. On the other hand, it 

ought not to be handed over to the Central Office because that might 

induce an undesirable uniformity. Freedom and variety would, in our 

opinion, be best secured if the Universities were to take up the task•.31 

However, the Reports of the Inspectors were not always complimentary. 

'The advantage derived by the student of a day Training Department 
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should be more than a share of the privilege of attending eminent 

teachers whom they do not always understand •••• Insufficient precautions 

are taken to prevent ill-equipped students from attempting the degree 

course •••• they all suffer from rawness of material which they have to work 

up and the lack of funds •••• they would do more in the direction of 

providing scholarships and hostels if the means were at their disposal, 

but they are poor •••• the cost of living in lodgings is considerable 

and a great deal of severe pinching and self denial is practised to eke 

out the exiguous means at their disposal'. Statements such as these 

indicated that the D~ Training College was a palliative and not a remedy 

to the problem.32 

The enlargement of the existing Colleges - both Residential 

and Day - was essential, but it was also necessary to establish new Colleges 

if a greater proportion of teachers were to be trained. In such circum-

stances the insistence on attaching Day Colleges to institutes of University 

status was open to question. Mr. Scott Coward, the Inspector for Train-

ing Colleges, looked to the new Technical Schools established in large 

centres of population as possible sponsors. As to the financial difficulty, 

he could 'see no other way than by grants from the State and the localities 

- by gra.rits, that is, from the public purse of the Central Government and 

of the local authorities•. The 'local authorities that Mr.· Scott Coward 

and his colleagues looked to were the County and County Borough Councils, 

alrea~ active in the field of higher education. Such authorities, 'it was 

felt, would have adequate resources to finance training schemes. The 
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N.U.T. also believed that these local authorities should be given the right 

to spend money on the extension of Training College accommodation. It 

was only by such an expansion that the arnzy of unqualified teachers could 

be reduced. These teachers were a serious stumbling block to the 

attempts of the N.U.T. to raise the salary of the trained teacher and to 

establish a system of Teachers registration.33 

Although the National Education Association was active in 

promoting the case for an increase in training places in unsectarian 

institutions under public managemen~during the passage of the 1902 

Educational Bill, the training of teachers was not an important issue 

amidst the intense denominational rivalries. However, the need for more 

trained teachers had become urgent, and in response to the demand for 

more undenominational College accommodation, a clause was specially 

inserted giving the proposed local authorities the power to spend money 

on the training of teachers. It was the N.U.T., claims A. Tropp, that 

was successful in obtaining this promise from the Prime Minister. 34. 
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CHAPI'ER 4 

The Preliminary Education of Teachers 1902-14 

Under the Act of 1902 the School Boards and the Attendance 

Committees were abolished and their powers were transferred to the newly 

created Local Education Authorities. The powers conferred on the local 

authorities by the Technical Instruction Act were merged into the powers 

of the new Authorities. For Elementary Education there were 318 L.E.As. 

- sixty three County Councils, eighty two County Boroughs and 173 Boroughs 

and Urban Districts with populations of over 10,000 and 20,000 respectively 

at the 1901 Census. For Higher Education the Authorities were to be the 

sixty three County Councils, the eighty two County Boroughs, b.l t in addition 

868 Boroughs and U.rban Districts within the administrative counties were 

allowed to continue to levy a rate of a penny in the pound for the support 

of their own institutes and schools, concurrently with the County Council. 1 

As far as the County Councils were concerned, the arrangements for 

Elementary Education were untidy, owing to the difficulties there had 

been in Parliament at the proposed withdrawal of power from smaller 

authorities. Although the County Councils were to have responsibility 

for Higher Education throughout the whole of the administrative County, 

they were not responsible for Elementary Education in the autonomous 

Boroughs and U.D.Cs (i.e. Part 111 Authorities) within the administrative 

County. In such oases the co-ordination of Elementary and Higher Education 

inevitably caused friction between the respective Authorities. This 

occurred particularly in connection with the arrangements far Pupil 
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Teachers, which embraced both Elementary and Higher Education. There 

were an unusual number of difficulties in counties in which there were a 

large number of Part 111 Authorities. In Lancashire, for instance, 

there were thirty two autonomous, and fiercely independent authoritieso2 

However, 'With all its imperfections it (Education Act 1902) 

embodied the idea that the service of public education should be a 

specific function of ordinary Local Government as re-organised by the 

Act of 1888, that in every area there should be a local authority primarily 

responsible for the provision, organisation and administration ~ public 

education, amenable through electoral processes to the influence of 

ratepayers'. 3 By the Act education was decentralised, and it became a 

normal and fully integrated Local Government service. The Board of 

Education's responsibility was to superintend and en6ourage, although it 

did have the right to interfere in certain specific instances. It had, 

of course, further powers insofar as it controlled the grants voted by 

Parliament to the Authorities, and also determined the conditions under 

which grants should be made. Nevertheless, the Act was the beginning of 

a co-operative partnership, the success of the relationship depending 

on the response made by the local authority to the stimulation of the 

Central Authority. 

With regard to Higher Education, the local authority had first 

to fix an appointed d~, on or after 1st April, 1903, on which it would 

take over the new responsibility. Then, the Act went on, the 1 Local 

Education Authority shall consider the educational needs of their area 
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and take such steps as seem to them desirable, after consultation with 

the Board of Education, to supply or aid the supply of education other 

than Elementary, and to promote the general co-ordination of all forms of 

education, and for that purpose shall apply all or so much as they deem 

necessary of the residue under Section 1 of the Local Taxation (Customs 

and Excise) Act, 1890, and shall carry forward for the like purpose any 

balance thereof which may remain unexpended , and may spend such further 

sums as they think fit'. The Local Authority was therefore obliged to 

appiy the Whisky Money to Higher Education, this being their first source 

. of income, but otherwise there was no specific duty imposed on it to 

provide Higher Education , and the Board of Education had no power to see 

that the steps taken by the Authority w~re adequate. The Act, in respect 

of Higher Education, was permissive. Local Authorities were given the 

power and the encouragement to spend money on Higher Education - the rate 

was not to exceed twopence in the pound in the Counti~s without the 

permission of the Local Government Board, but there was no limit in the 

County Boroughs. Certain Authorities carried out their surveys with 

considerable enthusiasm, and some of them engaged Mr. Michael Sadler, 

whose Reports did much to stimulate local interest. However, by the end 

of 1906-7 less than a quarter of the Authorities had carried out local 

surveys.4 

The new Local Authorities were given very wide powers, including 

the power to provide Secondary Education and to train and instruct Pupil 

Teachers, though they were not obliged to do either of these things, except 
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insofar as they felt it necessary to do them in order to meet their 

obligations in connection with Elementary Education.5 The training and 

instruction of teachers, including Pupil Teachers, was a portion ct the 

supply of edUcation, other than Elementary, and although it was still 

administered by the Elementary Branch at the Board, it was a em rge on 

the Higher Education funds of the Local Authority. How the Board intended 

these obligations to affect the training of teachers was seen in the 

'Regulations for the Instruction and Training of Pupil Teachers and Students 

in Training Colleges' published separately for the first time in July, 

1903, to replace the Articles in the Elementary School Code hitherto 

dealing with these matters. These regulations were largely based on 

the recommendations of the 1898 Departmental Committee. The new title 

and the fact that ttJ.ese Welle the first of the Board 1 s regulations which 

were revised under the direction of -the Secretary to the Board, R.L. Morant, 

is perhaps and indication of the importance he attached to the preliminary 

education of teachers. Unless the quality of teachers and teaching in 

the Elementary schools could be improved, Morant's plans for tre develop

ment of Secondary education would be unsuccessful, because the pupils from 

the Elementary schools would be unable to benefit from it. For too long 

the training of teachers had been little more than an expansion of the 

Elementary school curriculum, and there could be no real progress in 

education without a radical improvement in the training of teachers. The 

Regulations were to begin to be operative with effect from 1st January, 1904, 

but owing to difficulties and modifications the new system was not completely 
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established until 1906-7.6 

The keynote of the Regulations was general education, rather 

than professional training, as an integral part of the general provision 

of Secon4ary education. They aimed at doing two things. Firstly, to 

defer all employment in a public Elementary school to a later age than 

had previously been the case, in order to facilitate the preliminary 

education of future teachers so that it would be more complete and 

continuous than hitherto. The intention was to give Secondary education 

to prospective teachers, and this was done by raising the age of the Pupil 

Teacher engagement. Accordingly, Probationers were no longer to be 

recognised as part of the Elementary school staff, and the minimum age 

for recognition as a Pupil Teacher was raised to between sixteen and 

seventeen, except in a few sparsely populated rural districts which were 

remote from P.T. Centres, where it could begin between f:ifteen and sixteen. 

In the second place, the Regulations aimed at securing for the 

Pupil Teacher a more oomple~~ education during the Pupil Teachersbip 

which was to last for two years (three years in a few rural districts). 

Employment was to be strictly limited to half of the school meetings, and 

the rest of the time was to be spent in approved instruction extending 

over at least 300 hours, where possible in a fully equipped and staffed 

P.T. Centre. Pupil Teachers were to be employed only in specially 

selected schools, where they would be given some instruction in the art of 

teaching and not regarded merely as cheap assistant teachers. The Pupil 

Teacher Centre could either form an integral part of a Secondary School, be 
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attached to a Secondary School or, with the special consent of the 

Board, to a Higher Elementary School, provided that there was no 

Secondary School available. Alternatively, the Centre could be an 

Independent Centre similar to those that had been established by the 

School Boards. If no Centre were available, Pupil Teachers l:a d to 

be instructed during the day, together with Central classes on Saturday, 

or when they could be arranged. Above all, it was to be a time of probation 

and training under proper supervision rather t~n one of premature practice 

in teaching at the expense of general education. 

Another method of recruitment was introduced in an attempt to 

attract Secondary School pupils to teaching. Any boy or girl who had 

spent three years in a Secondar,y School and signified his intention of 

becoming a teacher might at sixteen claim a Bursary for one year. If at 

the end of this year he passed the necessary qualifying examination he could 

go to a Training College or spend one year as a Student Teacher teaching 

half time. 

The Prefatory Memorandum to the Regulations stressed the 

importance for intending teachers to receive a sound general education, but 

not in isolation from other boys and girls of their own age. Before 

sixteen the preliminary education was to be given in a Secondary School, 

but if such a school were not available it could be given to pupils 

intending to beco~e teachers in a Preparatory Class attached to a Pupil 

Teacher Centre. These pupils would not be allowed to serve in any 

capacity in an Elementary School, and the recognition of such Probationers 
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was to be <l.iscontinued eventually. Although the Board was anxious that 

the Seconda~ School should be responsible for the education of intending 

teachers before the,y became Pupil Teachers, it was not in a position to 

offer any direct assistance to the Second~ School specifically for this 

purpose. The financial burden was to fall on the Local Authorities, to 

whom the heav,y cost was essential, argued the Prefato~ Memorandum, if 

L.E.As. were to get value for all their other expenditure on Elementary 

education. Therefore, it was suggested to them that their first concern 

was the provision of a well organised Scholarship system for candidates 

for the teaching profession. 'The Board of Education do not desire by 

these Regulations to enforce or even to encourage plans for educating 

Pupil Teachers apart from other scholars. On the contrary, the Board would 

urge L.E.As. to arrange, by means of an adequate Scholarship system or 

otherwise, that all the cleverest candidates for Pupil Teacherships in their 

are~, whether boys or girls, should receive a sound general education in a 

Second~ School for three or four years with school fellows intended for 
. 

other careers before they commence service in any capacity in an Elementary 

School. I£, further, there is attached to the Secondary School a Pupil 

Teacher Centre in organic relation with it, providing half time instruction, 

the Pupil Teacher will. continue to share in some measure in the corporate 

life of the Secondary School even after he has commenced to give some 

service in the Elementary School'. 

The 1907 Report stated that much readiness had been shown by 

most L.E.As. in accepting the principles of the new Pupil Teacher Regulations, 
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and much energy had been devoted to the task of improving existing P.T. 

Centres and to organising new ones where none existed previously.7 When 

the Regulations were drawn up there were about 172 variously organised 

Central classes in County areas and about ninety six in the County Boroughs. 

Many of these Centres were not thoroughly equipped, and at many of them 

the hours of instruction received in a week by a Pupil Teacher were very 

few. Many closed down, and the pupils were transferred to Secondary 

Schools. Some of the most successful Centres were, in fact, converted 

into Secondary Schools (e.g., Leeds, Hull, Wakefield, Rochdale, Leicester). 

The majority of Centres that were recognised under the new Regulations 

were naturally existing Centres that had been established by the School 

Boards or semetimes by voluntary agencies. Local authorities were 

empowered to subsidise centres without taking into account the fact that 

distinctive religious teaching was given. In 1903, the Birmingham 

Education Committee gave assistance to the Church of England and the Roman 

Catholic Centres in the City, and this resulted in violent protests from 

the Birmingham and Midland Education ~eague. Some small Centres had to be 

hastily improvised by the L.E.As. to meet the requirements of the Regulations, 

but often the premises were not permanently suitable. For instance, the 

Bacup and Rawtenstall Centre was opened at Waterfoot early in 1905 to make 

the necessary provision until a Secondary School could be established. 

This did not happen until 1911· B,y 1906-7, as a result of the Board's 

moral and fipancial support, thel\'e were 392 fully equipped Centres in the 

Counties, and 197 in the County Boroughs, nearly all of which were recognised 
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by·the Board. 9 

At the beginning of January, 1907, only 363 pupils were not in 

a Centre. Fifty two of these belonged to Norfol~ and thirty one to 

Devonshire, two Counties exceptionally rural and ill-equipped with 

Secondar,y Schools. The Report for 1907 went on (p.l8), 'It is even 

possible that some Authorities may ultimately prove to have been led 

too far in the desire to fall in with the movement, and that, in view of 

the difficulties of travelling involved, the attempt to· draw Pupil 

Teachers even from the most remote districts into Centres may have to some 

extent to be abandoned. The success of this attempt, however, cannot 

finally be estimated, or the best method of securing a supply of Elementar,y 

School teachers from and for rural villages determined until the general 

re-organisation of Higher Education within their areas, upon which most 

Local Authorities are now engaged, has been completed'. 

There was no lack of willingness by the Governing Bodies of 

Secondary Schools to apply for recognition as Pupil Teacher Centres, and 

L.E.As. were anxious to make use of their facilities. 'Out of 694-

Secondar,y Schools receiving or applying for recognition and grant during 

1906-7 under the Secondary School Regulations 357 are also recognised or 

applying for recognition as Pupil Teacher Centres. There are forty three 

Centres attached to Secondary Schools not in receipt of grant to Higher 

Elementar,y Schools. The Independent Centres are 179 in number. Most of 

these are, however, on a large scale, and of the total number of 10,540 

Pupil Teachers recognised for the first time from lst August, 1906, and now 
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receiving instruction in Centres, 6,260 are in Independent Centres, and 

only 4,280 in Second~ Schools. But many of the Independent Centres 

are only maintained as a temporary arrangement by Authorities who desire 

to make use of Secondary Schools and are for the present prevented from 

doing so by the want of Secondary School accommodation within their areas.
10 

There is no doubt that in many cases the grants of' the Board dj,d 

much to stimulate the L.E.As. to implement fairly quickly the Regulations 

concerning the Centres. They were as follow - the Centre received £7 

for each Pupil Teacher, and £4 for a Pupil Teacher between fifteen and 

sixteen, and for a Pupil in a Preparatory Class. The L.E.A. received 

grants varying between £.3 and £5 according to the kind of instruction 

provided for Pupil Teachers who were not in Centres. Grants r:£ £2 were 

available with effect from the year ending .31st July, 1906, in aid of 

travelling expenses of Pupil Teachers living in rural areas to encourage 

them to attend Central Classes. 

The situation as described so far has been taken from the Reports 

of the Board of Education, and does not reveal that there was a good deal 

of opposition to the Regulations in spite of some firm pushing by Morant. 

A Conference of Northern Authorities was held at Bradford in December, 1905, 

to consider the question of the apparent policy of the Board in favouring 

the instruction of Pupil Teachers in Secondary Schools. The Chairman, 

Mr. R. Roberts, of Bradford Education Committee, said that there was a kind 

of atmospheric influence emanating from Whitehall in favour of the training 

of Pupil Teachers in such schools rather than in separate Centres. MaQy 
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Authorities had spent very generously upon the building and equipmtn t 

of their Centres, ·and they had been the means of most admirable work. 

They looked consequently with considerable apprehension to the new mode. 

It was a matter of common knowledge that there had been recently a ve~ 

considerable growth of Centres. In 1902 there were 193 in the Counties 

and ninety nine in the County Boroughs. In 1905 the figures were 320 

and 113 respectively. The inference would seem to be that, so far from 

the usefulness of these Centres having passed away, they were more and 

more approving of themselves to Educatio.n Authorities. Furthermore, the 

corresponding increase in the number of Pupil Teachers entering the 

Centres (5,271 in the first six months of 1903, 8,100 in the first six 

months of 19~) was another indication of their satisfacto~ nature. 

Sir John HOy, of Manqhester, remarked that the Circulars of the Board with 

regard to the training of teachers were fair and equitable, but he knew 

that in administering the Regulations it adopted a much stronger attitude 

t "t d 11 o secure ~ s en s. 

Many Authorities, especially those in rural areas, complained 

bitterly of the cost of Pupil Teachers under the new Regulations. Before 

they came into operation, Pupil Teachers cost the West Riding on average 

from £40 - £50 each for their course of training, but under the new 

Regulations it amounted to anything between £80 - £9(). Moreover, the 

West Riding representative at the Conference doubted whether the same 

state of efficiency was reached as formerly. There was also the r isk that 

immediately this costly training had been ~om.pleted the County Co~cil 

might lose the Pupil Teachers to other Authorities. In Vvorcestershire, 
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the expenditure on Pupil Teachers for the year 19~-5 was £1,598, yet 

the grants received came only to·£156. It was further estimated that 

when Centres were fully established each Pupil Teacher would cost £11, 

of which only £7 would be received in grants. Other rural areas had 

similar difficulties. The expenditure by Kesteven fort he same period 

reached £673, while only £151 was received from the Board. As the 

Authority pointed out, this did not represent the total expense incurred 

in the training of Pupil ~Teachers because of the tendency on the part of 

the Board to refuse to recognise Pupil Teachers as part of the staff, and 

to insist on additional qualified assistants being appointed in schools 

where Pupil Teachers were engaged. In a Resolution, Warwickshire called 

the attention of the Board to the heav,y burden entailed by Authorities 

that made due provision for the training of Pupil Teachers, chiefly in the 

case of those Pupil Teachers that attended Centres from rural districts. 

It urged that larger funds should be made available by the Exchequer as it 

was highly desirable to encourage a supply of teachers from country districts. 

Alternatively, Warwickshire proposed the postponement of the introduction 

of the new Regulations owing to the difficulties of obtaining and paying 

the staff required to fill the gaps caused by the half time attendance of 

the Pupil Teachers at the Elements~ School. The demand for greater 

financial assistnnce had been fir~y rejected by the President ar the Board 

of Education, Lord Londonderr,y, in the previous year. Aid had, in fact, 

been greatly increased, he claimed, as £14 was paid over the two years, 

whereas under the previous three years apprenticeship system only £6 was 
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p~able, and under the four years' system which preceded that, the grant 

for the full four years varied from a total of ~ to £12. The financial 

difficulties of the Authorities -were often aggravated by the withholding 

of grants if the Pupil Teacher had not made attendances at the Elementar,y 

School and the Centre respectively in strict accordance with the regulations 

of the Board. In July, 1907, the Board sent a warning letter to the 

County Councils Association. In turn the Surrey County_ CoUncil issued a Menorandum 

to all concerned to see that deficiencies or excesses of attendances were 

guarded against as cases had been reported of a grant being lost altogether 

through the omission of a single attendance. 

County Authorities had additional problems. Commenting on the 

report that had been commissioned from Professor M. Sadler, the Derbyshire 

County Council stated that the difficulties of transit in scattered rural 

districts would make the organisation of a complete scheme by which ever,y 

Pupil Teacher could attend such a Centre very expensive, and possibly in 

some cases quite impracticable. The efforts of Northamptonshire to have 

its Pupil Teachers admitted to the Centre of the Northampton Borough 

Education Committee were unsuccessful, owing to insufficient accommodation. 

The Board therefore agreed to arrangements for Saturd~ classes at convenient 

Centres, jointly for Supplementary and Pupil Teachers. A dispute between 

Caernarvonshire Education Committee and the Governors of the Friars 

County School and the Count,y School for Girls at Bangor led to the eviction 

of the Count,y Pupil Teachers from these schools. The fees at these 

schools were respectively £9 or £8, but the Education Committee had refused 
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to pay more than the Board allotted for the instruction of Pupil Teachers. 13 

Apart from practical difficulties, such as the inability of some 

Authorities to provide full time education in Second~ Schools between 

fifteen and sixteen, which caused modifications in subseq_uent Regulations, 

the old Pupil Teacher Centres still had many champions. Mr. A.R. Pickles, 

President of the N.U.T., was highly critical of the closing down of 

Independent Centres which, he held, in direct contradiction to the evidence 

offered by examinations for the King's Scholarship, were the only places 

for the effective training of Pupil Teachers, in order to pamper the 

Seoondar,y School, towards which he was strongly antagonistic. It was 

argued that the intending teacher must be taught the principles of class 

management from an early age, and this could be done in a Centre but not 

in a Secondary School. Under the new arrangements the Pupil Teachers 

attended the Centre on a part time basis from the age of sixteen in the 

towns. This part time arrangement meant that the Centres had certain 

organisational prblems, but it was the staffs of the Secondary School who 

were most outspoken about the difficulties created by half time pupils 

who were unable to take a full part in the lif~ of the School. The Board 

was fully aware of the issues which might arise as Pupil Teachers entered 

the Second~ School. Not only would there be difficulties of organisation, 

but all too often the Pupil Teacher was educationally ill-prepared for 

such a School. The 'class' problem also had to be faced. At first, 

both middle class parents and the Secondary School teachers objected in 

a number of instances to the introduction of Pupil Teachers into the School. 
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Elementar,y School teachers, in turn, resented the fact that some 

Secondar.y Schools made invidious distinctions between Pupil Teachers 

and other pupils. It was not unusual for the groups to be kept apart 

as much as possible in the s chool, and separate playtimes were not 

uncommon. This was especially apparent in the more ambitious Secondar.y 

School charging relatively high fees. Tensions were not reduced by 

the practice of maQY Authorities in sending intending teachers to the 

Secondary School at the age of fourteen, which. was a survival from the 

days when teachers came exclusively from the older scholars of the 

Elementary School. Such difficulties explain why some authorities were 

unwilling to look to Centres as forming an integral part of the Secondary 

School, but preferred their Pupil Teachers to be trained in Independent 

Centres.14 

However, through all these difficulties MOrant did not change 

his aims. 'Closely allied to his restriction. of Elementar,y Education 
I 

was his gradual abolition of the old Pupil Teacher system. He did so 

whole-hearted~, for he found the ve~ conception of Pupil Teacher training 

abhorrent. It was monstrous, he once wrote, that a boy bred in West Ham 

and Pupil Teachered in West Ham, should then forever teach in West Ham. 

Today, indeed, we should all agree, if in less trenchant terms; just as 

we should approve of MOrant's abolition of Pup~ Teacher Centres and his 

insistence on training by Secondar.y education and Training Colleges as the 

proper substitutes, but many would see virtues in the Pupil Teacher system 

to which ~~rant was blind. His cond~mnation was too emphatic to 'be just•.15 
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The change c£ policy inaugurated by the new Regulations, that 

prospective teachers wherever possible should pass uninterrupted through 

a Secondary School until sixteen was bound to have a far reaching effect 

upon the development of Second~ education. The Act of 1902 left the 

provision of Secondar,y School places to the discretion of the local 

authority, but it was forced to their attention by the Board's insistence 

on. Seoondar,y education for intending teachers. However reluctant a Local 

Authority would have otherwise been to incur expenditure in provid~g 

Secondary education, ttie.~necessity of providing a supply of teachers to 

staff its schools meant that many Authorities weTe obliged to devote their 

resources for Higher Education almost exclusively to the prelimin~ education 

of intending teachers. In effect, this meant that the Local Authority 

had not only to assist existing Secondary Schools, but to build and maintain 

new schools of its own primarily for the appropriate instruction up to 

sixteen of all Pupil Teachers. This applied particularly to girls' schools, 

for here the demand was greatest and the supply of schools very small. 'The 

degree to which the need to provide education for future teachers contributed 

to the extension of Secondary education by the Local Authorities, especially 

for girls, has often been neglected•. 16 

The Bryce Commission had made a full inquiry into the provision 

of Secondary School accommodation. It reported a deficiency in the supply 

of second and third grade schools, especially for girls, at a price 

sufficiently low to place trem within the reach of parents af limited means. 

The endowed Grammar Schools were few in number, and certainly offered 
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insufficient places. Many of these schools relied ver,y heavily on 

grants earned from the Science and Art Department, but above all it was 

their social isolation from the Elementar,y Schools that caused most 

difficulties. The position was bleak. Some of the School Boards had 

extended the scope of their work in an attempt to supply the shortage and 

if the numbers at these Higher Grade Schools are taken into consideration 

the figures are slightly less alarming. The position had also improved 

steadily after the Technical Instruction Act, which empowered Local 

Authorities to aid Secondar,y education, but their powers were not 

sufficiently wide for them to deal comprehensively with the prbble!ll. In 

1901-2, the year in which State aid was first given to Secondar,y Schools 

as such, the number recognised by the Board with pupils taking the approved 

course was 272. The numbers rose steadily in successive years, but a 

large proportion were not new schools, but schools that bad been remodelled 

to meet the requirements of the Board.17 The re-organisation and 

extension of such schools was usually only possible with help from the 

Board and the :Local Authority. The problem of augmenting the supply of 

Secondar,y Schools fully occupied the Higher Education Sub-committees. 

The costs for any of their own new schools were naturally met by the Local 

Authorities, but often they gave considerable assistance to the Governors 

of Endowed Schools so that they could comply with the standards imposed by 

the Board.18 The m:aintenance grants offered under the 'S' Regulations 

of 19~ for each pupil in attendance - ranging from £2 for a first ·year 

pupil to £5 for a fourth year pupil - were a further incentive. Provided 
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the requirements of the Regulations could be met, Higher Grade Schools 

and Pupil Teacher Centres were converted into Secondar,y Schools. 

The extension of Secondary education was vital to the future 

development ef the country. Morant looked to the Local Authorities to 

exercise the power they had been given by the Act of 1902,to provide it. 

He recruited a strong team of H.M.Is. to forward its development and, 

at the same time, to maintain the standards that he felt were so important. 19 

The financial resources of the Board after the Boer War were stretched, 

but he ensured that grants made to Secondary education were relatively 

generous. However, as supp~y of money was limited he ensured that it was 

spent to the best advantage, and this he did by giving the Secondary course 

a clearly defined purpose. He wrote a friend sometime later, 'If you 

can really feel what you s~ as to D~ Secondary Schools having at last 

been established, there is nothing in the world I could have better wished 

as my epitaph, for that was my fundamental aim in 1902'. The vital role 

of Secondar,y education to his plans is further illustrated by the quotation 

from one of his speeches, 'It has been abundantly cL,ar that without 

adequate training in courses of the Secondary School type, students cannot 

profit by higher courses of training'. Training for teaching was only one 

of the higher courses that Morant had in mind, but because L.E.Aa. were 

intimately concerned with the supply ar teachers, it acted above all others 

as the spur to the development by them of Secondary education, which 

otherwise would have proceeded at a more leisurely pace. 20 

Even though the need for Secondary education had long been 
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realised, there was considerable disagreement about the form it should 

take and the agencies that should provide it. There were two concepts 

of SecondarY education - education for an elite or popular Secondary 

education for all. 'Morant was a singularly able and forceful exponent 

of the majority opinion of the d~' - namely that the Secondary School 

should provide a select education for an elite. He rejected the popular 

Secondary education that had been provided by the School Boards in the 

Higher Grade Schools and in the Pupil Teacher Centres. They bad short-

comings in respect of staff and buildings, and much of the instruction, 

while efficient within its limits, was deficient of what he considered to 

be the real elements of education. Such institutions confined-themselves 

to cramming their pupils for examinations to the almost complete neglect 

of their health, their social accomplishments and their general education. 

Furthermore, it was no more than an extension and continuation of the 

education given in the Elementary School. He saw Secondary education as 

the higher type of physical, moral and intellectual training as dispensed 

by the great public schools. This meant closing down the separate working 

class Secondary Schools -and the admission of working~ass pupils into 

the middle class Secondar,y Schools by a system of Scholarships. The 

cultural advantages of his concept of Secondary education, above all for 

the prospective teacher, must have strengthened Morant's conviction of what 

was required for Secondary education at this time. 21 

The needs of the intending teacher were also partially responsible 

for changes that were made in the Secondary School curriculum at this time. 
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There was much criticism of the premature specialisation in both Grammar 

and Higher Grade Schools because of the grants that were available from 

the Science and Art Department (after 1900 from the Board ct Education 

for Scientific and Technical Education). A more general course was 

desirable. Accordingly, the Secondar,y School Regulations were revised 

and the old distinction between Division A and Division B Schools was 

abolished. The new Regulations of 1904 demanded a balanced curricul~ 

and this change was supported by the local authorities. 

readiness to approve the Board's policy the County Authorities were 

motivated in large part by their assessment of the majority of their 

pupils, and, at this date, the demands made upon the Secondar,y Schools 

were for clerks and teachers, rather than for artisans and technologists'. 

Obviously, a predominantly scientific course was unsuitable ~their 

needs. The Regulations in force before 1904 had been criticised for this 

reason. 'The Board should have the wit to perceive, even if the individual 

County Council does not, that it cannot be a good thing to train up all 

the would-be Pupil Teachers upon a curriculum in which science and 

mathematics are exalted at the expense of the humanities'. Many authorities 

had adopted~ivision A' Regulations simply because the grant was more 

generous, but, nevertheless, some others had f~voured the more liter~ 

type of curriculum of the 'Division B' Course. Lancashire, for instance, 

noted that a reason in favour of the 'B' Course was that in future it was 

hoped that a large proportion of the Pupil Teachers {up to sixteen) would 

be largely educated at the various Second~ Schools, and for all these 
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students a sound training in general literary subjects was of greater 

importance than a systematic study of several branches of science. 22 

'It is likely that the strongest pressure aw~ from a scientific 

and towards an academic curriculum during the years at the beginning of 

the Centur,y came from the central role assigned to the Secondar,y Schools 

in the education of future Pupil Teachers'. Obviously a predominantly 

scientific course would not meet their needs best. In Coventry it was 

reported that.considerable changes would have to be made in the Secondar,y 

Schools of the City if they were to be suitable for the preliminary 

education of pros~ective Pupil Teachers. The report stated that the 

science time must be greatly reduc~ and some attempt must be made to 

give proper importance to the literary side of things. While the new 

Regulations of the Board of Education encouraged languages and maths, 

L.E.As. were by no means loth to follow, particularly when they considered 

the particular need of their future Pupil Teacher~ at this date, along 

with lower middle class fee-p~ers, the most important element in the 

schoo1. 23 

'From 1903 the Board deliberately set itself to encourage the 

use of the Secondary School as the natural avenue for the sons and daughters 

of the labouring classes to the teaching profession in all its branches'. 24 

At the same time, the Board insisted that fees were charged by Secondary 

Schools so that sufficient means were available to maintain adequate 

standards with regard to staffing and equipment. It was, therefore, 

necessary for there to be free places or Scholarships for pupils whose 
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parents could not afford the fees. This applied particularly to 

intending teachers, and Local Authorities had to establish a system of 

Scholarships so that intending teachers from Elementary Schools could 

spend sometime in a Secondary School. 

Opportunities for pupils to pass from Elementary Schools to 

Secondary Schools already existed in various forms. Foundation Scholar-

ships were offered by the Governing bodies of Endowed Schools, or a 

Scholarship under a scheme governing some local education charity might be 

available. During the period 1890-1902, a large number of additional 

Scholarships, eventually amounting to about 5, 500 and costing .:bout 

£80,000 , were provided ~m public funds supplied by the Science and 

Art Department and by the local. authorities for fechnical Education. 

Unfortunately, this provision was scanty and unevenly distributed. Even 

if it bad been more abundant, it would not have been of much use because 

of the small number of Secondary Schools offering an efficient Secondar,y 

education at moderate fees. r- One of the tasks that called for the attention 

of the Local Authorities established by the Act of 1902 was the creation 

of a Scholarship scheme to enable children of ability to pass from the 

Elementar,y School to the Secondary School~ They were given a considerable 

stimulus by the 1903 reforms in the system of educating intending teachers. 

By 1906, the Scholarship schemes of Higher Educ~tion Committees of the 

Local Authorities were coming into effect, and the position can be gathered 

from a Parliamentary Return (H.C. No. 110).25 A great advance had been 

made in a comparatively short time, even though part of this increase was 
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owing to a scheme for Local Government Science and Art Scholarships. 

However, after lst January, ~906, the provision of Scholarships was given 

no direct assistance from the State, as the Board felt tha~·with such 

limited funds at their disposal they would be most usefully spent in 

securing a higher level of efficiency in the Secondar,y Schools. 

In 1907 there was a change of policy fo~ political reasons by 

the Liberal Government. Under the new Regulations £250,000 became 

available for Secondary Schools offering Scholarships under certain 

conditions. Any school accepting the higher capitation grant from the 

Board had to receive at least 25% of its intake from Elementar,y Schools 

as non fee payin£; pupils. Such schools would receive £5 per pupil 

(twelve to eighteen years) and £2 (ten to twelve years) with a minimum 

grant of £250. The intention was to open the older Grammar Schools to 

working class children from Elementar,y Schools. Yet in 1907, the pupils 

from public Elementar,y Schools made up about half the total number of 

pupils in Secondar,y Schools, and they were divided about equally between 

fee payers and free places. But while a number of schools consisted 

entirely of such pupils, other schools had none at all. The Regulations 

aimed at securing in ever,y area that a Secondary School would be available 

to the Elementar,y School pupil. 

The Scholarships were also designed to secure from Elementar,y 

Schools a supply of. pupils who would subsequently become Elementary School 

teachers, for if recruits were to be found in amything like sufficient 

numbers, they had to come, as th~ had always done, from the Elementary 
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Schools. The ending of the salaried Pupil Teacher system for those 

under sixteen had alreaqy meant a considerable extension of free places 

in order to achieve an adequate supply of teachers. The prospective 

teacher had to remain at the Secondary School until his Pupil Teachership 

began at sixteen, and as many authorities found in attempting to implement 

the 1903 Regulations, many pupils required not only a free place, but a 

maintenance allowance, and travelling expenses as well, to ensure that 

they did not leave school early. 26 Many authorities, therefore, became 

involved in a large and expensive scheme of maintenance allowances in 

order to secure sufficient young people at the age of sixteen who were 

competent to become Pupil Teachers. 27 In view of the expense it is hardly 

surprising that some local authorities attempted to earmark Scholarships 

for prospective teachers. For example, in 19~ the L.c.c. offered up 

to 800 awards of free tuition, together with travelling expenses to children 

between fourteen and sixteen years, selected by examination and undertaking 

to become Pupil Teachers on reaching the age of sixteen, and conditional 

on the parent promising to refund the sum involved should the child eventually 

fail to become a Pupil Teacher. It was, at one time, proposed that all 

holders of Junior Count,y Scholarships (approximately 2,000) should be 

similarly pledged unless they were certified by the Headmaster as likely to 

win an intermediate Scholarship (imvolving tree education to eighteen or 

nineteen and a maintenance grant). This led to criticism that to make a 

great Scholarship scheme subservient to the supply of teachers was to 

invite ridicule, rather than support. The N.U.T. organised e. public 
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protest meeting to rouse educational opinion against the scheme, and 

eventually the L.C.C. agreed to withdraw the bond by which parents pledged 

their children. This meant that all Secondary School pupils could defer 

their choice of profession until seventeen or eighteen. Some other 

authorities stopped awarding Scholarships specifically for intending 

teachers, but at the same time they increased the number of ordinary 

Scholarships. Lancashire, for instance, awarded 350 intead of 250 in 

1908. However, it would appear that the majority of authorities maintained 

the policy of awarding a number of Scholarships far intending teachers, 
~ ' 

additional the County Scholarships, and requiring a lower standard of 
" 

attainment. 28 

The 1907 Report on the Instruction ani Training of Pupil Teachers 

expressed doubt as to whether the system of concurrent instruction and 

employment, which was the essence of Pupil Teachership, had not outlived 

its usefulness. It found difficulty in just.::i:fying the lack af' continuity 

in the education of the intending teacher, especially those pupils who 

were transferred from the Elementary to the Secondary School at fourteen, 

followed by another transfer to a Centre at sixteen. The late entry to 

the Secondary School meant that they had wasted two of the most important 

years in their school life, and in the process caused disorganisation in 

the Secondary School. However, the most serious obstacle to effective 

use of the Secondary s·chool by the intending teacher was the requirement 

that the Pupil Teacher had to spend up to half of his time in an Elementary 

School, and as a result his energies were dissipated and his general 
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education stunted. The Report dismissed the familiar a~gument that 

this half time system ensured that the Pupil Teacher received his practical 

training in how to manage large classes. It doubted whether the continuous 

contact with the child mind was worth struggling for, and in any case 

perhaps any advantages that there were,could be better achieved by 

deferring all practical experience of school work until a more natural 

break in the pupil's education. The Report also argued strongly against 

the desirability of retaining the Independent Centres. 'They had done 

yeoman service in the past, but the debt which the Pupil Teacher system 

owed to the introduction of Central Classes must not be discharged by 

a refusal to recognise the serious educational weaknesses to which these 

classes had alw~s been subject. : Since they had always been regarded as 

an outgrowth of the Element~ School, they were naturally staffed with 

teachers trained and equipped for Elementary School work.' The comments 

of the Chief Examinees for the King's Scholarship Examination for 1905-6 

confirmed that the standard reached was a lamentably low one, and that 

many of the gravest defects were precisely those such as, could be, and 

ought to be, removed by more intelligent methods of instruction. 29 

The Board was satisfied, from the reports ae their Inspectors 

and the evidence of L.E.As., that the regulations introduced. in 1903 had 

effected a real educational reform. However, the Board was now determined 

to introduce a more elastic system that would ensure that intending 

~achers received a more continuous education in a Second~ School. 

Therefore, new Regulations were introduced in 1907, and this was possible 
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only because of the growth in the number of Secondary School places. 

The change in title to 'Regulations for the Preliminary Education of 

Elementary School Teache~s'was significant. The general education of 

future teachers could now be continued uninterrupted in Secondary Schools 

until seventeen or eighteen, and all attempts to obtain practical experience 

of Elementary School work could be deferred until entrance to Training 

College, or at least until the qualifying examination for almission had been 

passed. The 1906-7 Report of the Board had stated (p.52) ••••• 'The 

experience of the last few years has convinced the Board that the problem 

of the selection and education of the new Elementary School teachers must 

remain insuperable so long as it continues to be regarded as an isolated 

one, and the prospect of a satisfactory solution only emerges when it is 

regarded merely as a part of the national problem of making an education 

in Secondary Schools widely available for all such children from Elementar,y 

Schools as are capable of profiting from it, whether the,y are ultimately 

destined to become teachers or to enter other professions, or to follow 

commercial or industrial pursuits'. 

The intention of the Board was that the._prospective teacher 

should remain in the Secondar,y School for as long as possible. The 

proposals which .it had tentatively made in the 1903 Regulations were now 

to become the normal pattern - and they were as followi: 

The Bursary System. The intention was that the.: ·prospective 

teacher would attend the Secondary School from eleven to twelve years 

to sixteen years and over, as an ordinary pupil. Application could then 
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be made to the local authority for a Bursa~, which would facilitate 

st~g on at school until seventeen or eighteen years. There was to 

be no formal examination and the onus for nomination was to rest with 

the local authorit.y, s~pported by a reference from the Headmaster of the 

Secondary School, stating that the candidate was of suitable character 

and attainments for the teaching profession. The Bursar had to have 

spent at least the two previous years (three years from 1st August, 1909) 

in the Secondary School, and a declaration of intent to become an Elementary 

School teacher was required. He was given complete exemption from fees, 

and allowances were available for maintenance and travelling. During this 

period as a full time pupil of the Secondar,y School, the Bursar would 

work for the Preliminary examination for entrance to Training College. 

Having attained this, the Bursar could enter the Training College, remain 

at the Seconda~ School for a further period, or become a Student Teacher. 

The Student Teacher had to be not less tban seventeen and of 

good character. An examination which was a qualification for entry to 

Training College should have been passed. (This became compulsory with 

effect from 1st August, 1910). He was employed under a written agreement 

for one year or, possibly, two years. The salary was to be at the 

discretion of the authority - e.g., for men, London £55 p.a. Leeds £35 p.a. 

At least two half' days had to be available for the Studezt Teacher to 

continue his general education. In most cases this would be fulfilled by 

attendance at the Secondary School or, failing that, at a Central Class, 

or in certain instances by private study under supervision. He could 
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count as a member of staff. (Allowance 1:45 pupils in average attendance, 

but as some authorities were taking advantage of the student teachers for 

staffing purposes it was reduced to 1:20 by the Code of 1909 with the 

intention ar limiting his responsibilities). Alternatively, attendance 

at the school could be devoted entirely to observation. At the end of 

the year the Student Teacher would proceed to the Training College or 

become an Unoertificated Teacher. 

Under the 1907 Regulations the earlier form of Pupil Teachership 

was still to be available - in other words it was still possible simultaneously 

to teach and to study for the qualifying examination. At sixteen years 

(fifteen in rural districts) the pupil became a Pupil Teacher for two years 

(three years in rural districts). His time was divided between a public 

Elementar,y School for practical training and a Secondary School or a Centre 

approved by the Board for general education. He had to be healt~ and 

of good character, and a declaration of intent had to be signed. Training 

in the art of teaching was to be given by the Head Teacher, and each 

school receiving Pupil Teachers had to be certified by the H.M.I. The 

Pupil Teacher was not to count on the official staff of the school, and 

he was to be free from employment on two half days a week. 

Another form of Pupil Teachership was possible, in rural areas 

not within reasonable distance of a Secondar,y School, mainly for pupils who 

ha.d been at an Elementary School until they were fourteen years old. In 

this case the Pupil Teachership commenced at fourteen years and lasted f'or 

four years. Training in teaching would be given in the Elementary School 
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by the Head Teacher, who would also give instruction in some of the 

subjects for the qualifying examination, but generally this would be 

supplemented by further instruction at a Centre, or by a peripatetic 

teacher. 

The Centres used by the Pupil Teachers were of two types. 

Either they were an integral part of a Secondar,y School, or they were 

independently organised. The Independent Centres were usually in rural 

areas, but urban areas which had established efficient Centres were often 

not anxious to have them replaced (e.g., Manchester). If the Pupil 

Teacher lived at a dist.ance from the Centre satisfactory arrangements had 

to be made for their care and oversight during their absence from home -

in respect of' meals, rest and recreation. Where the Centre was providing 

Preparatory Classes for Pupil Teachership (i.e. fourteen to sixteen years) 

pupils were to attend for nine meetings weekly. 

The Board made grants to the local authorities for providing 

the necessar,y facilities as detailed in the Regulations, and it also paid 

through them maintenance and travelling allowances for necessi taus Bursars 

and Pupil Teachers. The grant for each of' the Pupil Teacher years was 

£7.10.0d., but this was reduced to £2.10.0d. if' the Pupil Teacher did not 

qualify for entry to Training College within a year of' completing the 

engagement. If the Pupil Teacher were not in a Centre the grant could 

range from £2 to £5. The local authority was paid £2 for the travelling 

expenses of each Pupil Teacher. For each Bursar the Board paid £10, which 

could be increased if required by a further £5 for maintenance, on condition 
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that a corr.esponding amount came from local funds, and the Board also 

paid £2 towards travelling expenses. No grants were payable on tehalt of 

Student Teachers. The Prefatory Memorandum to the Regulations had no 

doubt that L.E.As. would be alive to the importance of limiting maintenance 

allowances to those Bursars whose circumstances were such as to render 

the allowance reasonable. The Surrey Higher Education Committee ruled 

that if a Bursar wanted a maintenance allowance he had to become a Pupil 

30 Teacher. 

accepted. 

Morant was determined that the new scheme should be widely 

Therefore, to stimulate local authorities to adopt the Bursar -

Student Teacher scheme the Board offered a special grant of between £5 -

£10 per head to cover the initial expenses of launching it. This grant was 

to be available for the first year only, although the offer was in fact 

repeated in the following year, 1908. During the first year the Board 

recognised a total of 2,055 Bursars, of whom ~0 were boys and 1,415 were 

girls, from eigbty local authorities. The majorit,y of authorities 

welcomed the Bursar system for financial reasons. The L.c.c. calculated 

that the grants to Bursars and the salaries to Student Teachers were together 

slightly less than the salaries paid to the Pupil Teachers. In addition, 

the grants received from the Board were slightly J.arger than the Pupil 

Teacher grant. Together with the initial special grant, the total saving 

for 1907-8 would be £16,770, and for tre fallowing year £5,690. Warwick-

shire anticipated that the charge upon the Higher Education Fund would 

increase by up to £350, but this would be offset by a reduction of £4.50 in 
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the cost of Elementary Education. Durham hoped to save £500 per annum 

on travelling expenses alone. The West Riding Education Committee claimed 

that the net saving on a Bursar and Student Teacher, as compared with a 

Pupil Teacher was £15.lO.Od. for boys, and it was estimated that further 

savings would be effected in respect of each Bursar who proceeded directly 

to Training College, thus avoiding the Student Teacher Year. The Bath 

Education Committee considered that the scheme would be highly advantageous 

to the City, with a large saving of expendi ture.31 

It should be pointed out that many authorities complained that 

it was unfair for them to have to bear the onus for an intending teacher 

who failed his examination, or who did not subsequently enter Training 

College. In an attempt to raise standards in Centres a similar regulation 

was brought into force for Pupil Teachers in 1908, delaying the payment of 

grant until the Pupil Teachership had been completed successfully. The 

aim of the Board was to ensure that Exchequer funds were not spent upon 

Pupil Teachers who did not really intend to become teachers or whose 

attainment did not reach up to the standard required. The Wiltshire 

Education Committee protested that grant for a Pupil Teacher who failed 

to pass his preliminary examinations (£2.10.0.) was. quite inadequate in 

view of the expense incurred in their training (approximately £15). One 

result was that some authorities, such as Gloucestershire, carefully vetted 

each intending teacher to ensure that he would pass the examination and 

thereby earn the Board's grant.32 

The response from local authorities was encouraging. Schemes 
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were devised to comply with the demands of the Regulations, and in the 

next f'ew years an increasing proportion of intending teachers were 

recognised as Bursars as opposed to Pupil Teachers. The East Riding 

Education Committee noted with satisfaction that the new Regulations of 

the Board were practically on the lines of the Scheme they had recommended 

in the previous year. The L.c.c. felt'that they represented a distinct 

educational advance as they offered a valuable alternative system of 

preliminary e'ducation ·for the Elementary School Teacher. As there was 

some misapprehension among parents and students in Leeds about the effect 

of the new Regulations, the Education Department issued a Memorandum showing 

the distinct advantages, not least the financial, of becoming a Student 

Teacher. 'Education' contains many reports f'rom a variety of authorities 

expressing their approval of the new Regulations, and their willingness to 

adopt the Bursary System. The view most commonly held by local authorities 

was that the old Pupil Teacher system was defective, stated the Board's 

Report for 1909-10 (p.84). Surrey, like some other authorities, adopted 

the new Regulations without immediately discouraging Pupil Teachers. The 

West Riding decided to reserve Pupil Teacherships for candidates who were 

nct.qualified by attendance at an approved Secondary School to become 

Bursars. Some County authorities, such as Durham and Lancashire, desired 

to adopt the Bursary System, whereas certain of the autonomous autporities 

within the County f'or Elementary education wished to retain the Pupil 

Teacher system. The Lancashire County Higher Education Sub-committee 

allowed the Local Committees to opt for either until 1st August, 1910, when 
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the Bursar - Student Teacher System would be adopted throughout the 

whole county, but this decision had later to be reversed. Another 

problem for the Coun~ authority was that some autonomous authorities 

were not prepared to guarantee a Bursar subsequent employment as a Student 

Teacher. In some cases, the County authorities (e.g. Kent, Staffordshire) 

responded by strictly limiting the number of Bursaries available to 

candidates from autonomous authorities. The cause of this friction was 

that while the expenditure for the Bursar was chargeable to the County 

Higher Education fund, the cost of the Student Teacher, if he were employed 

by an autonomous authority for Elementary education, was paid by that 

authority}} 

The acceptance by authorities of the Bursary System hastened the 

closing down of the Pupil Teacher Centres, although, inevitably, this had 

to be a gradual process. For instance, it was not until Willesden Centre 

closed in the Spring of 1911 that they ceased to exist in Middlesex. 

There was, of course, as the Report on the Instruction and Training of 

Pupil Teachers had noted (p.21), a natural unwillingness in some towns to 

abandon the separately organised Centre, which in the past had been the 

means of effecting a notable improvement on earlier systems of training 

Pupil Teachers. The Chairman of the Wolverhampton Education Commit tee 

felt that their Centre was excellent, but the Board was emphatic that it had 

to be closed as a Centre not later than July, 1910, and recognised instead 

as a Girls' Secondar,y School. It was from this source that the authority 

would have to loek for its supply of female teachers ·in the future. The 
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suggestion was made by one Councillor that the closing of the ~entre 

.also meant the closing of the profession to the working man's child. 

The Bristol Education Committee were equally reluctant to dispense with 

their Centre, wh~h t~ey proudly felt to be one of the largest and best 

in the cauntry.34 

The adoption of the Bursary System affected local authorities 

in another w~, for the Regulations, by requiring all pupils to proceed 

to Secondary School from an earlier age, made it necessary for authorities 

to introduce new s~hemes for· Scholarships - not only were more required, 

but they were required from an earlier age. Brighton, for example, offered 

an additional twenty Junior Scholarships when the Pupil Teacher Centre 

was closed in July, 1919. Surrey felt that at least 150 Junior Scholar-

ships should be awarded, and, if possible, 150 Senior Teaching Scholarships 

should be offered. The Board encouraged authorities to offer Scholarships 

so that a transfer could be n:ade at twelve or thirteen, which was indeed 

necessar.y for compliance with the Bursary Regulations, which required three 

years attendance at the Seoondary School before the sixteenth birth~. 

The Scholarships Handbook of' the L.C.C. for 1908 stated that the authority 

provided a comprehensive system of awards which enabled capable children 

of parents of slender means to pursue a course of education and training 

from eleven to twenty at little or no cost to themselves.35 

It was the claim of the Board that it allowed to loo a1 authorities 

as much latitude in the framing of schemes for the employment and training 

of' Student Teachers as was consistent with securing proper supervision of 
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general education. The scheme for the employment of Student Teachers 

had to be approved by the Board, under the provisions set out in Chapter 

7 of the Regulations. Particular attention had to be paid to the ,. . 
selection of schools, the arrangements for the supervision of Student 

Teachers, their training, and their general education. The main consideration 

governing the choice of a school was its suitability in affording the 

student adequate instruction in teaching. A list of suitable schools 

was to be drawn up, and.an.essential for inclusion was that the Head Teacher 

should have been through a Training College Course. However, the Board 

did not feel that supervision should be left solely to the Head, and 

considered that every authority should make one of its Officers responsible 

for Student Teachers. The West Riding appointed a special officer, but 

Durham rejected such an appointment as wasteful and unnecessary. There 

were likely to be no more than thirty Student Teachers in the first year, 

and, furthermore, it was felt that the autonomous authorities would resent 

a County Officer inspecting Student Teachers in their schools. The proper 

persons to see to this work were their own Inspectors. The usual practice 

(e.g., Leicestershire) was for the Director of Education to be responsible 

for the general supervision along with the respective Head Teachers.36 

The Board's Report for 1908-9 (pp.l47-52) contains detailed 

extracts from In~:pectors' Reports as to how the scheme operated in Liverpool. 

They felt that the Students were better educated and began their work more 

mature intellectually than the Pupil Teacher&~. The Reports commented 
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favourably on the effect of the Student Teacher on the children and on 

the Supervising Assistant. The Report for the neXt year (pp.86-94) 

described the working of the system in rural areas. Many authorities 

were critical of the fact that suitability for teaching was tested too 

late. Leeds Education Committee therefore devised a scheme whereby the 

first term was to be spent in an Elementary School for this specific 

purpose. If satisfactory, he would return to Secondary School for a 

complete year of uninterrupted study. The final two :terms would be spent 

learning to become a teacher in an Elementary School, supplemented by two 

or three weekly meetings at the Secondary School.37. 

Authorities objected to the stipulation that the Student Teacher 

was not to attend the Elementary School for the equivalent of one day a 

week. The views of the Board were emphasised in the Report for 1908-9 

(pp.56-7), 'The importance of arranging that he shall have both leisure 

and encouragement to pursue his general education on the particular lines 

that may be most suitable to him, cannot be exaggerated and the Board are 

not prepared to approve any scheme for Student Teachers that does not make 

adequate provision for these points'. The Board were adamant that he should 

not become absorbed in school duties, nor be in full charge ar a class. 

A reply to a deputation from the Coun~ Councils Association stated.that 

the proposal to extend the service of the Student Teacher to five days 

instead of four days in the week had received the careful consideration of 

the Board, but they considered that it was extremely desirable that every 

Student Teacher should have a reasonable amount of time for the continuance 
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of his general studies or for the beginning of his professional studies. 

One result of this attitude can be seen from the Board's Report for 1912-3 

(p.l53) which claimed that some authorities had in fact been inclined to 

limit or abandon the system because of the restriction on the Student 

Teacher's attendance at the Elementary School to eight meetings in the 

week. The pressure from the authorities was constant, and when it was 

found necessary to modify the Regulations in 1913 the Board made a concession 

in so.·far as it allowed local authorities to submit schemes which, although 

they still made some provision for general education, were adapted to 

local conditions. This concession was considered by the Board as experimental 

in the first instance. Lancashire proposed that Student Teachers should 

become full time members of staff, responsible for a small class, their own 

education being reduced to Saturday morning classes. The Board's approval 

was limited, and it accEPted the scheme for an experimental year, and then 

only for Student Teachers who were already fully qualified to enter 

Training College~38 

Most authorities made arrangements for the Student Teacher to 

continue his general education by attending the local Secondary School for 

the equivalent of a day weekly. As the County Inspector for Surrey 

commented, this arrangement was profitable where there were sufficient 

Students for a special class to be arranged. However, in smaller schools 

little more than keeping the Student in touch with School was achieved. 

However, it was difficult for the Student Teacher Scheme to be every fully 

effective, as the loyalty of the Student was divided between the Elementary 
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School and the Secondar.y School. It was for this reason that the Board 

expressed the wish in Circular 597 that ex-Bursars would proceed direct 

to college without having dissipated the result of their previous education 

as Student Teachers in an Elementary School. At College they would 

receive their first experience in the art of teaching under the Master of 

Method. At the Secondary School the majority of Students took three or 

four subjects, such as English, Music, Drawing, Needlework and Physical 

Training. In Barnsley the classes were held at the Central School, where 

instruction was given in Psychological Method and visits were also arranged 

to various schools in the Borough. Birmingham Education Committee made 

provision for the two half days to be spent at the Day Training Department 

of the University, at a fee of £6 per annum. In West Wiltshire Students 

attended a Central Class in Salisbury conducted by a tutor from Salisbury 

Training College.39 

Authorities were also critical of the requirement effective from 

August, 1910, that the Bursar had to have passed the qualifying examination 

for entry to Training College before he became a Student Teacher. If, 

however, he passed the examination as a whole, yet failed in one of the 

subjects prescribed by the Board's Regulations, then the local authorities 

were given permission to allow such candidates to become unrecognised Student 

Teachers. Out of the 3,102 recommended to the Board in 191Q-11 for 

recognition as Student Teachers, 401 failed to pass the qualifYing examination, 

110 of whom completed their qualification during the course of the year. 

As a result of pressure from the authorities the Regulations were modified 
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in 1913 to provide for the recognition under certain conditions of Bursars 

who had not completed their qualification.40 

It was unfortunate that despite the introduction of Bursar-Student 

Teacher System - or perhaps because of it - there was a serious decline 

in the number of intending teachers. The Prefatory Memorandum to the 

Regulations for 1909 called 'the serious attention of L.E.As •. to the doubt 

which must exist whether the number of Bursars and Pupil Teachers now being 

brought annually into the earliest stages of the teaching profession is 

sufficient to maintain a supply of adult teachers adequate to the needs of 

the Elementary Schools of the country'. It was estimated by the Board that 

14,000 new Pupil Teachers and Bursars were required annually. The decline 

in the total number of entrants to less than half that number threatened 

the whole existence of the education system. The causes of this decline, 

stated the Board's Report for 1912-3 (p.149) were oomplex ••• !they vary from 

district to district and are different in town and country and for men and 

women. It is difficult to disentangle them or to estimate their relative 

impor~ 1 • Many reasons were put forward, but solutions were net so 

plentiful. The Board looked to the authorities to solve any problems of 
I 

recruitment. Commenting on the future supply of Certificated Teachers, 

as early as 1905-6, the Report (pp.38-39) stated that the burden af supplying 

new recruits was very unequally borne by the various parts of the country. 

A comparison, admittedly only made on the basis of the 1904. King's Scholar-

ship examination, of the number of candidates who passed that examination 

per 100 Certificated Teachers in the different areas showed a wide range 
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between the minimum and maximum figures. 'The districts where the 

population is most dense, the geographical areas of London and Miidlesex, 

supply only six King's Scholars for ever,y 100 Certificated Teachers 

employed by the L.E.As. in these areas. On tle other hand, rural areas 

such as Pembrokeshire and CornwalLor Cumberland, supply from twenty seven 

to thirty King's Scholars for ever,y 100 Certificated Teacher ••••••• but it 

cannot be said that it is impossible for urban areas to do their share of 

this important work, for all the County Boroughs supply a larger proportion 

than the lowest quoted above, many of them do ver,y nearly as well as the 

rural areas we have just named, and some of them such as Grimsby, Lincoln 

and ~xford with thirty five per 100 Certificated Teachers do even better'. 

These points were taken up in some detail in the Report on the Instruction 

and TraiRing of Pupil Teachers 1903-7. The statistical tables (p.l66) 

gave the proportion of new Pupil Teachers for each areas as compared with 

the number of scholars under instruction in public Elementary Schools, 

thereby affording a rough estimate of the contribution made by each area to 

the general supply. Furthermore, the Board emphasised that it was desirable 

that each authority should have regard less to the actual supply of adult 

~achers required in its area, but rather to the suitability of the 

population of its area to furnish good candidates. A letter from the Board 

to the County Councils Association in the following year adopted the same 

attitude. 'It should also be borne in mind that those authorities who 

appear to be educating the largest proportion of Pupil Teachers are educating 

a much smaller proportion than is desirable in order to provide an adequate 
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supply of adult teachers in the future, unless the very serious wastage 

which at present occurs at all stages of the process (not less through 

the failure to pass the necessary qualifying examination) can be greatly 

diminished' • 41 

By 1911 complaints were widespread about the fall in the 

number of young persons coming forward as Bursars and Pupil Teachers, and 

moreover, the effects were beginning to be felt in the schools. The 

Board's Report for 1911-12 stated (p.53).. ••• 'In many districts, especially 

inthe country, L.E.As. and School Managers now find it difficult 1c fill 

vacancies in the teaching staff as they arise, and there is pro~ ect of 

greater and more serious difficulty in this respect'. The sha tage in 

such areas had certainly been accentuated by the Bursary System. How 

many boys or girls, queried County authorities such as Wiltshire .. 

Gloucestershire and Berkshire, after three years in a Secondary School, 

desired to become an Uncertif'icated teacher at eighteen, or even a 

Certificated teacher at twenty, in a rural school. The emphasis by the 

Board on the selection of candidates with superior attainments, on a long 

and expensive course at Secondary School, followed by Training College, 

meant that fewer Uncertificated teachers were available. The Bursar 

Scheme could probably produce an adequate supply ad' Certificated teachers, 

but it would certainly not produce an adequate supply of Uncertificated 

teachers on which the rural schools had hitherto depended. The Board 

regretfully noted the results of its policy in the Report for 1913-14, 

(p.206) •••••• 'the usefulness of teachers of a lower grade in country schools 
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was hardly realised, and the economic difficulty of rising at once to 

the ideal of fully trained teachers in every school was not sufficiently 

t . t d' 42 Economic difficulties, namely the financial attractions es ~ma e • 

of the profession were cited most frequently as the cause of the fall in 

numbers. This was accepted by the Board in its Report for 1912-13 

(pp. 149-150) ••• 'The number of young persons adopting theprofession of 

an Elementary School teacher must ultimately be determined by the 

attractiveness in respect of emoluments, immediate and prospective status 
·' 

and security. As regards emoluments, it is certain that there are very 

wide variations in the salaries paid in the different parts of the country'. 

The local authorities that offered the most attractive salaries usually had 

sufficient teachers. 

It was argued that the Bursary System aggravated the economic 

problems, for it delayed the earning powers of the young teacher who could 

not become a wage earner until nineteen at the earliest or, in most cases, 

until twenty one. The maintenance grant, assuming that the intending 

teacher was eligible, was often inadequate and usually did not start until 

sixteen or seventeen, regardless of the fact that many parents either could 

not afford, or were unwilling, to keep their children at school. By 

comparison with the 'old' Pupil Teacher System where, at no cost to the 

parents, the Pupil started to earn a small salary from a comparatively early 

age, the Bursar System was a drain on the family resources. Lower middle 

and work:Lng class children had supplied most of the recruits to the 

profession in the past, and it appeared to many that the Bursary System, 
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by postponing the earning powers of the intending teacher, put up a 

barrier against the entrance of this class of child. Many considered 

the Pupil Teacher System to be the peculiar. preserve of the working class 

- for obtaining higher education and securing some degree of social 

mobilit,y. The closer association of the teaching profession with the 

middle class Secondary School resulted in cries of 'A Stolen Profession'. 

In a speech at Dudley in July, 1909, the President of the Board, 

W. Runciman, hotly denied that the Bursary System was leading to the 

exclusion of working class children. However, many parents could not 

afford to forego the earnings of children after the age of compulsory 

education had passed. Gloucestershire County Council called upon the 

Board to make the necessary financial provision to meet this deficiency. 

It was obvious to the authorities that free education up to sixteen was not 

a sufficient incentive, and in July, 1911, the Association of Directors 

and Secretaries of Education appealed for additional Exchequer grants to 

assist them in the payment of increased maintenance allowances. A 

conference of L.E.As. meeting at Leeds in January, 1912, made a similar 

request. 

The West Riding had urged the Board to adopt some scheme to 

provide for the preliminary education and training of a sufficient number 

of boys and girls from every area, and at the same time adequate funds for 

such purposes should be granted by Parliament. The Council informed the 

Board that it could not incur any further expenditure on the preliminary 

education of teachers, as it had already had to apply to the Local 
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Government Board for rating powers to raise the Higher Education rate 

to fourpence in the pound. Mr. H. Hobhouse, Chairman of the Education 

Committee of the County Councils Associations, complained that not only had 

the Board given little useful guidance to authorities as to the numbers 

they ought to train, but they had failed to provide such financial assistance 

as appeared to be absolutely necessary, especially towards the earlier 

part of the training. In a letter to the Board on the supply of teachers, 

Leicestershire Education Committee observed that any deficiency of 

intending teachers in the County was not caused by an inadequate provision 

of Secondary education, ~ the Board sometimes suggested. The County had 

provided facilities at seventeen Secondary Schools, which were accessible 

for most rural areas. An inquiry among Leicestershire Head Teachers had 

revealed that an additional twenty to thirty teachers could be secured by 

granting adequate maintenance allowances to pupils who would otherwise 

leave school. 43 

It had, of course, been increasingly difficult to recruit 

sufficient boys for a number of years. Openings in otl:e r occupations 

in commerce, industry and the Civil Service offered better prospects. 

Furthermore, now that promising to teach was no longer the only method of 

entering on a course, of education other than Elementary, Elementary school 

teacl1ing was hardly able to hold its own in competition with d;h er 

professions and callings. In other words, the working class child could 

obtain a Secondary education without having to p~ the price or becoming 

a teacher. The policy of the Board was to rely on the .natural attractions 
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of the profession. This was a negative policy. The situation 

deteriorated further because of an oversupply of trained teachers, which 

was given considerable publicity. Many parents were not prepared to 

allow their children to enter a profession where there was a fear of 

unemployment. The L.C.C. stated that it did not feel justified in 

encouraging intelligent boys and girls to become Pupil Teachers and Bursars 

if they had no better prospect before them than that of becoming 

Uncertificated Teachers. As the Board's Report for 1908-9 (p.47) 

commented 'The length and comparative arduousness of the preliminary 

stages often act as a deterrent and parents are naturally prone to be 

alarmed by any suggestion that the profession to which the approach is so 

guarded, is or is likely to be, overstocked'.44 

The rural authorities blamed the policy of the Board in making 

the Secondar,y School the normal method of entrance into the profession. 

Hitherto the count,ry areas had provided a considerable number of teachers, 

but many possible candidates were virtually excluded by the more stringent 

conditions introduced by the Regulations. As early as January, 1908, 

Westmorland noted that the lack of elasticity in the new Regulations had 

resulted in a decrease in the number of candidates. Warwickshire complained 

that the Board had refused to recognise several candidates, even though the 

authority had introduced the Bursar System in deference to the wishes of 

the Board. In its Report for 1911-12 (p. 53) the Board admitted that one 

of the causes for the fall in recruitment was the physical impossibility 

of attendance at Secondary Schools from many countrY districts. The 
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profession was certainly closed to some children in countr,y districts, 

although some authorities continued to recruit a number of such candidates 

by offering Boarding Scholarships to Secondary Schools. It was, of 

course, still possible for Pupil Teachers to be recognised in approved 

schools in rural districts beyond the reach of a Secondary School, but 

this system was not widely adopted as the Board had not made it financially 

attractive. The number of s~ch Pupil Teachers recognised in 19~-5 was 

2, 141, yet by 1911-12 the number had fallen to twenty nine, and this was 

the chief reason for the shortage of staff in rural areas. It should be 

pointed out that some authorities were reluctant to incur the expense of 

opening new Secondary Schools to meet the requirements of the Regulations. 

There was no express obligation on the Local Authorities to train teachers, 

and some of them made very little effort to provide the necessary facilities 

to carry through the preliminary stages of training. 'The is no doubt 

that in some places there are a number of children who would become 

teachers, but are debarred from doing so because the L.E.A. have made 

inadequate or no provision for the pur?ose. Such authorities are, however, 

in a minori~: the problem is to account for the failure of the supply 

in areas where the authority have endeavoured to encourage it'.45 

It was essential for measures to be taken to remedy the very 

grave situation caused by the serious fall in the numbers coming forward. 
~ 

In July, 1913, the Board issued Circular 821 announcing changes designed 

to assist local authorities in facilitating the entry into the profession 

of children prevented from reaching it. The remedies followed suggestions 
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made by the authorities and discussed with them before they were embodied 

in the Regulations for that year. Wiltshire was sure that the modifications 

would involve an increase in eA~enditure, but it was·felt unavoidable in 

the circumstances. The determination of the Board not to abandon the 

Bursar System was clearly evident. It was impressed by the marked improve-

ment in candidates who had entered teaching after a substantial period of 

attendance at a Secondary Schoo1.46 Accordingly, maintenance grants 

were increased up to a maximum of £15, the authority paying half the sum, 

and they were to be available throughout the whole of the intending 

teacher's school life. Wolverha.mpton, Huddersfield and Leeds dismissed 

the grants as inadequate. The Board made available £10,000 in aid of 

the initial cost of extending these maintenance allowances. :Mr. F. Goldstone, 

a prominent member of the N.U.T., described it in Parliament as a bribe 

of £10,000 to the Bursars. It would not solve any di:i'ficulties, and 

these difficulties would remain until teachers were paid respectable 

salaries. Some authorities, such as the L.C.C., Wiltshire and the West 

Riding, took the opportunity to award Scholarships to pupils up to fourteen 

or fifteen in Elementary Schools who were considered suitable for the 

teaching profession.~7 

At the same time, the Board found it necessaxy to return to the 

Pupil Teacher System in a form suitable for those areas that were still 
hA'tt; 

without a satisfactory network of Secondary Schools. The Board wer€ care-

ful to point out that it was not merely reverting to the old system, but 

rather improving on it by securing greater opportunities for a good general 
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education. Grants were substantially increased. Pupil Teachers could 

be appointed at ~ourteen years,and the L.E.A. was responsible ~or making 

such arrangements as appeared to them most suitable under the circumstances. 

Instruction was to be given by the Head Teacher, and unless he was 

exceptionally able this was to be supplemented by such methods as attendance 

at a Pupil Teacher Centre for one or more sessions, the appointrre nt o~ 

specially qualified techers to the staff of the school, visiting teachers 

and the residence o~ Pupil Teachers ~or such periods as were possible at 

a suitable place of instruction. The ~irst of the four years was to 

consist entirely of general education, but in the second year a quarter 

o~ the time could be spent learning teaching techniques, to be increased 

in the third ~a ·fourth years to a half. Once the Pupil Teacher had 

gained entrance to a Training College he could become a ~ull time teacher. 

The Board had to subsequently emphasise that this scheme was only open ~or 

candidates whose homes were not within easy reach o~ a Secondary School or 

a Centre. The Report ~or 1913-14 (pp.l34-9) describes some of the various· 

methods adopted by authorities. Most of them appointed peripatetic 

teach~rs (e.g., Dorset, Gloucestershire). Warwickshire strengthened the 

staff and improved the equipment of two Elementary Schools (Wellesbourne 

and Tysoe) so that they became Central Intermediate Schools for Pupil 

Teachers. The North Riding developed Central Classes, and provided hostel 

accommodation so that classes could be held on successive days. Berkshire, 

Worfolk and Warwickshire provided for the supplementary instruction.of certain 

Pupil Teachers by correspoadence. Several additions, including three in 
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Hampshire and two in Durham, were made to the number of Pupil =Teacher 

Centres recognised as separate institutions. Lancashire felt that the 

Pupil Teadher System would not materially increase the supply of teachers, 

and instead they concentrated their attention on developing Secondary 

School facilities, hoping that free tuition together with maintenance and 

travelling allowances would be sufficient inducement. In 1913 the 

Committee was responsible for building five new Seconda~ Schools, and 

considerable extensions had taken place at five others. 

The 1913 Regulations also encouraged local authorities to suggest 

their own schemes for bringing recr1its into the profession, for the Board 

was well aware that some authorities had succeeded in g ettiilg a supply 

of teachers through avenues other than those aided under the existing 

Regulations. In assessing the grant to be paid the Board would be guided 

by the success of the scheme in producing qualified teachers. It was 

decided to aid four such schemes which were submittea by Cambridgeshire, 

Hertfordshire, Liverpool and Warwicks~re, and these are described in the 

Report for 1913-14 (pp.l42-4).4B 

The new Regulations do not appear to have had much effect on 

recruitment, but owing to the outbreak of the 1914- War it is difficult to 

make a reliable judgment, for this in its turn created further problems of 

supply and demand. The Report for 1913-4 (p.l33) announced that the 

improvement had been ve~ slight, and the number ofcandidates 'continues 

to fall below the needs of the country. Unless the rate c£ increase is 

ve~ much greater in the near future it will be impossible to maintain the 

staffing of Elementary Schools at a satisfacto~ level of efficiency. 
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During the period 1902-~, the preliminary education of the 

intending teaCher was drastically altered. The Pupil Teacher Syste~ 

together with the Pupil Teacher Centre, which had attempted to provide 

Secondary education of a kind whenfuw Secondary Schools had existed, were 

replaced by the Bursar - Student Teacher Scheme, which was dependent on 

attendance at Secondary School. The proportion of entrants to Training 

Colleges who had received a continuous education in a Secondary School up 

to the age of seventeen rose fr-om a very small minority to nearly 4o% in 

1911. ~ regulation, encouragement, and a certain degree of financial 

support, the Board brought about a very marked rise in standards. For 

example, a report of the Kent Education Committee of December, 1903, 

stated the instruction in the Centres was of the most meagre and 

perfunctory description, yet by 1909 there were 512 pupils who had qualified 

as Pupil Teachers or Bursars, and who were receiving a thorough course of 

Secondary instruction in properly equipped and efficient Secondary Schools. 

In addition, there were in Secondary Schools maintained or aided by the 

Committee nearly 4,000 pupils contributing a source of supply from which 

teachers of the future could be drawn. The rise in standards of preliminary 

education, resulting from the intending teacher having attended Secondary 

School, meant that the Training Co~lege was able in its turn to concentrate 

on more advanced work, and in particular on professional training.49 

There was uo doubt that the Board' was firmly determined to make 

alterations in the preliminary education of the intending teacher, and the 

control exercised through its regulations was a decisive factor in securing 

this end. However, the success of the Board's policies depended ultimately 
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on the development by each authority of Secondary education facilities, 

which had to be backed up by a scheme of Scholarships and maintenance 

allowances. On the whole, the authorities responded well, considering 

that there was no statutory obligation for them to provide such facilities. 

Inevitably, many did not respond as quickly as the Board would have liked, 

not least because the rural authorities doubted the wisdom of dispensing 

with the Pupil Teacher System. Even so, a study of the Minutes of the 

Higher Education Committees reveals the central importance to their debates 

of the preliminary education of the intending teacher. 

The policy of the Board was to abandon earmarking intending 

~teachers from an early age for specific training, hoping instead that a 

large enough body of sufficiently well educated Secondary School pupils 

would be attracted to teaching at an age when they were,able to make the 

choice. This meant, in effect, increasing further the facilities for 

Secondary education and increasing the remuneration of teachers. Nevertheless, 

the responsibility for maintaining an adequate supply of candidates rested 

with the local authorities, as it had done in the past with the Managersof 

Voluntary Schools and School Boards, and the Board reminded tl:em of this 

once there was a fall off in supply. A co-operative effort of this sort 

3 7 9 required that the roles of the local authorit.y and the Board 

should be defined clearly. Unfortunately, too much was left to chance. 

The Board alone could take an overall view of the situation, but it was 

reluctant to give definite guidance to the local authorities. However, 

the position became so serious that in 1915 (Circular 915) the Board 
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emphasised to authorities the importance of estimating the annual 

wastage in their areas, and it calculated that in few areas the needs of 

the profession could 'Q,.e maintained with an innual intake of less than 6% 

of the teachers employed. The Board criticised areas such as London, 

Lancashire and Cheshire, and Birmingham that were relying heavily on 

obtaining teachers who had been educated at the expense of other authorities. 

In its turn the Board was criticised for not devising a national scheme for 

the financing o:r the preliminary education of teachers. It was argued 

that the whole cost should be borne by central funds, for while each local 

authority was prepared to be responsible for the staffing of its own 

schools, it was naturally reluctant to incur expenditure which could be 

to the benefit of other authorities. The Act of 1918 defined the 

responsibilities of the local authorities more precisely.50 
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CH.APTEa V 

The Training of Teachers: 1902 - 1914 

Prior to 1902 there were two types of training colleges -

Residential Colleges, conducted by voluntary bodies, mainly denominational 

in character, and Da_y Training Colleges under the aegis of the Universities 

and University Colleges. By the Education Act of 1902 specific powers were 

given to the new L.E.As., enabling them to train teachers. Section 22(3) 

of the Act stated that 'the power (of the L.E.As. in the Counties and 

County Boroughs~ to supply or aid the supply of education other than 

elementary includes a power to train teaohers~(l) Section 23(2) added 

that this power 1 shall include a power to make provision for the puzopose 

outside their area in cases where they consider it expedient to do so in 

the interests of their area, and shall include power to provide or assist in 

paying the fees of,students at schools or colleges or hostels within or 

without that area.' 

These ·.powers were explained more fully in Morant' s Prefatory 

Memorandum to the Regulations for the Instruction and Training of Pupil 

Teachers and Students in Training Colleges published in 1903. New that 

L.E.As. had been established for every large or populous area, it was 

hoped that facilities for the training of teachers would be greatly 

increased. Next, the Memorandum anticipated that L.E.As. would unite in 

fostering this develapment by making subsidies to existing Day or 

Residential Colleges, in return for additional accommodation or in 

return for the right 'Qi' mmination'- to free places in such Colleges. 

Another possibility was to establish a scholars~p system by which the 
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cleverest Pupil Teachers in their area ~ proceed to particular 

Training Colleges. Alternatively an ~thority could provide Hostels or 

Training Colleges on its own, or in collaboration with other Authorities. 

The same Regulations removed a long-standing grievance of the 

Resident~ Colleges - namely the limit of the grant to colleges of 7~ 

of the actual expenditure was abolished. Another alteration, in this 

case to the benefit of students in Day Colleges residing in approved 

Hostels, was that Exchequer grants would be on the same scale as the 

grants made in respect of students in Residential Colleges. This change 

was the result of a. promise made during the passage of the 1902 Education 

Act, that grants equal to those hitherto paid in respect of students 

residi.ng in Residential Colleges would be paid in respect of all Training 

College students, except Day students not residing in Hostels. New 

Hostels could now, of course, be established by a. Local Education 

Authority for students at D~ or Residential Colleges. ( 2) The main 

object of these changes was to secure for a.s Jll8ll3' Training College 

Students a.s possible a. share in a. hea.ltey corporate student life which, 

claimed the :Board Report for 1902/3 (p •13), will tend to the improvement 

of the standard ef Certificated Teachers generally. ' 

What facilities existed for the training of teachers for .public 

elementary schools in 1902? There were 65 colleges in receipt of 

Govermnent grants, of which 20 were for men, 32 for women, and 13 were 

mixed. 46 of these colleges were Residential Colleges providing 

a.ccommgdation for 4,485 students. In 1902 there were in residence 

1537 men and 2751 women, plus 182 ~ students. The remaining 19 Colleges 

were D~ Training Colleges which were attended by 1607 students, of 
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whom 7 42 were men and 865 were women. This was not a very satisfactory 

state of affairs. In the first place there was not anything like enough 

places in the colleges for all those who had obtained a First or Second 

Class in the King's Scholarship Examination, or who had been successful 

in other examinations approved by the Board. Of the 10,728 candidates 

at the examination held in December 1901, 2,703 were eventually admitted 

to college. Secondly, of the places available (including those at Dq 

Training Colleges) 3, 986 were in denominational colleges, which were 

residential and almost entirely restricted by denominational conditions 

without a Conscience Clause. Obviously not only were more places needed, 

but there was a particular need for more places free from denominational 

restrictions. In the third place, the number of children in average 

attendance a.t Public Elementary Schools had risen by 1902/3 to 5,030,219, 

yet the annual output of the Colleges was only 2, 791. Furthemore, the 

~rity of teachers had not been trained. In the schools under inspec

tion there were 67,813 certificated teachers (1 to (fvery 72.2 children in 

average attendance), 29,218 Pupil Teachers, 36,265 Assistants, and 

17,588 Additional Women Tejachers. Of the 25,570 Certificated Masters 

71.9}b had been trained, and of the 42,198 Certificated Mistresses the 

percentage was 48}&. The Report for 1902/3 continued~P· 3) 'Of the 

teachers, however, who are technically described as untrained, a large 

proportion have been through the Pupil Teachers' Course, and afterwards 

served as assistants in large schools, before passing the examination 

for a Certificate and undertaking independent charges.' ( 3) 

Comments such as these did not hide the fact that there was a 

shortage of trained teachers which could only be solved by more Training 
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College accommodation - and this the Board knew. The remodelled 

Regulations for the Training of Teachers demonstrated that Morant was 

determined to improve both the preliminary training of intending teachers 

and also the later stage at Training College, for he considered an, 

improvement in the quality of teachers to be of fundamental importance. 

'The influence of a body of thoroughly competent, zealous and conscien-

tious teachers in public elementa:cy schools IDa3' plainly be an immensely 

important factor in our national lite, and apart from their professional 

work, the teachers as a body of well-educated men and women ~ render 

services out of all proportion to their number in the population in the 

perfol.'III&n.ce of the common duties of citizenship'. (4) The Erp:e.a.t~~Y :, 
Memorandum looked to the Local Authorities to provide the additional 

facilities required for training sufficient teachers. In an attempt to 

motivate the Authorities into action, Morant assured them that only by 

making provisions to provide fully qualified teachers would they be able 

to secure a proper return on the rest of their educational expenditure. 

Pressure on the Local Authorities for action also came from The 

Record. 'The restrictions that had hampered the action of the School 

Boards have been swept away. Now there are Authorities which can without 

fear of auditorial restrictions establish sad carry thraugh a complete 

system of training for all grades of teachers. The passing of the 

Act of 1902 has made it possible for the first time for L.E.As. to deal 

with the matter systematically, and it is much to be hoped that the new 

authorities will at once take steps to set in force the powers which 

they possess under the Act and will draw up comprehensive schemes. 

Every important L.E.A. should prepare a scheme for meeting the demand 
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for teachers by the provision either of Residential or D~ Training 

Colleges. Lesser Education Authorities should co-operate wherever possible 

with their more important neighbours by paying the fees of candidates, 

or by contributing to the establishment of colleges or hostels.(5) 

Pressure also came from 'Education' , the official organ. of the 

Education Committees,on n'Uilerous occasions. 'It is clear that L.E.As. 

will have to take the questioD of the training of teachers in band without 

delay. A well-defined, co-ordinated and unifom system of education, 

good school buildings, and innumerable scholars are all very well, bu.t 

without an adequate supply of adequately trained teachers we cannot and 

we shall certainly not obtain geod educational results. • • • 

question is one of national i.mpo:Ctanoe and one which cannot be ignored, 

and it must be admitted that the facts we have given amount to an 

unanswerable condemnation of the slipshod and haphazard niamler (we cannot 

sq method) in which the great question of the education of the children 

of the people bas hitherto been dealt with. The provision of a College 

fiiiiJ3' be beyond the reach of any individual authority - nth one or tw 

exceptions - but what is there to prevent two or three authorities 

uniting forces for this purpose? We sincerely trust they will at once 

grapple with this subject and wipe out what is no less than a national 

disgrace. ( 6) 

There was certainly considerable agreement about the need for more 

trained teachers, but equally there was considerable feeling among Lecal 

Authorities· tbs;t··-the oJllls for providing for this deficiency should rest 

with the Gove1m18nt, and not with the Local Authorities. A deputation 
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from the County Councils 1 Association went to the :Board of Education on 

3rd December 1903, and raised the difficulties invQlved in the training 

of teachers. Their feelings were quite evident £rom a representative 

Conference en Higher Education held in London on 17th March 1903. 

Sir Richard J ebb, M.P., said, 1 One principle that ought to be borne in 

mind in regard to the whole question of the training of teachers - namely 

that the subject was one of national concern, not merely a local one 

(Cheers). There were Il18l'l1' agricultural counties in which he was inclined 

to think that the feeling would be this - they would s1J3, 'Our burdens 

are alr~ very heavy. How can we fairly be asked to increase these 

burdens in order to provide training in the counties for teachers who, 

when they have been trained, will leave us and turn their training to 

account in other parts of the countey?(7) We fully recognise the national 

importance of the training cf teachers, but the prC~>vision of new facilities 

on an adequate scale within our county would mean putting on us a 

responsibility heavier than we ought to be called upon to bear'. The 

subjtct was one of most urgent importance to the country from every point 

of view - educati!f)nal, industrial, and commercial. It was a matter of 

very great difficulty and complexity, and the new authorities would do 

patriotic work in helping to solve the problem. (a) 

The pCIIint of view of the Local Authorities was ably expressed in 

Parliament (and elsewhere) on a number of occasions by the Rt. Hon. 

B. Hobhouse, M.P., Chairlllan of Somerset shire Education Committee. The 

cost o£ the training of teachers was now for the first tilDe made a matter 

for local taxation, instead of a matter for Imperial taxation. It was 
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his view that the training of teachers was a matter of national conc,rn. 
' • .. ·- p 

Indeed, it was impossible to treat tha question as a local question. 

There were about 130 different L.E.As. and those who had to deal with them 

knew how difficult it was to get them to agree to combined action for, any 

purpose: and the difficulty would be increased in the matter of training 

teachers, as the duty was not obligatory, but optional. He did not think 

the Secretary of the Board would care to undertake the job of forcing the 

Local Authorities to do their share of the work in the training of teachers. 

One objection which the Local Authorities could urge was that it was 

impossible to localise teachers. The teachers trained by the Local 

Authorities would be tempted to go elseWhere by the offer of higher 

salaries. Then why should country ratepayers be asked to pay for the 

training of teachers who would serve in the large towns? All these 

difficulties made it clear that little would be done by the Local 

Authorities for the training of teachers until the woik was made easier 

for them by the Central Authority. He wished the Government to assume 

greater responsibility, and not to imagine that they could shunt off 

their responsibilities on to the Local Authorities.(9). 

The outcome of this debate was a promise by the Government that an 

announcement would be made about building grants being made ava.Ua.ble fer 

Training Colleges. It was felt important that the locality should bear .a 

portion ef the cost, in order to prevent wasteful extravagance, which was 

likely to occur if a Local Authority were allowed to build a college at 

its own sweet will and at no expense to itself. However, the Rt. Bon. 

B. Hobhouse hoped that the burden expected of the Local Authorities would 
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be no greater than that required to secure the economical administration 

(10) . 
of the Colleges. The attitude o£ the Board can be seen from the reply 

of Lord Londonderry, President of the Board, to a. deputation from the 

West Riding which complained about the cost to the ratepeyers of trainin& 

teachers. 

The deputation requested that the State should undertake a large share 

of the cost, or, alternatively, if it were not prepared to do this, it 

should step in to ensure that Local Authorities that did undertake the 

training of teachers should obtain a definite return in the shape of 

services rendered by trained teachers. The President replied that it 

could not seri'ously be contended that the State should give more. The 

grants paid by the Govermnent~ll)together with the fees paid by the 

Students, covered the cost of maintaining the Colleges. Furthe:t'IOOre, the 

Govemment had pledged itself to assist with building grants in establish

ing Colleges. With regard to the alternative proposal, the President felt 

that it was the responsibility of each Authority to make its own arrange-

ment s about binding teachers down to serve under them for a number of 

years. He felt that a more satisfactory solution would be for Counties 

and County Boroughs to establish a Training College in a suitable Centre 

where students would be sent by the contributory Authorities. 

What action was taken by individual Local Authorities in providing 

college places? It was not until the end of September 1904 that the 

Act had come into operation in the area of every L.E.A., and it would 

seem that, after they had assumed their powers, the Authorities had other 

more pressing tasks, such as the preparation of Draft Schemes for the 
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Board and negotiations. with minor Education Althorities. The Board of · 
I . 

Educ§tion Report for 1903/4(p.6)commented that so great a change in opr 

educational system, throwing duties upon Local Authorities which are 

not merely heavy in amount but novel in character, could hardly be 

expected to come into operation without some degree of difficulty. 

Special difficulties have been experienced in certain places by Local 

Authorities in dealing with the Governing Bodies and the teaching staff 

of the smaller secondary schools and with the Managers of voluntary 

schools.' Admittedly Higher Education Sub-Committees, set up by the Local 

Authorities, discussed the question of teacher training, but most of 

them saw their role in this context as remodelling their pupil teacher 

system around the Secondary School as ~quired by the new Pupil Teacher 

Regol.ations. They were not particularly anxious to shoulder the burden 

of the later stage of training - if, in fact, they discussed it at all. 

Where Authorities made a survey of the educational facilities of 

the area, this also took time, and even then the provision of training 

facilities was likely to be overlooked. (l2) Higher education generally 

was ignored, for its provision was largely optional. Local Authorities 

were empowered by the Act of 1902 to allocate the 'Whisky Money' to 

Higher Education, and they had the power to levy a rate. However, as 

additional rates were inevitable for elementary education, it was 

unlikely that Local Authorities would willingly ask ratepeyers for funds 

for 'unnecessary institutions' of a higher order. Furthermore, no doubt 

ma.ny councillors were sure in their own minds that Certification was a 

quite adequate qualification for most of their teaching staff - and more 
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especially if any of the cost of training had to be borne by the Local 

Authority. (l3) 

It would appear that, if there were discussions by the various Higher 

Education Sub-Committees, they followed much the same pa.ttem. The 

problem was discussed, anxiety was expressed about the need for more 

College places, but the Committee ~ careful not to implicate itself 

in a situation where it felt tbat the responsibility should rest with the 

Government. All too often nothing resulted from the discussions. For 

instance, on 12th October 1903 a Special Sub-Committee of Lancashire 

Higher Education Committee reported tha.t further provision for the train-

ing of teachers was a pressing necessity in Lancashire, and probably in 

the neighbouring counties, for it -..s thought likely tbat considerably 

more than a. half of those obtaining King's Scholarships in the area. were 

unable to enter Training College. It referred to the current idea that 

the State should have undertaken this work, but dismissed it without 

dD9cussion in view of the <Uea.r definition of the Local Authority 

responsibility for it. An exploratory Conference was suggested, and 

invitations were sent to representatives of the Lancashire County Boroughs, 

Cheshire County Boroughs, Cheshire County Council, H.M.I' a. and the 

Universities of Manchester and Liverpool, with which a. close association 

of any new college was considered important. The Conference was held on 

23rd November 1903, and it discussed the possibilities of a co-operative 

effort to remedy the deficiency- in the supply of trained teachers. 

Dr. Hopkinson, Vice-Chancellor of the Victoria. University, Manchester, 

expressed a. preference for State provision of Training Colleges as being 
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more equitable and less likely to lead to provl.ncialism than purely 

local colleges. It was suggested that the Councils represented at the 

meeting should establish two new colleges at Manchester and Liverpool in 

close connection with the Universities there, and the meeting was 

adjourned. 

Tpe Director of' Education for Lancashire showed in his report of' 

~ 1904 that, within the areas of' the Local Authorities contemplating 

co-operation, there was 1 undenominational College, 4 denominational 

Colleges and 2 Day Training Colleges. Their total output of approximately 

836 students was quite inadequate to cope with the increasing numbers 

eligible for entry, and still less to cope with those in the Third Class 

of the King's Scholarship examination. Re called for CQ-operation between 

the neighbouring authorities to secure efficiency and economy, contribu

tions to be made on a capitation basis. The Conference that had been 

adjourne~ met again on 9th June 1904. But discussing the arrangements 

for financing and managing the College between as many as 21 Local 

Authorities was slow. Sir Henry Hibbert, Chairman of the Lancashire 

Education CoJIDilittee, noted that 'combination is exceedingly difficult -

it would have to be enforced by the Board of Education.' The Training 

Colleges Sub-Committee of the Lancashire Education Committee became 

impatient, and in January 1905 drew up for the County Education CoJIDilittee 

schemes for a college capable of' accoJIDilodati.Dg 150 women. They planned 

to convert an existing building, a railway hotel, as this would be less 

costly and less likely to leave them with a white elephant if' it failed. 

Despite such precautions, it was financial considerations which caused 
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the scheme to be shelved. The cost was too expensive, and the Committee 

dreaded the e:x;penditure involved in a new building. (l4) 

The Manchester Education Committee felt that Manchester was a con-

venient and homogeneous area, suitable for establishing an undenominational 

college for man, and an undenominational college for women in rented 

buildings. Even if such houses ha.d to be extended to afford additional 

dormitory and classroom accommodation, this course would be preferable in 

the first instance to embarking on the immediate creation of College 

buildings. Time would undoubtedly be saved, and there would be the 

additional advantage of the Authority obtaining further experience before 

e;ny serious capital expenditure was incurred. The provision of undenomi-
(15) 

national hostels at Owen's College, Manchester, was also desirab~e. In 

the following year, a recommendation was made to purchase Manley Hall, 

~~y Bridge, as· a. Residential College for women. Mr. Pennington 

argued that it was unwise and da.ngereus for a oity authority to go into 

the business of keeping what was really a boarding house for teachers. 

Dq Training Colleges were the proper institutions to be established by 

public bodies. The fear that the City would find itself bearing the cost 

of an institution which would be used by other Authorities was the down

fall of this sc~. (3) 

A large gathering of Authorities in East Anglia at a meeting in 

December 1903 at Ipswich resolved that additional undenominational 

facilities should be provided for Elementary School Teachers :in the area, 

by establishing one or more Colleges. Special attention would be paid 

to rural subjects. The obvious enthusiasm of this meeting appeared to 
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augur well for the future. 'There is not a. shadow of doubt', commented 

Education, 'that united action of this description will produce, in a 

great many cases, the best results. Perhaps the time will arrive in 

the dim and distant future when the State will assume the responsibility 

of what in our opinion is a. natinnal question'. However, no College was 

ever established. Alternative proposals submitted later that year by 

Mr. Austin Keen, Secretary of the Cambridge County Education Committee, 

with a view to the joint action in establishing hostels at existing 

Colleges also failed to materialise. He reported the remarkable fact 

that, in administering the new Act, there had been an average general 

increase in the numbers or children for the area or lo%, and East Anglia 

now required a staff of 5,561 teachers. His recommendation was to provide 

a hostel in connection with Norwich Training College and another with 

Saffron Walden College, each for 50 to 60 women, together with a hostel. 

or its equivalent for men at the Cambridge Day College. The total cost 

would be about tl5,000, which, distributed among the associated Authorities 

on the basis of average attendance, would work out at the trifling amount 

or £5 for every 1,000 children.(l6) 

Co-operation was the keynote or an important Conference about the 

training of teachers in Wales. The Chaiman, Principal Griffiths, 

Vice-Chancellor of the University of Wales, reminded the delegates that 

the one really new branch ar education given to the Local Authorities was 

the creation of a satisfactory system for the training of teachers. No 

machinery existec1, or course, to compel each Authority to discharge its 

due part in this matter of national importance. Nevertheless, it was 

evident that action had to be taken even if the more zealous Authorities 
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had to carry an undue portion of the burden. He hoped that Wales would 

lead the way. ArJ:7 policy depended on the proportion of Certificated 

teachers to pupils, and they should not be satisfied until it was 1:40 

or 1:50, in which case Glamorgan alone would require 2,500 teachers. 

There was considerable willingness by the Conference to consider the 

needs of Wales a.s an educational unit. As a first step an impartial 

Committee was to inquire into the DlllD.ber, location, status and equipment 

of Training Colleges in Wa.le~:7)A second Welsh National Conference on 
I 

the Training o£ Teachers was held at Shrewsbury in 1906. Professor Rees 

successfully moved that immediate steps should be taken to establish a 

Council o£ Education, which should proceed to provide additional College 

facilities for the training of teachers. 

A joint effort to proTide training facilities received much attention 

at the Nort}l of England Education Conference in March 1905. A careful 

analysis showed that an additional 180 teachers were required annually 

(i.e. 360 places - 280 women, 80 men.) The estimated cost of building a 

Residential College was frGil £150 to £20Q_per-place, but the Conference 
- -

was -more. favourably disposed to hostel accoJilll.Gda.tion, as this cost only 

£100 per .place. The men could therefore be established in a hostel in 

connection with either division of Durham UniTersity at a cost of £8,000. 

If the Training Colleges at Durham, Darlington, and Newcastle would co-

operate, hostels could be built for 50_ women at each College. A suitable 

Centre would be found for the remaining 130 places in CUilberland ~r 

Westmorland, such as St. Bees. The total capital outlay of this Scheme 

was £42,500, representing an annual charge of £2,500 on a 6% basis, which 

meant that each Authority would be charged about £7 for every 1,000 
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children in average attendance in its schools. The maintenance costs 

would be met from the Government grant and the Students' fees. Co-

operation on this scale proved too difficult, and the Scheme was never 

implemented.(la) 

In Hereford an opportunity was presented to the County Council to 

respond to the need for more College accommodation. The -result was that 

it has the distinction of being the first Local Authority to establi~ a 

Training College. The situation was certainly unusual, for Herefordshire 

is certainly small, remote -and rural. At-its first meeting on 18th April 

1903 the Education Committee referred to the Higher Education Sub-

Committee a letter from the Directors of the County College, a boys' 

school in Hereford which had not been a financial success - inviting the 

Council to purchase the site and building. It was thought of as a likely 

Pupil Teacher Centre. An offer of £7,500 wa.s eventually made for this 

'white elephant', but the Directors held out for £8,500. In December 

the City Council .affere~ to contribute the necessary £l,OOO,'subject to 

it being understood that in the first instance the building shall be 

used as a Training College for women, so that this object m83' have a fair 

trial' • Evidently various possible uses for the building had been dis-

cussed, but the attraction of a Training College wa.s that the County 

Council would receive a grant of £35 per student, together with the £3 

Science and Art Grant - £3,800 for the proposed 100 students. This com-

pa.ra.tively large grant proved the decisive a.rgu111ent when it wa.s suggested 

that the building might be better employed for the benefit of higher 

education for boys, as only the Science and Art grant would have been 
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available in this case. Since the premises were suitable and i.llmediately 

available, the Board for its part was not slow in giving permission for 

t}J.e College to be established. It opened in September 1904. More than 

560 applications were received for the 50 places. 

At the formal opening of the College in the following year, the 

Chairman, Judge Harris Lea, proudly announced that not only had the 

College received good reports from Inspectors, but a profit of £400 had 

been made. He looked forward to continuing profits in the y•ars ahead. 

These profits subsequently contributed £2,300 to the building of' 

Hereford's High School for Girls. Preference was given to H6Pefordshire 

candidates, who paid only £16 in fees f'or the two years, as opposed to 

£24. However, it was also the intention of' the Committee to attract 

teachers from outside into Hereford. The Judge left no doubt about the 

policy of' the Committee •.•• 'Our ambition is not only to satisfy the 

Board, but that they shall look upon this as one of their best Colleges. 

And what will it do for Herefordshire and the girls in our county? We 

think it rill be a centre of educational activity in the county. But 

apart from this, every girl in the county who is ambitious to make 

education her work in life, and who can pass the examination and is other

wise fit, will have a right to enter this College. Those who have read 

any of' the hundreds of' letters we get applying for admission will better 

realise what a boon this is. Not half' the applicants can obtain places 

anywhere • and then it is the experience of' all Colleges that there 

is a great tend.enoy to return to their homes. And though the students may 

go out all over the country, we hope and expect that m.a.ny of' them, as 



places can be found, will return to their old county, and as mistresses 

of' our schools repay us f'or the benefit we have done them. (l9) 

In Sheffield the Higher Education Sub-Committee had commissioned 

Mr. Michael Sadler to make a report on Higher Education in the C.ity, and 

on 21st December 1903 it recommended that his proposals should be carried 

out in their entirety. 20 There was alrea.ey a. Da.r Training College at the 

Sheffield University College, and Sadler recommended that the Local 

Authority should provide it with accommodation, and at the same time 

open a hostel f'or the women students. Although it was to have an organic 

connection with the University College, the Training College was to be 

taken over by the City Council. It was to be under the direct control of' 

a Principal, who was to be appointed by the Education Committee, and who 

might be qualified to be Professor of' Education at the University College -

being responsible f'or b0th the degree and the Certificate Students. 'The 

Day Training College was not without its difficulties, and it must have 

been with a good deal of' relief' that the College Council leamt that, 

l.lllder the powers given by the Act of' 1902, the City Council intended to 

set up a City Training College f'or teachers.' (2l) Representatives 

f'rom the West Riding, Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire and Rotherbam were to 

be invited to join the Scheme and the Management Committee would include 

representatives of' the Local Authorities who agreed to send students to 

the College. The Sheffield Education Committee would acquire the build

ings and the other Authorities would be asked to contribute towards the 

cost of' maintenance according to the number of' places reserved f'or their 

candidates. However, the other Authorities were doubtful, and a meeting 
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was not held until 29th August 1904, which Sadler attended and which 

appointed a Sub-Committee (fra.ining College Managers). · The City 

Council went ahead by purchasing the premises of the Royal Grammar School 

at a cost of £12,000, plus a further £1,800 for adaptations. As the're 

were only 27 resident places, the Managers accepted a tender of £9,905 

for a residential block for 82 women students. The College opened in 

October 1905 with an intake of 132 men and women. 

The London County Council showed far greater enterprise than most 

Authorities. When it came into existence on 1st ~ 1904 i~ inherited 

two colleges - the London Day 'l'ra.ining College, from the Technical 

Education Board, though admittedly with no buildings of its own - and 

G~stoke Place, a.n illegal college until it was recognised from 

September 1904 as providing temporary accommodation for 144 women 

students. Earlier in the year Sidney Webb had suggested a policy for 

the L.C .c. in his book 'London Education'. The problem was serious. 

1 Any general levelling up of the London elementary school will bring the 

County Council face to face with the most pressing of educational prob

lems, the supply and training of teachers. The present practice of the 

School :Board of appointing to its pema.nent service none but fully trained 

tea.cihers will, of course, be adopted by the County Council for all the 

schools. :But this will be to raise. the number r.equired by nearly one

half, and to demand, for London alone, more than 40% of the entire output 

of all the Training Colleges in England and Wales put together, and more 

than twice that of-those situated in the London area. With the growing 

demand -of other counties and County Boroughs, it is clear that London 

cannot possibly continue to get even as many as heretofore, let alone 

half as many again. There is Slrea.dy something approaching to a teacher 
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f'amine. More than a hundred vacancies in the School Board 1 s own staf'f' 

remain month af'ter month unfilled. It is only by each county training as 

ma.ny teachers as it needs (not in the least ilnplying that each county 

should employ only those whom it has trained) that the total supply can 

be kept up. London, in f'act, must somehow get established, prilnarily f'or 

its own supply, additional training college accommodation equal to an 

annual output of' 500 teachers, chiefly women. 

He then goes on to discuss 'whether we should add to the number of' 

residential training colleges, in which f'uture teachers are boarded, 

lodged and instructed in a sort of' 'seminary' fashion, or whether we 

should simply enlarge six or ei&ht-f'old the existing •Day _Training 

College" established in connection with London University, in which the 

students live at home or in lodgings, and,whilst provided with special 

pedagogic training' obtain their academic instruction as ordinary 

students in the various University Colleges. • • • 'The establishment of' 

a dozen new Stockwells or Isleworths (i.e. residential colleges) would 

mean- a capital expenditure of' half' a million. 1 He pointed out that even 

assuming that all the prospectiye teachers could benefit f'rom such a 

course, the existing University Colleges of' the metropolis could not be 

expected to absorb anything like so large a number as 1500 additional 

teacher undergraduates. The solution as Webb saw it was 'to enlarge as 

rapidly as possible the excellent nucleus of' a Dq Training College, 

securing the necessary corresponding enlargement or mu1 tiplication of' the 

existing University Colleges (especially getting one established in South 

London) and providing residential hostels f'or such students as need them; 
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on the other hand, to grasp eagerly at any opportunity of establishing 

in the country round London two or three new 'Stockwells' for those 

London girls who find themselves excluded from existing residential 

colleges because they are not members of the Anglican or Roman Catholic 

churches, and whose needs and circumstances make the University Day 

Training College unsuitable. ( 22) 
I 

The Sub-Committee of the L. C.C. for the Training of Teachers 

received a report from its Educational Adviser, Dr. Garnett, in January 

1905. He also estimated that London needed 1500 new teachers· every year, 

but required additionally and immediately 2,000 teachers for the non

provided schools. He anticipated that about half of London's needs 

would come from the existing voluntary colleges, and therefore the L. C .c. 

should make provision for an annual output of about 750 teachers from its 

own colleges. Allowing for 100 from the London ~Training College, 

72 from Grqstoke, and 100 from Goldsmiths, he recommended tba.t the L.C .C. 

should establish four or five colleges in the suburbs of London. 

The L.C.C. adopted a responsible attitude to the national problem of 

training an adequate number of teachers, and, unlike the majority of 

Authorities, it was fully prepared to make a fair contribution. It 

expected its fair share of teacher'S ~.from ... ~olleges which it did not 

provide, this share being calculated as the fraction which the number of 

certificated tea~ers in London was of the number in the whole country. 

Then the L.c.c. set itself the task of providing training facilities 

for the balance of its annual requirements. 

The L. c.c. decided to convert a mansion at Avery Hill, Eltbam, into 

a pe:z:manent residential college. It was considered a matter of great 
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urgency to have the college rea<\Y as quickly as possible, so that intend

ing teachers would not be excluded !rem training facilities, thus checking 

their career as trained teachers. Dela.,v would also seriously injure the 

provision of trained teachers in the Council's schools. The College was 

opened in September 1906, with accommodation in the first instance for 

57 residents and 200 da.,v students, all women. The cost ·or the adaptations 

and equipment was £10,250, and it was estimated that aft4r the first year 

the annual cost of maintenance would be £3,500. Graystoke Place had 

soon been recognised as a temparary College. The Board then urged the 

Council to utilise the premises more fully. The top floor was occupied 

by the students, the two lower floors being used by school-Children. In 

December 1905 it was agreed that the middle floor should be taken over 

by the Da.,v Training College. ( 23) 

The situation at Goldsmithll~· College was peculiar. However, it 

gave authorities the opportunity to train their teachers and thereby 

secure a regular supply with the highest qualifications, without any 

contribution from the ratepayers towards the capital expenditure of the 

College. In 1905 tge Goldsmith's Company had presented to London 

liniversity the site and buildings at New Cross which they had acquired 

in 1891 and on which they had spent approximately £200,000. The offer 

was made that, because of the great need for well-qualified teachers 

after the 1902 Act, the existing building at New Cross might serve the 

purpose of a University College for South London 'to which the teachers 

from any part of the Metropolis might be dra.fted'. The Academic Council 

of the University contemplated a training department of 400 students 

that would be financially self-supporting on the basis of capitation 
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grants (or £10) from the Board of Education, and pi' reserved places 

guaranteed (at a fee of £1.6) by London and the Home Counties for students 

nominated by them. As a result of conferences with the County Councils 

of London, Kent, Surrey and Middlesex and the County :Borough of Croydon, 

an undenominational D~ Training Department was established. Agreement 

was reached as to the number of reserved places - 185 for London, 92 each 

for Kent, Surrey, Middlesex, and 39 for Croydon, a total of 500 when the 

Department was in full operation. The fact that each of these authorities 

was committed to these places assured the College of a steady income. 

Each Authority was represented on--the College Delegacy. In September 1905 

the College opened, and it was non-residential. 0£ the first 250 first-

year students all but four had been nominated for Free Places by the Local 

Authorities concerned, though 36 men and 7 women actually came from 

Wales.( 24) 

In Exeter the City Council had been concerned with the training of 

teachers prior to the Act of 1902. The University College there i'o:rmed 

part of the Royal Albert Memorial, which was a museum with adjuncts for 

the study of art, science, and literature. After 1870 the affairs of the 

Royal Albert Memorial were managed by a Committee of Governors, some of 

whom were members of the City Council, and the rest were selected by the 

Council. In 1901 the Board of Education sanctioned a D~ Training 

College for women (followed in 1903 by one for men), even though the 

Memorial College was not in a position to be in receipt of a Treasury 

grant as a University institution. The College was, of course, maintained 

by the City of Exeter, an arrangement which lasted until 1922. Buildings 

were provided by the City Council, with the help of Exchequer grants, 
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once they beoallle available. The importance of the intending teachers to 

the survival of the College can be seen from the fact that only a minority 

of the students did not intend to become teachers.(25) 

The Local Authority Colleges that were sanctioned by the Board to 

begin with were naturally only of the type permitted by the Regulations, 

namely either Residential Colleges or DS3' Colleges attached to a.n 

institution of University standing. However, the Regulations for 1904 

had announced an important change in policy. Though not in connection 

with a University or University College, a College need not no.w .. o.n~that 

account- be a Residential College. Officially Municipal and County 

Colleges were classified as Day Trajl].ing Colleges, but the fact that the 

Regulations of the Board alread3' allowed the same grants for da.,y students 

residing in approved hostels attached to Training Colleges, as for 

students in Residential Colleges, at least ensured that Local Authorities 

that did provide residential accommodation would not be at a disadvantage 
(26) 

with regard to maintenance costs. The Colleges were to be undenominational. 

The founding of this new type of Local Authority College was fur.ltber 

encouraged by the Regulations for 1905 which contained details of the 

Special Exchequer grants that had been promised in the previous year 

towards the cost of providing College accommodation. Grants would be 

available under prescribed conditions. The basis of the grant amounted 

to £25 for each place provided or 25% of the cost of the buildings and 

site, whichever was the less. A temporary gr-ant of £1. for each student 

accommodated, or 2~ of the rent, whichever was the less, was available 

in cases where there were special difficulties in increasing training 
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facilities, and provided that the Board was satisfied that these temporary 

arrangements (e.g. hiring of premises) were a. necessary step in establish-

ing a. permanent College. These grants were not to cover a:ny expenditure 

on residential purposes (Article 64) or any part of the cost of any 

premises in which Training College and other students are taught in 

common. ( 27) 

'Education' (30th June 1905) felt certain that the new Regulations 

would receive the serious consideration of L. E.Aa. Certainly the avail-

ability of these grants was the occasion of fresh attempts by Local 

Authorities to co-operate, Some of these attempts have already been 

described~ A conference held in August 1905 was the start of Dudley 

Training College. Representatives from staffordshire, Worcestershire 

and Dudley agreed to establish a Training College at Dudley. It wa.s not, 

however, until May 1908 that the Dudley Cocyoration, acting on its own, 

purchased the proposed site for £8,000, and the foundation stone was laid 

later that year. The booklet produced for the occasion stated that 

Dudley was chosen as a centre for the erection of a College as it would 

serve a densely populated district. The College Council consisted of 

10 representatives from Dudley, 4 from staffordshire, 2 from Woroestershire 

and 1 from Bi:mingham University. The College was opened in 1909 with 

accommodation for 150 men and women.( 2a) 

The deficiency in the provision of training facilities in the Midland 

counties was brought to their attention in a. letter from the Vice-Chancellor 

of Binningham University. The numbers at the existing Day Training 

Colleges (one for men, one. for women} at his University were far from 

adequate to satisfy the needs of the district. However, numbers could be 
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increased provided there was some extension of buildings, and this the 

University would agree to, since the training of teachers was one of 

the obvious duties that the University owed to the locality which 

supported it. In connection with any extended scheme the residential 

question had to be considered, and he believed that a hostel on a 

sufficiently large scale could be self-supporting, so that the burden fall-

ing on the co-operating authorities might be limited to interest on the 

capital. To carry out such a scheme it was necessary that the various 

counties should work together in collaboration with the University. A 

conference was held, but it did not make any recommendations.( 29) 

The general lack of co-operation between authorities, amounting at 

times to suspioion, masked the main problem which was the fear of increas

ing the burden on the ratepayers. Already in 1905/6 Surrey, Glamorgan, 

Cambridgeshire, Lancashire, :Buckinghamshire, Gloucester, Southampton, 

all had rates of lOd. in the pound or more for elementa.r.v education alone. 

The West Riding estimated that the cost of pupil teachers and secondary 

scpools added a further 6d. to the rates.(30) Feeling was unanimous 

within the County Councils 1 Association that Local Authorities could not 

a.f'ford to train teachers. It had been suggested on innumerable occasions 

that the provision of Training Colleges was national worlc, and the 

necessary funds spould be provided by the Gove:mment. ( 31) Such a policy 

would involve the State in considerable expense and the role of the Local 

Authority would be reduced to that ~£ a visiting committee. (32) Another 

proposal was that the Exchequer should provide the Local Authorities with 

larger grants, but after the change in the Regulations of 1905, whereby 
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the State became responsible for 2~ of the building costs, the Board of 

Education had paid little attentioh to appeals for further help. Inevit-

ably increased support of this nature would raise difficulties with 

denominational colleges - whether they were to be included in the 

increased grants or whether they were to be excluded from them. (33) 

An al. ternative proposal was that all Local Authorities should be com-

pelled-_-to spend certain sums on the training of teachers - or failing that 

those authorities who did train should be enabled to recover a certain 

proportion of their expenditure from Local Authorities who did not train 

teachers ~5) This is, in fact, what certain Authorities did in an effort 

to ensure a proper return on any expenditure on the training of teachers. 

Some Training Colleges would only admit students if they would undertake 

to serve in the area of the Authority that supported the College. For 

instance, students at Goldsmiths' College with free places provided by 

Kent had to undertake to serve for at least two years in the Authority• s 

schools if required, and it was only under pressure that the County agreed 

to release from the undertaking candidates who had not been offered 

appointments by the County by 311ft May. In 1908 Hertfordshire abandoned 

a scheme whereby the award of Training College Studentships was con

ditional on the holder serving as a Certificated Teacher in the county 

for two years. Originally Staffordshire Training Scholars were also 

obliged to serve in the county for three years, but owing to the method 

of ~pointing assistants by the School_ Managers, the Committee found 

themselves unable to guarantee appointments in advance to the students, 

and the obligation was of necessity relaxed. It should be pointed 'Qllt 
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these scholarships, usually up to the value of' about £20, were often the 

only expenditure incurred by the majority of' L.E.As. in the training of' 

teachers. It W1\S not unu.suaJ. for such Authorities to use the money 

thus saved in attracting sta.f'f with better salaries. This practice could 

only be checked if the burden of t.rsining teachers were shared among all 

the Local Authorities.(34) 

The absence of a. coherent national scheme for the training of 

teachers was a. matter of some concern. At the Annual Conference of the 

National Society in 1905, Rev. H. W. Dennis pointed out that, in order 

to secure efficiency in the training of teachers and to prevent unnecessary 

waste and competition in the provision of Colleges, it was of urgent 

importance that the various religious and education societies which had 

founded and maintained Colleges should combine without del~ to urge 

upon the L.E.As. the necessity of co-operating with them and with one 

another, in considering the present heeds and in fomula.ting a. compre-

hensive scheme for the adequate provision of the training of teachers as 

a. matter of national or general rather than of local concern. ( 35) 

As early as 1903 the President of the Training Colleges Association, 

Rev. G. W. Garrod, had suggested an Advisory Committee to consult with 

t~ Board of' Education to organise attempts to supply the deficiency in 

the number of Colleges, so that the increase might be controlled. The 

p:;_oaition of the Association to the absence of careful planning at a. 

national level was forcefully expressed by a. later President, Professor 

M.. R. Wright. A reasonable system of edllcation required that the 

majority of teachers should be trained, and therefore there must be an 

increase in training colleges. However, he regretted that they were 
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rising in a sporadic way, due more to the importunity of certain 

Education Authorities and Sects rather than to the needs of the country 
\ 

~ particular areas. It was an error suxely to place the provision of 

Training Colleges in the hands of Local Authorities. It was one piece of 

work which could have been done more efficiently by a central bod.y.0}('8>k-') 

In April 1906 the County Councils 1 Aseociati~n and the Association 

of Municipal Corporations called for a complete and comprehensive scheme 

for the training of teachers to be established. Accordingly they called 

together on 23rd May 1906 a conference representing the L.E.As., including 

the L.C.c., the Residential Colleges, the Universities and University 

Colleges, the religious bodies, the N.U.T. and the Board of Education. 

The Conference was concerned with the deficiency in the supply of Co~lege 

accommodation, the best method of meeting it, and more especially whether 

such a deficiency should be supplied out of national or local funds. 

Sir W. Anson, from the Chair, pointed out the need for more accommodation 

both from the point of view of the number of applications for admission to 

the Colleges, and from the point of view of meeting the need for a greater 

supply of trained _teachers. It was idle to expe~t Local Authori~i~s or 

private individuals to build Colleges larger than the applications for 

admission warranted, and in order to justify an extension of the present 

number and size of the institutions there must be a greater demand, which 

could only be created by the demand of Local Authorities for an increased 

supply of trained teachers. Arzy additional grants from the Exchequer 

should be an encouragement to Local Authorities, not only to build Training 

Colleges, but to insist on training amongst the teachers they employed. 
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The Rt. Hon. H. Hobhouse hoped that with increased Exchequer grants 

it would be possible for the local authorities to do something substantial 

towards providing new building accommodation. How was each Authority 

going to do its share? In the first place, they did not know what their 

share was, because the Board had given them no guidance about this. 

Although there were some promising examples of Authorities combining, he 

felt that pressure was necessar,y from the Government before Authorities 

would take common action. The one great difficulty was that the Authority 

had to persuade the ratepayers that they would get direct benefit. But 

he was afraid that even when machinery was provided for Local Authorities 

to recover from other authorities or from the State, there would alw~s 

be some authorities declining to spend money on what with great plausi

bility they maintained was a national and not a local object.(37) 

The overall position was that the Local Authorities had been re3.uc-

tant for a variety of reasons to take advantage of the powers given to 

them by the Act of 1902 to establish Training Colleges. Even after 

building grants became available in 1905, it was obvious that, if the 

Local Autherities were to make a significant contribution to the supply 

_of places, further assistance from the Exchequer would be required. The 

shortage of College accommodation still remained, and it was far from 

sufficient to provide for the training of all those who became Certificated 

Teachers. The Board of Education Report for 1906/7 (p. 57) estimated tha.t, 

in order to replace the anmal wastage of adult teachers in employment-, 

and to provide satisfactorily for the future, the number of fresh adult 

teachers required annually was about 13,500. The Colleges that were 
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recognised in 1905 scarcely provided accommodation for 4,500. Pressure 

on accommodation would inevitably increase with the replacement of the 

King's Scholarship by the Prelim.i.nary Examination. Previously only those 

who had passed in the First and Second classes were eligible for entry to 

College, but now all those who passed could enter, thereby increasing the 

number of candidates considerably. Furthemore, the practice of Colleges 

in encouraging certain students to stS3' for a third year to read for a 

degree meant that fewer places were available. 

With the advent to power of the Liberal Party in 1905 it was hoped 

that the Government would show more concern for the training of teachers 

than its predecessor. The Liberals bad been swept into office pledged to 

remove Nonconfomist disabilities in the field of education. An indirect 

method of achieving this was to strengthen the position of the Local 

Authorities, as qpposed to that of the denominational colleges, in their 

difficulties over Training Colleges. In April 1906 the new President of 

the Board, A. Birrell, introduced his ill-fated Education Bill which was 

primarily intended to reverse the provisions for non-provided ( denomina

tional) schools made by the Act of 1902. However, Clause 33 was to give 

Local Authorities the right to seven years' service from ~ teacher whose 

training it had assisted. If the undertaking WeJE not honoured, then the 

Local Authority could recover the money from the teacher or from 'the 

Local Authority employing him. The County Councils' Association con-

damned it as cumbersome, extravagant, a.nd likely to cause ·much friction. 

The clause was, in fact, withdrawn on 11th July 1906. (3S) 

In ~ 1906 it was announced that grants of up to 7'31(, of the cost 

of b¢.lding Training Colleges would be made available, provided that the 
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total expenditure was not excessive. The grants were exclusive to Local 

Authority Colleges, and they were to include expenditure on sites, 

buildings, extensions and improvements to existing buildings.(39) 

Barticularly welcome was the fact that the grants were available as from 

1906.for residential accommodation, and this resulted in its development 

in the Local Authority College. It was hoped that the provision of 

residential places might keep pace with the general development of 

College places (Article 63). At the same time, and this eased the 

financial burden of all Colleges, the maintenance grant was to be more 

dependent on a general test of College efficiency rather than on indi-

vidual examination results. 

In making the announcement, Mr. Acland praised :Birrell for managing 

to do what previous 'Ministers of Education' despaired of doing, namely 

loosening the purse strings of the Cha.ncellor,of.::theExchequer, who was 

psually so close-fisted whenever education was mentioned. The grants 

would enable Local Authorities really to organise, individua.lly or perhaps 

more frequently by co-operaticm, a proper system of Training College 

accogmodation. He then concluded by warning Local Authorities that it 

would be important for them to consider without delay what they would do 

to take advantage of this offer of help, for they could hardly imagine 

that so generous a system of grants could be continued by the Exchequer 

for an indefinite number of years. The Act of 1902 had placed on Local 

Authorities the duty of train:i.ng teachers, but they had been given prac-

tically no means whereby they could carry out this onerous work. Even 

though the :Board still believed that a portion of cost should be found by 
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the Local Authority, these Regulations had at last made it possible for 

Local Authorities to fulf'il their obligations with respect to the training 

of' teachers. 'Education' felt confident that 'many Authorities who pre-

viously would not have moved in this matter will now cheerfully proceed to 

carry out the behest of the Government • The details of the Goverrmii:mt' s 

proposals will require close scrutiny.' It was the particular intention of 

the Government to encourage without fUrther delay the extension of Local 

Authority Training Colleges that would be free from relig:i.ous.tes..ts. As 

Selby-Bigge remarks 'Here educational considerations were perhaps less 

prominent than a. desire· to redress the balance between provisions made 

by voluntary agencies and provisions made by Local Authorities.(40) 

There was something else that the Liberal Government could do, which, 

although-it did not create more places, at least made such places as were 

available free from denominational restrictions. It was not surprising 

that the Qovernme,.nt returned to office chiefly ~s a. result of Nonconfomist 

dissatisfaction with the Act of 1902, and having failed with Birrell's Bill 

of 1906 to reverse the concessions made to the denominational schools, 

turned its attention to another part of the privileged empire of the 

Church - the Training Colleges. Soon after the General Election a return 

ha.d been ordered by the House of Commons showing for each Training College 

the total amounts received for maintenance from Exchequer funds, from 

subscriptions and from students' fees. Then changes were made in the 

Regulations for the Training of Teachers that were ostensibly designed to 

ensure that Colleges should be open to all candidates, without reference 

to their religious beliefs, but Anglicans saw behind them an attempt by 
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the Government to secure by administrative regulations what they could not 

do by legislation.(4l) 

The Regulations stated that :from lst August 1908 existing Colleg@ 

receiving ixchequer grants should be open to all students qualified to 

profit by the training given in them irrespective of the religioti.s. creed 

or social status. No College would be allowed to claim that the Tru.st 

Deeds of the College would not permit this, as they could be amended if 

necessary. Furthemore, the Regulations stated that new Colleges would 

not be recognised and no grants would be available to any new Training 

College or hostel that required either a majority of its Governing Body 

or any of its teaching staff to belong to a particular denomination, or 

that provided sectarian religious instru.ction.(42) 

The new Regulations were certainly a severe blow for the denomi-

national Colleges. The monopoly which they had enjoyed for the greater 

part of the 19th century had alrea4y been restricted by the recognition 

of undenominational Day Training Colleges at the Universities from 1890, 

a.nd by the recognition of L.E.Ao D~ Colleges from 1904. The National 

Society described these new Regulations as a 'comprehensive, elaborately 

devised and most da.ngerous attack on the very existence of definite and 

genuine religious teaching. 1 (43) It was predicted that the admission of 

students of a;ny and of no religion - Turk, Jew, infidel and heretic - · 

would drive a wedge into the corporate life of the C.olleges. The 

controversy was bitter. It centred around the actual size of the con-

tributions that the denominations had made and were making to their 

Colleges, and whether such sacrifices entitled them to such a privileged 

position. (44) Some .Anglican bishops protested that out of the total 
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number of ex~sting places, the majority were free from denominational 

restrictions. Certainly the Anglican Church had a monopoly of the 

residential places, but whoever was to blame it was certainly not the 

Church which ba.d simply p:aed the opportunity offered alike to all. By 

equal effort the Nonconformists could have been possessed of equal 

accommodation. The new Regulations virtually prohibited new efforts by 

voluntary bodies and certainly did not add a single residential place, 

but only displaced one Churchman for every Nonconformist it admitted.(45) 

Eventually it was agreed that the Regulations should be modified 

so that a denominational College was permitted to reserve 5o% of the 

places to adherents of the particular denomination, while the remaining 

half would be open to all duly qualified candidates, irrespective of 

their religious beliefs. To meet any difficulties which might arise 

from the initiation of these -changes, the Regulations provided that 

the recognised students need not necessarily reside in the College, 

but they might be housed in any annexa, hostel or lodgings approved by 

the Board suitable for the purpose. Nevertheless, as a. result of these 

changes W. Runciman, the President of the Board, could announce that 

out of the total of 6,000 places available in 1906, no religious tests 

could be imposed on 4, 750 of them. The compromise for 1908 became a 

pemanent arrangement. The failure of the Government to carry through 

the original proposals is an indication of the power of the Churches. 

However, it was the development of the Local Authority Colleges that 

was chiefly responsible for this religious difficulty with respect to 

the admission of candidates becoming less of a. problem. (46) 

Following the offer of the 7~ building grants, it was not 
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ing Training Colleges, sometimes acting independently and at other times 

attempting to promote the College jointly with other Authorities. The 

Board of Education Report for 1907/8 stated that the number of proposals 

received by the Board increased after the impetus of the increased grant , 

and steady progress was made towards meeting the existing deficiency. 

'Definite schemes for the provision of nine new Colleges, providing 

accommodation for about 1,000 students, have been submitted to the Board. 

Considerable further extensions to the accommodation of existing Colleges 

are also being carried out or are in contemplation. ,(47) It was certainly 

during this period that most of the discussions conce~ the Colleges 

which opened before 1914/.took place. 

Where it was possible for Colleges to open in temporary preJidses, 

progress was often reasonably rapid. In other cases, even though the 

Local Authority was a.DXious to establish a College, there were ilmumerable 

delays, such as with the Durham County Training College. It is worth-

while to look at this case in as much detail as the available records 

permit. On 20th December 1906 the Training College Minor Sub-Committee 

resolved to proceed in the first instance with the erection of a Training 

College for about 100 women students, and to await ..a, Report from the 

lecretar,y for Higher Education before making a definite decision concern

ing a College for men. In the following year temporary premises for 

women students were proposed, and the Committee inspected Leazes House 

in the City which could be leased at £250 per annum. Proposals to 

establish a pema.nent College at Neville 1 a Cross did not meet with the 
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approval of the Board of Education, and a deputation waited upon the 

President on 25th June 1908, followed by a meeting in Durham with officials 

of the Board on 20th July 1908. The deputation emphasised the advantage of 

the site and its central position as regards railway services.. Within a 

radius of four miles, excluding the City, 23 elementary schools were 

available as p~tising schools, and within an easy railway journey 12 

additional schools, making a total of 19,000 children in all. Reference 

was also Dade to residence.: being within reach of the Durba.m Colleges. 

The Committee were willing to comply with any conditions imposed by the 

Board. After further consideration, the Board consented to a College fn 

120 women, on the strength of certain assurances being given by the 

Committee. These conditions, which included a longer period than three 

weeks devoted to teaching practice, were chiefly concerned with the unsuit-

able standard of practising schools in the area. Alterations had to be 

made in accordance with 8JJ.Y requirement that the Board might make with 

regard to the structure of the schools. They also had to be specially 

staffed for the purpose as directed by the Board (in particular Group 4 -

Sherburn). The Council bad to provide a covered conveyance in bad 

weather for the students on teaching practice, and to ensure that these 

students had a SJlbstantiaJ. meal in the middle of the day in a separate 

room. (48) 

A suitable site of 11 acres was secured at Neville's Cross, but the 

difficulties of the Committee were not over. The Annual Report of the 

Council for 1910/11 (p. 20) states: 'We have appointed more than one 

deputation to the Board of Education during the year and had considerable 

correspondence with them upon the question of the proposed Training 
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College. We have forwarded no fewer than three sets of plans for the 

Board's consideration; to two of these the Board took strong objection.' 

Again in the Report of 1911/12 (p. 25): 'We have had considerable further 

coi.Tespondence with the Board who took e:iroeption to the retention of two 

study classrooms and wished to compel us either to drop these or to 

_reduce the sizes of the students' bedrooms which the Board contended were 

sufficiently lar€9 to meet the requirements not only as bedrooms but as 

rooms also for private study. In the end the Board declined to pass the 

plans unless a definite tender could be obtained to complete the work for 

a sum named. We are therefore mluctantly compelled to omit the study 

classrooms. In what we hope may prove to be their final state, the plans 

as amended were passed by us on 31st January 1912. 1 The Report for 1912/3 

(p. 27) noted that a tender of £35,195 had been accepted. It was subse-

quently necessary to arrange a supplementary agreement with the Board to 

postpone the date of completion until May 1916. Students were not admitted 

until after the Waro (49) 

When the Training College Sub-dommittee of the Lancashire Education 

Committee reported on 2nd July 1906, it stated that the time had ai.Tived 

to take immediate action with regard to the provision of College places. 

They still hoped for co-operation with the neighbouring authorities, but 

t1tte lack of progress towards this end made the Sub-Committee put forward 

definite proposals for the building of a College for 150 resident women 

students at a cost of £42,000. The Sub-Committee argued that the 

Exchequer grant for capital expenditure, together with the Government 

maintenance grant of £38 per annum per student, plus fees at £12-£15, 
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would impose little financial burden on the County Council. Nevertheless 

the recommendation was defeated by the Higher Education Sub-Committee in 
\ 

November 1906, and again in July 1907. Certain members of the Education 

Committee were not satisfied with this decision, and a report was pre-

pared showing that of the 575 Pupil Teachers in the administrative County 

who had qualified for admission to College, 92 out of the 161 who wanted 

to go to College had not found places. Others in the Education Committee 

were less anxious for the county to open a College. In particular, they 

feared that teachers trained at the expense of the county would not seek 

service with the county, but with one of the numerous Lancashire County 

Boroughs that offered higher salaries, plus the attractions of town life. 

A deputation was sent to the President of the Board to urge on him the 

advisability of the Board undertaking the national provision of Training 

Colleges. It was only proper that the charge should fall on national 

funds and furthermore the Board would be able to co-ordinate the system 

more effectively. The deputation was received brusquely by the President, 

Mr. R. McKenna, who emphasised that any difficulties experienced by the 

County Council were not peculiar to that County. The Training College 

Sub-Committee therefore made a fresh attempt a.t oo-oper!!ting with 

neighbouring authorities. The inquiry had a mixed reception, and some 

of the County Boroughs declined to discuss the matter further. In 

Feb~ 1909 the Education Committee decided by 20 votes to 19 that the 

Council had to give a. lead and build a College with or without the co-

operation of other authorities, but when the proposal came before the 

County Council it was decisively rejected by 59 vcites to 17. A College 
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was considered unnecessary, as there were reports of qualified teachers 

being unemployed, but even more important was the argument that benefits 

from the College would be reaped not by the County Council but by the 

Lancashire County Boroughs. 

In November 1906 a conference of representatives of the North Riding, 

the East Riding and the Cities of Hull and York considered the provision 

of Training College accommodation, and decided to establish a Residential 

College for 150 women. The position adopted by Hull, as reported by its 

Chairman, Sir Alfred Gelder, is especially interesting. Hull was com

mitted to nothing, and he had expressed no opinion as to whether the 

city should join the others. Hull had before them the possibility of 

setting up a University College. If. there w~ a chance of this being 

established, then naturally Hull students could be trained there - and 

it could possibly act as the Training College for the Ridings. 

The views of some of the Local Authorities from the North and the 

Midlands can be gathered from the report of a conference they had with 

representatives of four Training Colleges in December 1906. There was 

agreement th&t accommodation for men students was adequata. However, it 

was doubtful whether there was sufficient accommodation for women, even 

with the increase that had already taken place, to meet the further 

demands for trained teachers foreshadowed in the recent code of the 

Board of Education. What was most needed was for two or more County 

Authorities to combine to provide a College for teachers of' moderate 

ability from country districts, who wGuld teach in country schools after 

thai~" training. This conference made no firm proposals. What it did 
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lead to was a decision by Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire to establish a 

College for women (100 resident with 20-50 day students). It was 

estimated that the annual cost, both of capital rep8iYJ11ent and of upkeep, 

when the College was in full working order, would not exceed £250 for 

each county. A site at Darley Dale was recoiiJDend.ed, and it was subse

quently reported that Leicestershire was considering the desirabili~ of 

joining the scheme. The Manchester Education Committee had acquired on 

lease two properties - The Dales, Whitefield for a. men's College, and 

Manley Hall for women. However, when the 7f:IJ(, grant was announced in 

respect of capital expenditure incurred in the provision of sites and 

buildings· for Training Colleges, with the condition imposed by the Board 

th&t a leasehold site would not be accepted where freehold site could be 

obtained, and that no lease must be shorter than 99 years, the Committee 

decided to hold. its band over blzy'ing Manley Hall tilld over equipping and. 

extending two buildings at the Dales. The Committee was, however, 

anxious to have fUllest advantage of the aid offered by the Government 

and it recommended tha.t the Ci~ should acquire the Platt Hall Estate 

for a Training College and as a playing field for children. If their 

scheme were adopted, it was estimated that the charge upon the rates would 

probabl3 be !d,. in the pound, after taking in.ta account the Exchequer 

grant. Nevertheless the Town Council declared the training of teachers 

to be a. national duty and declined to sanction any proposal to suppl3 

the deficiency in accommodation at the expense of ratepayers. Sir John 

Hoy, Cha.irma.n of the Education Committee, resigned. His letter to the 

Lord Mayor of 11th March 1907 is worth quoting: 'The amendment withdraws 
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from the control of the Committee the subject of the training of teachers. 

Under no circumstances could I continue to serve on a Committee with 

powers so crippled, and crippled too in a direction, as I believe, 

detrimental, if not fatal, to the interests of the children in our schools. 

'By a strange but easily understood process of attack, it is assumed 

that the teachers alone. are interestedl in the matter. The impelling 
'. 

fao:tor is not the wishes of the teachers, but the needs ef the scholars. 

Of the 160,000 teachers in the elementary schools of England and Wales, 

one-half are: neither tradned nor certificated. 

'The Board of Education have now offered the L.E.As. terms such as 

ought to secure immediate and aetive efforts to meet the difficulties of 

the situation. 

'What is the position? The Board aJ.reaiJ& give an amount per head per 

annum which, with the ordinary fee of .£10 to £12 per annum paid by each 

student, covers 95% of all the cost of the present Training Colleges -

board, teaching and administration. There remains the cost of land, 

buil4ings emd equipment, and towards; this the Board: now offer 75% of the 

interest upon all capital expenditure. 

'It seems to be incumbent on all public authorities thus relieved of 

so large a share of the burden to proceed with this provisioD for the 

training of teachers computed on the scale of their own needs. 

'Manchester can do all this great work by the payment of one-fourth 

of the interest and Sinking Fund upon capital charges·,, can, in short, 

dio its share in the proper sta.ff'ing of schools, for a sum of about £1,250 

per annum. 
(52) 

'I lfi.ll have no part or lot in the neglect of th:i.s palpable duty. 1 
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In Cornwall proposals for a. County Training College were discussed 

on roth Jme 1907, chief]Jr because facilities were beyond the reach of 

maey intending teachers, and also because there was· special need for 

undenominational ace:ommodation. It was felt that the Committee shoull.d. 

anticipate the time when all teachers would require training. The 

Central Technical Schools in Truro were offered for use, but the offer 

dloes not seem to have been atiopted.. In March 1908 it was· decided to have 

a residential e0llege for boys on]Jr, in the vicinity of St. Austell with 

accommodation for 80 ~tudents, capable of expansion to 100. Conditional 

approval was given by the Board., and negotiations·. for a site began. Land. 

was bought, and in 19ll the Board authorised a building grant of £2,543. 

However·, in that same year the Cbail'main of the Sub-Committee said that 

the present time was inopportune for proceeding with the College, and 

it was thought advisli!ble, in vielJ of the recent speeches of the Pre trident 

of the Board of Education, to postpone taking any further action. In 

1914, five &eres of the land purchased in st. Austell were taken back 

by the l.anrunmer·, and the Coll.ege was never established. 

It would appear that it was difficult for non-Anglican girls to 

receive training at the Diocesan College at Truro in Cornwall, which 

seemed determined to cater prinoip8illy for church women. The College 

was prepared te accommodate nonconformist girls in an annexe, but as for 

all residents in the College itselt,they had to make a written statement 

that they woulld attend Anglican religious services within and without 

C'ollege. In March 1910 a meeting between the Bishop, College officials, 

and representatives of the Education Committee was:. held, but the resul.ts 
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were inconclusive. All this led to a resolution by the Council that 

gre&~.ter facilities were required for the training ef teachers. Approval 

was &lso given for expenditure not exceedl:ing £600 a.s: grants in aid of men 

and women who were prevented by circumstances in Cornwall from receiving 

training there.<55) 

The financial attractions of establishing a. College were noticed by 

the Director of Education for Cardif'f'. He estimated! the capital cost of 

establishing a College to be £16,000, which, after making allowance for 

the Exchequer building grant, would leave the Council with a deficiency 

of £4,000 or an annual repqment of £550. The saving to the rates by the 

adoption of the Day Training System, as opposed to the existing expenditure 

on the training of teachers, would be £1,750. Local Authorities that did 

not establish Colleges of their own often made arrangements for their 

students to attend. one of the existing Colleges, thereby avoiding the 

responsibilities of a. College, financial or otherwise. For instance,_ in 

1907, the East Riding made arrangements with Ripon Tra:i ning College to 

reserve 10 places at the College. If any of these places should not be 

filled, then £5 would be paid for each place.' ·· On receiving the letter 

which Leeds Education Committee sent to all authorities, offering c:ontracts 

to retain a certain nUIIlber of places• at the College, the Secretary to the 

Birkenheadi. EducSi:tion Committee thought it would be a good thing to reserve 

places at a number of Colleges in order te achieve varie~ among the 

Birkenhead school sta.:f'fs. ' In 1909 Leeds set aside 50 places for the 

West Riding Cot.mty Council students at the proposed new College. Fees were 
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to be paid for these reserved places. whether or not the,y were filled, 

and the arrangement was to last for ten years.. Halifax and the East 

Riding reserved 12 each. (54
) 

Nearly all the Colleges that were open6d fairly soon after the 1906 

Regulations were in temporary premises. The Colleges could be started 

quickly without having to wait for buildings. to be completed. Authorities 

also adopted this policy because it tested the need for § College without 

involving them in aey serious capital expenditure. In London it was 

especially difficult to make forecasts. of the likely demand for places:. 

An Eduoa·tion Committee· Report in 1906 had emphasised the need for more 

places, especially i:f the Council insisted on all new appointments being 

trained and certificated. Assuming the professional li:f'8' of a woman 

teacher to be ten years, and that of a man to be nineteen years, it 

estimated! that approximately 1,500 teachers (1,222 women, 245 men) were 

required. to meet the annuaLL wastage. Three new Day Colleges were 

required, and the sites would be chosen with regard to the localities 

from which the day students would be drawn. Urgent representations were 

made to the Committee by camdidates, and the parents of candidates, who 

were unable to secure: entry to a College. In 1907 London Day Training 

College and its thr~year students were transferred to Southampton Row. 

The department of the College that contained the two-year students 

remadned in the old premises, having been recognised as a separate 

College, the Islington Day Training College, as from 1906. In 1907 

another Day T»ai.ning College was opened in temporary premises at 

Clapham. (55) 

An Education Committee report in 1907 showed the need for even more 
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accommodation. The number of' Pupil. Teachers requiring places in 

September 1908 would be about 1,104, and as the existing Colleges of' the 

Council had accommodation for 734, there was need for a further 570 

places. This would entail. two new Colleges - one in N. w. London and 

another in the N. E., eac-h ultimately not exceeding 250. These new 

Colleges- would enable the existing temporary Colleges at Clapham and 

Islington ta be reduced to 250 in eadh. It was pointed out that if, at 

some future date:, it was found desirable to rediuce the Training College 

acoommodation, the Council could devote to some other purposes; one of 

the existing building& which had been adapted for use as a College, but 

an which no building grant had been received from the ExcheQ!Uer. However, 

the immediate outcome of these discussions was that tao more temporary 

Day Colleges were opened in 1908 - Fulham with 150 places and Moorf'ields 

with 125 places. In the same year Clapham was· enlarged to cater for 250 

women instead of 160. In 1909 FUlham was increased to 215 and Moorf'ields 

to 180. (56) 1
; 

In the interests of the large number of' Leeds Pupil Teachers who were 

unable to gain admission to Trlrlning College, the Higher Education Sub-

Committee discussed the question of College accommodation in June 1906, 

but it was not until 18th July 1907 that it was resolved that 'the building 

in Woodhouse La:ne, which had until recently aceommodated the Leeds~ Girls' 

High School, be rented for the purpose of the temporary Training College, 

' 
and the period tor which the premises be taken be two years in the first 

instance. ' The accommodation was certainly limitedl, the library, for 

example, being a room some five yards square. Nevertheless, there were 
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over 1,000 applications for the 157 places available, and nearly 700 in 

the year afterwards. When the College opened in 1907, the majority of 

students were, of course, Day students, but 45 were housed. in premises 

which were rented in various parts at the C'ity. 

The immediate success of this venture, together with a reminder from 

the Board that approval for a temporary College had been given on the 

undertaking that proposals would be submitted later far a permanent 

College, led the city to purchase a site at Kirksta:ll Grange with 40 

acres. It was: not bought without controversy, and a pamphlet entitled 

'Kirkstall Grange Estate Scandal' resUlted in & public enquir,y being held 

before one of the Board's Inspectors at Leeds Town Hall. More difficulties 

followed as the Board considered that the intended accommodation was on a 

c:onsiderably more elaborate scale than was neces~ for an efficient 

College. In 1910 Lord Grimthorpe sold another 55 ~cres for playing 

fields, and then made a gift of a further 19 acres. The Board did not 

feel that the 55 acres were absolutely essential te the efficiency of the 

College, and therefore it did not make any grant available for this land. 

In the meantime, the number of students had increased by 1909 to 250, 

reaching 599 by the autumn of 1911, and therefore additional hostel 

accemmodation was rented. In 1909 the temporary College :,;remises were 

bought by the War Office, and the men and women were separated into fresh 

temp~ accommodation until l9ll, when possession was taken of 

ii.rkstall Road School. The College moved into the permanent premises 

in the autumn of 1912. It was residential, with places for all the 480 
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students. There were five hostels for women, two for men, plus the 

Kirks tall G-range itself which served as another men's hostel. Altogether 

it was a great achievement for Alderman Fred Kinder and James G-raham, 

Secretar.y to the Leeds Education Cammittee.<
57

) 

In 1907 a Day Training College opened in Bolton in the temporary 

premises of the Pupil Teacher Centre. A hostel for women was subsequently 

provided. In February 1908 the Town Council nnani mously decided to erect 

a College. They were sure that this could be done ldthout cost to the 

ratep.ers, for the balance of the 7ff/o building grant :f'rom the Exchequer 

would be met by the fees of the students attending the College. In 1911 

the Local G-overnment Board sanctioned the borrowing of £3,455 for the 

purchase of a site for a College. At the end of the academic year, the 

College, which had provided accommodation for 150 w.omen, and the hostel 

were closed. (5a) 

In 1907 a DBiY Training College was also opened by Portsmauth 

Education Committee, but recognition of the College was still under con-

sideration by the Board in 1908, pending further informa.tion as to the 

provision of a Demonstration School and a S&tisfactory recreation ground 

for the students;. Nevertheless the numbers were increased from 90 to 180 

in 1908. (59). 

Unusual reasons prompted the Highj('er Education Sub-Commd. ttee of 

Cheshire County Council to consider fawurably est&blishing a CoU.ege. 

They felt that in a county such as Cheshire the trad.ning of ex-Bwsars 

during their student-teacher year would be both costly and ineffective. 
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Therefore it was. proposed! to estaiblish a. Training College which would 

~dmit ex-Bursars from Cheshire schools after· they had completed their 

Secondary School course and passe&. the necessary qualifying examination. 

Taking into account the grants- paid by the Board of Education to Bursars 

and Student& in Training Colleges, the College, as com:paredi with aey other 

adequate system of training, would provide by ftu" the most economical 

method of discharging this important and necessary duty. As the students 

would enter the College without the practical experience of elementar.y 

school teaching of the Student Teacher, the course would be essentially 

practical and would not seek to compete with the graduate courses in other 

colleges. The College would have accommodation for 100 students with at 

least one hostel for 40 women. The Higher Education Sub-Committee was 

careful to emphasise that the proposed College would involve the County 

in little financial cost. In 1907 a site was chosen, purchaseS., and 

approved by the Board. The College opened in temporary quarters in the 

Mechanics Institute in Crewe at the beginning of the autumn term 1908, 

with 26 men and 39 w,omen, increasing to a total of 1~ in the following 

--
year. A house was rented as the first hostel for women students, and 

lodgings were found for other students· not residing in the district. 

A feature ef these early years was a contingent of men students sent each 

year by Somerset County Education Committee. The new College buildings 

were opened in June 1912. ( 60) 

In 1008 the County Borough of Sunderland opened a non-residential 

College in temporary premises. which it proposed to replace later with 

permanent buildings. In the first instance the College admitted!. 140 men 
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and women. Proposals that were on foot to replace the temporary buildings 

were suspended on account of the 1914 War. (
6
l) 

Brighton Education Committee showed similar enthusiasm b.Y proposing 

to establish & Day Training College. The total cost was estimated at 

£7, 2/JO, and this meant that the College would have to find £1,800. The 

College would admit 60 students eaah year (40 ex-Bursars from Brighton 

and 20 from other areas:). No fees would be charged to Brighton students, 

but outsiders would pay .£10 per annum. The Higher Education Sub-Committee 

explained that there were very definite advantages to be gained from the 

project. The Cellege would fill an important gap in the educational 

system of the town. In the second place, it would ensure a constant supply 

of well-qualified teachers for public elementary schools. As they saw it, 

preparation for teaching involved a four-year course from the age of 1&;

to 20t years - one year as a Bursar, one as a Student Teaeher, and tw:o 

years at a Training College. In this way the Committee would be able to 

provide a complete and continuaus four-year trad ni ng course. Thirdly, 

the establishment of this College would be a very great step towards the 

foundation of a Universit,y College for Brighton. Such a Universit,y 

Coll.ege would add. greatly to the prestige of the town, and it would be 

eligible to receive a Treasury grant whioh might amount to .£5,000. 

Finally, the adoption o£ this scheme would effect a considerable saving 

on the rates required for the training of teachers. The Committee also 

estima. ted th&-t the scheme would be a great improvement to the student, 

tor, after deducting aey- fees payable, the income of the boys would be 

.£1.04, as opposed to £50 under the old sys:tem. 
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In spite of' these arguments, the Committee was not without its 

anxieties, and it therefore proposed to establish the College in the 

Technical College, postponing the erection of' a permEment building 

until there had been time to see whether the College would be a finan-

cial success. The Town COuncil also had their doubts, and they originally 

deferred the project for twelve months, but later this resolution was 

rescinded. In 1909 the College, with a first-year intake of' 40 women 

and a:> men, did stFt · in the Technical College. The Principal was 

directed to admit students in the following Qrder of preference: 

Brighton; Sussex students not requiring lodgings; other Sussex students; 

other candid&tes·. The pel'IIIBillent premises: were reaifW' in 1910 and a hostel 

for 120 women students was opened in October 19ll.(S2) 

In WSlles tw.o existing Colleges were transferred to Local Authorities. 

In 1907 permission was given by the Board of' Education for the County 

Borough to take over Swansea Training College, a voluntary res:idential 

college for w:omen. Entirely new premises were built, but it was not 

finally taken over tmtil 1913 with the transfer to the new premises which 

provided accommodation for 120 resident students and 80 day students, all 

women. In 190S the Board sanctioned the transfer of the Bangor Nol-mal 

College, which had been established by the British and Foreign School~ 

Society in 1858, to a Joint Committee of the Carna.rron and Anglesey 

County Counoil5, and the enlargement of the College to provide for an 

&dd:i tional 130 students. The crollege intended that students who found 

the College work well within their grasp should be Billowed to attend 

Degree Courses a.t the Day Tra:ining College at the University College. 

The constitution of' the Joint Committee was subsequently altered to 
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include representatives of the Denbighshire and Flintshire Cotmty 

Councils. It was hoped that the enlarged College would serve the needs 

of the four Counties of North Wales. The old premises were used entirely 

for teaching and administrative purposes, and by 1911 hostel accommodation 

had been provided for 200 students. (s3) 

In 1006 Middlesex County Council had attempted to become virtually 

responsible for the Maria Grey College. In return for the right to 

nominate the majority of the Governing Body, it was prepared to make an 

annual grant of £250 upon cond.i tion that 10 free places were allotted to 

~~ddlesex students. In addition, the Middlesex Education Committee was 

prepared to pay £10 for other Middlesex students.(S4) 

It was. naturaJ. that near:cy all the early Local Authority Colleges were 

non-residential institutions, especially those started in London. The 

authorities were tmcertain and hesitant about providing permanent 

accommodation. The Colleges usually began in temporary buildings, 

often hastily improvised for the purpose. The model for these Colleges 

was the Day Training Colleges begim in the 901 s by the Universities and 

University Colleges. The College was: a centre for lectures:, and there 

was no real control over the outside life· 0f the students, apart from the 

kind exercised by the Local Committees of the Day Colleges that were 

responsible for discipline among the students. This system was re&BGnably 

satisfactory for those living at home, but once students were admitted 

from outside the immediate area of the College it was obvious that some 

form of residence had to be provided. Hereford was. :from the start 

residential, and often hostel a.coommodation of a sort was available at 
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some of the other Colleges, usually in rented houses. However, what realzy 

encouraged authorities to make definite provisions was the introduction 

in 1906 of the 7&/o gra;nt either towards the building ttJf hostels or 

towards: renting suitable hostel accommodation. Thereafter the pattern 

that most authorities adopted was provision for both day and residential 

students (especially the women). This extension of undenominational 

hostel accommodation by the Local Authorities reduced the Nonconformist 

grieVAnce that they were ~mpelled to go to a Day Training College 

because the Residential Colleges, which were larg~ denominational, 

imposed religious tests. 

The Boarci obviously set a.. high value on res-idence in College or 

hostel, feeling that safeguards w.el!e provided a.t a critical·. time for the 

health em.d. prot&ction of young persons who might ,&asily and in other 

circ:umstances suffer at once physic~, ment~ and morally. Once a. 

reasonable number of College places had been provided, the Board became 

more and more exacting shout the necessity for residential accommodation. 

The Report for 1908/9 (p. 165) stated: 'As the number of places- available 
I 

in Training Colleges comes to approximate to the number needed, the 

question ~ of most importance in this branch of the Board' s work will. 

cnme to be the question of providing proper accommodation in hostels for 

those students who are a.t present attending Training Colleges as D~ 

students. The provision of hostel accommodation is a matter to which the 

Board attach great importance, and they have announced that, after 

1st August 1910, they will require as a condition of recognition of a 

Training College to be satisfied that sufficient accommodation in hostels 
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is available for women students attending but not residing in the College, 

with due regard te the extent to which such students may reasonably be 

expected., in view of local circumstances, to live at home. (S6) 

It was therefore to be expected that residential accommodation 

became a. more prominent feature of the Local Authority Colleges as they 

developed in subsequent years. (67) Most of the later Colleges were com

pli.etely residential (e. g. Leeds, Bingley, Caerleon, Barry, Hull). The 

change in the policy of the Board with regard to residence can be seen 

from its dealings with Manchester Education Committee. Since 1907 the 

Committee had been a.nx:ious to open a Day College at the Pupil Teacher 

Centre in Princes Street, to accommodate these intending teachers in the 

service of the Committee who were unable to gain admission to ~Qllege~ _ .• 

There had been many reasons for the delay, not least the attitude of the 

Board., and the College was not opened until the autumn of 1910, when the 

premises were no longer to be used as a Centre. There was accommodation 

for 150 men and women, but none of these places were residential. For 

this reason (and also because there were no playing fields) the Board 

could not consider the College a.s fully equipped. The Board:' s Report 

for 1910/ll (p. 128/9) stated that 'the present arrangement is, however, 

recognised as being of a tentative character, and the Board have con-

sented to defer making any definite arrangements as to more suitable 

premises until they have had actual experience of the working of the 

College.' The inspectors complained particularly of noise from 

~-· (68) w;a..~. ~ l.C • 
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COmmenting on the residential accommodation provided by the Local 

Authorities, a later RepCDirt noted that 'the new ideal of a Residential 

College differs materially from the old. In place of one large block 

containing classrooms, dormitories and other accommodation for any number 

of students from 40 to 200, as well as rooms for the Staff, the new type 

of Training College has an educational block with separate self-contained 

hostels, or halls of residence near at hand. Each hostel accommodates 

40 -to 60 students under the charge of two or more resident members of 

staff. The plan is, in fact, an attempt to combine the educationu 

advantages of a large institution with the domestic and social amenities 

of & small one.(sg) 

It bad alW8iY's been difficult for the Universities and University 

Colleges·. to provide residential aocommoda tion for any of their students, 

including members of the Training Department. Where hostels existed, they 

had been built from University funds or from private gifts and subscrip-

tions,for the Regulations of the Board did not 12 rmit of any grant being 

made towards·. the capital. cost, and naturally any hostels that the 

University did manage to build were not primaril.y for students in the 

Training Department. If, however, a Local Authority established a hostel 

for students from its own area:., the Authority coul.d obtain, after 1906, 
'"-...:w4~ 

the 7ff1/o grant towards the cost. For hMr~ill that did not want to provide 

an entire College on their own, this was an excellent method of securing a 

supply of teachers. At Go~dsmiths College, Kent County Council opened a 

hostel at Granville Park, Lewisham, for 54- women, followed later that 

year by a Surrey hostel for 44 women. It was not until 1912 that 
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Middlesex Coun~ Council provided a hostel at the College. In 1908 

the Coun~ Councils of Gloucester, Somerset and Wilt&~ire discussed in 

some detail proposals for building a hostel for men and women students 

at Bristol Day Training College. The annual repayment charges £"or each 

County would be £55, but it was conf'idently anticipated .:that students' 

f"ees would more than repay this charge. (7o) · 

The Regulations of" 1909 (Article 65) extended the payment of" building 

grants in aid of" the provis\ion of" ho>stels to Universities or University 

Colleges. This new departure was aimed at giving students in the Training 

Departments gr-eater f"acilities f"or associating with Univers·ity students. 

The Board was. now prepared to make building grants available towards the 

cost of" hostels that were not reserved exclusively f"or students in the 

Trad nj ng Department, but only in proportion to the number of" places 

def"inj_tely reserved f"or such students. A f"urthef; condition of" the grant 

ltas that the application had to be supported by the Local Authority who 

also had to be responsible f"or d.ef'raying the balance of the cost of 

providing the places·. reserved for the Training Department students. 

In order to comply with the Regulations, it was necessary f"or any 

grant made by the Board to be administered through the af'fices of" the 

Local Education Committee. In 1909 Birmingham University asked the 

Birmingham Education Committee to support their application f"or a hostel, 

a:nd this the CoiD.llllftee agreed to do, on condition that the University 

agreed to indem.n.if"y the Council against any loss which they might be 

put to in connection with the matter. In 1910/U a: grant of" £4.,680 was 

made by the Board in aid of" the provision of" 29 places. out of" 57 definitely 

reserved at this hostel f"or women at Birmingham. A similar grant of" 
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£2,855 was made towards the extensions at Manchester University (Ashburne 

Hall Hostel) where 21 out of 62 places were definite~ reserved for 

Training Department students. (7l) 

The efforts of the Board and of certain of the Local Authorities 

resulted in an increase in the number of Colleges, and therefore in the 

supply of trained teachers. It was vital that Local Authorities §.djusted 

their staffing requirements accordingly, so that these trained teachers 

were absorbed. The number of adiul.t teachers had been steadily increasing, 

§s·. can be seen from the fact that the number of children in average attend-

ance to each adult teacher ha.d fallen from 40.19 in 1901/2 to 28.2 in 

1906/7. At the same time the Board had attempted to raise standards 

progressively by various changes in the codes. (72) The impravement was 

needed, for in too :ma.ny schools the staf:f'ing ratio allowed the lowest 

possible margin over the official minimum stand.ards. The necessity for 

placing voluntary schools on a proper basis accounted for much of the 

improvement that had taken place. There were, af course, exceptions, 

and IDalllY Authorities were content, where this was possible, to appoint 

uncertificated teachers. In Newcastle-on-Tyne, for instance, the number 

of certificated teachers increased from the not very liberaJ. figure of 

613 in 1904/5 to merely 625 in 1908/9. There were wide variations 

between Authorities. In 1908/9 the number of scholars in average attend-

ance for each certificated teacher varied from 56 in Halifax to 95 in 

Dudley, and for the Counties· from 50 in Middlesex to 76 in Durham (the 

figure in Durham hadL been as high as 105 in 1904/5). There was no 

guarantee that these standards operated in all the schools of the 
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Authority, and then within each school there were often some classes of 

excessive sd.ze. By 1909/10 61 out of every 100 adult teachers in Public 

Elementary Schools were Certificated Teachers, of whom 55 were trained, as 

compared with 56 out of every 100, of whom 52 were trained ,in 1901/2. 

It can be seen tha. t the increase in the a.Ctual number of "trained teachers, 

rapid though it had. been, was proportionately less rapid than the increase 

in untrained Certificated Teachers. The Report of the Board as early as 

1905/6 had expressed concern at this situation. Commenting (page 29) on 

the increase in teaching staff, it stated that. 'when the figures are 

ana.lysed the results are not very satisfactory. ( 75~ They furnish ample 

justification for the action of the Board in stimulating by special 

grants. the foundation of Training Colleges, and in giving notice that 

after 51st July 1909 they will require a certain proportion of the staff 

in all Public Elementary Schools to be trained Certificated Teachers.' 

The Report later noted that the question of the sufficiency in qualifi-

cation would depend largely upon the growth in the supply of Training 

Colleges during the next feWi years. It was hoped that the liberal pro-

vision made for Exchequer grants in aid of the provision of new Training 

Colleges would lead to a large increase in the number of Certificated 

Teachers who had been trained, and so enabl.e the Authorities to comply 

with this new requirement. 

The Prefatory Memorandum to the Code of 1906 stating that the 

Board. 'will' (in the Code itself it was 'may') require a certain pro-

portion of staff to have been trained represented the high water-mark 

of the Board's policy in insisting on training. This statement was not 
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repeated in subsequent Cod.es. Circular 709 of March 1909 relating to 

the 'Revision of Regulations af"f'ecting the Staffing in Put:>lic Elementary 

Schools and size of Classes', which was emboliied in the Code of 1909, was 

intend.ed to bring about a marked improvement in standards of staff'ing, but 

it made no distinction between the trained certificated and the untrained 

certificated te~cher. The staff value of the certificated Assistant 

remained u.naltered at 60 in the general scale, but his relative value 

was augmented as the result of reductions in the values of other teachers 

(e~g. the Uncertificated Teacher was reduced f;rom 45 to 55). The use of 

Supplementary Teachers. was restricted and the Code also required that no 

class should exceed 60 children on the register. The Circular had spoken 

of the advisability of t stimulating the employment of teachers possessing 

superior qualifications', and it appeared to foreShadow in the not too 

distant future a demand for the employment of trained teachers in all 

schools . still . to be insisted upon. However, Circlina.r 709 was bitterly 

attacked by the Authorities, and the Board did not force the issue. 

'Education' felt that there had been few more lamentable experiences in 

the history of education, for the Authorities had to oppose a proposal of 

the Board that they were in general principle anxious and willing to put 

into operation. The fear that ratepayers would revolt against the heavy 

cost, chiefly on training and increased salaries, made Authorities such 

as Bolton openly refuse to administer the Circular. Later, when there 

was unemployment among trained teachers, the Board did not take the 

opportunity to insist on the appointment of trained teachers for fear 

of again provoking the Authorities. In the meant:iJne, the number of 
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trained teachers was gradua~ increasing.(74) 

Indirectly the Board was able to channel intending teachers to 

Training College by raising the standard of the examinations for both 

Uncertificated and Certificatea Teachers. Circular 709 gave notice 

to this effect. The percentage of failures for Part II of the Preliminary 

Examination was increased from 11. 2%, at which it had stood in 1907 and 

1908, to 16.0% (1909), 2l.O}b (1912). Unfortunately in 1912 the Board 

felt that the steady decrease in the number of candidates entering the 

teaching profession made it impossible for them to carry any further the 

progressive raising of the standard. In 1906 the certificate examination 

for .Acting T6achers was separated from that of students in Training 

Colleges. To avoid any sudden change, tlle standard was raised gradually. 

At the same time, owing, no doubt, to the increasing number of places 

available in Colleges, the total number of candidates and the average 

standard·. of attainments· fell al.so. The percentage passing was 85.0}b 

(1905), 62.~ (1907), 57.7% (1909), 51.~ (1911), 29.6% (1915). 

The number entering in 1905 was 5,685, but by 19]13 this had fallen to 

2,765.<75). 

·The Act of 1902 did not compel Local Authorities to provide training 

colleges. The vast majority of Authorities were therefore not particularly 

forthcoming, being quite content to rely on the existing Colleges to pro-

duce sufficient trained teachers. Moreover, as long as Certificated 

status could be obtained without training at College, many considered it 

an unnecessary luxury for all tlleir teachers to be trained. Subsequent 

difficulties, such as the growing cost of education, together with an 

app·arent over-supply of trained teachers, seemed to::confirm the policy 
i 
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of those Authorities that had been reluctant to become involved. The 

problems of financing the education of teachers had been there from the 

start. However, it was on~ one aspect of the much wider issue of the 

finance of public education generally - and as higher education was not 

a statutory commitment of the Authorities it was not the most important 

one at that. 

It is difficult to find a report of either the County Councils' 

Association or The Association of Municipal Corporations which did not 

highlight financial hardships· of the Authorities in some detail, and 

these meetings were almost invariably follewed with deputations to the 

President of the Board of Education, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and 

at times the Prime Minister. The dissatisfaction occurred because the 

concept of a public responsibilit,y - either by the local or central 

authori~, or jointly, to finance a comprehensive system of education 

had not as yet been developed, and as H. Asquith reminded a deputation 

from the Association of Municipal Corporations this was dependent on a 

satisfacto~ formula being evolved for the financing of the local 

~overnment services generally. <76) 

A Royal Commission on Local Taxation which sat from 1897-1901 had 

failed to suggest the principles that should determine Exchequer grants 

in aid of loca~ administered national services. It considered that 

education was national in a high degree, for it conferred great benefit on 

the classes which participate in it, but does little to increase the 

rateable proper~ of the particular locality. The majori~ report 

favoured the existing system, whereby ad hoc grants in aid were made 

towards the cost of specific items of expenditure, subject to the 
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conditions of efficiency laid down by the Board being maintained. At 

least this method ensured a separation between central and local finances, 

although the Exchequer was subject to pressure as the cost of the services 

rose. The Minority Report favoured a system of Block Grants, limited to 

half the total expenditure of the Authority for a fixed term of years. It 

was argued that this method would secure from the Authority economy and 

efficiency. The grant for each Authority was to take into consideration 

the population, the actual expenditure and the capacity of the area to 

bear the charges. 

The Act of 1902 retained the system of ad hoc grants (i.e. Annual 

Grant; Fee Grant; Grants for special subjects). How&ver, some pr0vision 

was made under Section 10 of the Act for a Special Aid grant which 

attempted to relate the payment to the number of scholars and the capacity 

of the ares to pay, as measured by the product of ld. rate. The Local 

Authorities created by the Act were charged with responsibilities greatly 

in excess. of those previously undertaken by the School Boards;, and which 

entailed a corresponding increase in cost. From the outset, the actual 

maintenance charges in respect of elemen~ schools made increasing 

demands on their funds. The average cost per head in average attendance 

throughout England and Wales, which was £2 13s. 2d. in 1902 rose to 

£3 8s. 6d. in 1909 - an increase in 7 years of 15s. 4d.. per head or 29}b. 

Whilst the Exchequer contributed 41% of the increase, the Local Authorities 

had to find 59}b. The total expenditure on education by Local Authorities in 

1908-9, for instance, was £27t millions: (elementary education £25 millions, 

higher education £4t millions), of which the Exchequer contributed just over 
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£15 millions or 48%, leaving about £1~ millions or 5~ of the amount to 

be provided local~. 

The relatively high cost of education affected all Authorities,, but 

considerable local variations were revealed by the Departmental Committee 

on Education Rates which reported in Augustl906. The expenditure of the 

different Authorities varie~ by over 200% per child, such variations 

ranging from 154s. 5d. at Hornsey to 59s. lld. at Whitehaven. This 

variation could be due to the policy of the Authori~, but ~ore like~ to 

the proportion of Council and Volun~ schools ip the area. Another 

variation between Authorities was. the assessable value of the different 

localities on which the rate was raised, ranging from under £5 to over £10 

per head of population. In addition, the proportion borne by the number 

of children attending public elementary schools to the total population 

varied according to the character of the locali~, the largest proportion 

being in the poorer di~tricts. 

A comparison: between Bournemouth and West Ham illustrates these 

points. The expenditure at Bournemouth was below avera:ge, being 56s. 7d. 

per child, and the Government grants were the normal amunt. The net cost 

falling on local funds was therefore low, being 19s. lOd. per child. The 

produce of a penqy rate was high, viz. 6s. lOd., so that a rate of about 

5d. would suffice. The expenditure at West Ham was high, being lOOs. 4d. 

The net cost falling on local funds was therefore high, being 60s.7d. per 

child. The produce of a penn;y rate was low, viz. 2s. per child, owing 

mainly to the abnormally high proportion of the population in attendance 

at school (199 per 1000), so that a rate of about 50d. was required. 
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The result ~s that some Authorities fougd it difficult to administer the Act 

and in 1906-7 a Super Grant was introduced for Necessitous Areas in which 

the expenditure was necessarily high and the assessable value low. 

Simultaneously the Board was encouraging Local Authorities to improve and 

to extend their educational service. Burdens such as the feeding ef poor 

children, medical inspec.tion, the operation of Circular 709, were all 

worth-while developments, but the Exchequer did not shoulder the costs 

as the Local Authorities felt they should. The percentage of the total 

cost of elementary education borne by the State had gradually fallen from 

64.~ (1900) to 50.1% (1908) to 45.5% (1914). 

It must also be remembered that Local Authorities were responsible 

for Higher Education, and in many cases they incurred heavy expense. The 

1906 Departmental Committee showed that the amount spent varied from nil 

to 5.3d. in the pound in the County Boroughs. The total amount raised 

by the rates for Bisher Education in the areas of L.E.Aa. where Part II 

of the Act was in force was £781,900, which was 0.6d. in the administrative 

counties, and 1.7d. in the County Boroughs. In addition, the Whisky 

Money was spent on Higher Education, but this could create difficulties, 

as the amount fluctuated. In Gloucestershire it fell from £11,947 to 

£10,992 in 1906, and the County Council which had alread;r refused to levy 

a rate for Higher Education declined to meet the deficiency, and thus 

prevent the suspension of County Scholarships·. 

The pressure of the Local Authorities was such that the Treasury 

appointed another Departmental Committee under Sir John Kempe, which sat 

from 1911-14 'to inquire into the changes which have taken place in the 
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relations between Imperial and Local Taxation since the Report of the 

Royal Commission on Local Taxation in 1901'. Between 1901/2 and 1911/12, 

local elq)enditure had increased from £55 to £55 millions (£2Bt millions 

for education). During this period parliamentary grants had fallen 

proportionately. The unequal incidence of the burden of education on 

d.i:f'f'erent localities had, with the growth of the service, become more 

striking and more onerous to the poor areas with larger populations. 

In 1911/12 for elementary education the rateable value per child ranged 

from £15 to £106; the expenditure from 52s· .• to l50s., and the rate from 

less than 6d. to more than 2d. The Committee pronounced in favour of a 

system of direct grants in aid of local services to be paid as block 

grants to be related to the total expenditure. A distinction was to be 

made between areas according to the abili~ to pay. The result was that 

J. A. Pease, President of the Board of Education, introduced proposals in 

1915 for the development of a national system of education, but the 

Government eventually proceeded with only one clause which was: designed 

to afford a limited amount of relief. The President admitted that 'the 

£150,000 which I have now to offer is merely a preliminary recognition 

of' the necessities of' the L.!.As. I ask the House, therefore, to regard 

this relief not as a substitute for but as an introduction to a g~ 

comprehensive measure which we hope to introduce in the next session. 

It was not, however, until the Fisher Act of 1918 that ideas of a 

financial partnership between central and local bodies·. were de"leloped 

to any extent. (77) 

The early efforts of Local Authorities to meet their responsibilities 

to train teachers must be assessed against this background of rising 
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educational expenditure on elementary education. The problems of training 

were especial~ complex because the cost fell almost entirely on those 

Authorities that provided facilities, and tensions were aggravated by 

the absence of a national salary scale which encouraged the movement of 

teaching staff. Loca:l authorities had a grievance, but the Board was 

not alw~s prepared to listen sympathetically. Sir w. Anson at the opening 

of Hereford Training College commented that a great deal of fuss was being 

made about the risk of local losses. The Board of Education Report for 

1912/5 (page 2) stated tgat the building grants were 'on a very generous 

scale', and the maintenance grants were 'so high as to make the Colleges 

practically self-supporting in the sense that, with the help of students' 

fees, they have be~ able as a rule to cover their working expenses. In 

some cases they have even savea money for capital expenditure. Increased 

expendi ttn"e has been met mainly by an increase in students' fees'. In a 

reply to the demand for larger relief for the ratepayers, w. RuncimEm, 

President of the Board of Education, pointed· out that the taxp~er was also 

a gentleman who was at times prepared to wreak his vengeance on those who 

had spent his money. The Government was already paying three-quarters of 

the capital costs and something like nine-tenths of the cost of upkeep. 

The position of the Authorities providing Colleges was as :fellows - If it 

were argued that they were doing national work, then the cost should be met 

nationally, or, alternatively, a greater proportion of it should come 

either from the Exchequer or from those Authorities not providing Colleges. 

Admittedly many Authorities made grants to their Students towards College 

:fees, and some o:f the more progressive Authorities spent money on training 

teachers already ttn service. Even so, their total expenditure on the 
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training of teachers could hardly be compared with that of an Authority 

providing a College. The abortive proposals introduced by J. A. Pease in 

July 1913 showed that the Government had come to accept that the burden 

should be spread more widely. He intended to establish Provincial 

Councils.which would have delegated to them responsibility for the 

creation and management of Training Colleges and the supply of teachers. 

A crisis over the financing of Training Colleges provided by Local 

Authorities was responsible for the Departmental Committee on the Training 

of Teaehers for Public Elemen~ Schools of 1925. The cost of training 

teachers (other than Pupil Teachers) in 1921/2 .for Durham County was 

£:16,750 Sil1d for the City of Leeds £56,562, both Authorities maintaining 

Collegea. Yet Northumberland and Preston that did not maintain Colleges 

spent respectively £150 and £240. (78) 

The financial worries of the Local Authorities explain why more was 

not done to provide Training College places. Another reason was a 

temporary over-supply of trained teachers which was closely associated 

with the supply of intending teachers and the employment of Supplemen~ 

Teachers. The N.U.T. held the Board responsible for flooding the market 

with teachers who had not been to College. The controversy was bitter and 

complicated, and it certainly dissuaded Authorities from providing 

additional training places:. On a number of occasions the Board predicted 

a serious shortage of staff". The 1907 Report on the Instruction and 

Training of Pupil Teacher& claimed that either a detemined effort must 

be made to increase the supply or else the country must make up its mind 

to be badly handicapped in its effort to improve its elemen~ schools 
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through a very serious shortage of teachers which will render it 

impossible to dispense with the ever-growing army of Supplementar.y 

Teachers. It suggested that there would be a shortage of teachers, 

but owing to an inacctn'ate estimate this did not materialise. However, 

in 1909 the Board again called attention to the supp~ of teachers. 

The N. u. T. later counter-claimed that there was an over-supp~ of teachers 

in 1908, 1909, 1910. The Board refuted such charges and emphasised the 

seriousness of the position again in 1910. (
79

) 

It was, however, undoubtedly true that there was· an over-supply of 

trained teachers in the earlier part of the academic year, and also that 

there were many cases of individual hardship. The Organizing __ ,. ... 

Committee of the unemployed teachers cited cases of y§ung men who had been 

trained as teachers driving cabs, and young women serving in Lyons tea-

rooms, ironing collars in a·. laundry, hawking needlework from door to 

door, addressing envelopes for 10 hours a day at a miserable pittance. 

In 1910 the President of the N.U.T. called attention to the fact that 

newly-tra·ined teachers were out of work, while tens of thousands of 

classes were taught by unqualified or part~ qualified teachers. He 

demanded that the Board shouid. solve the difficulty by sweeping away the 

unq'U81lified teachers and by rediucing the size of classes. On a number 

of occas'ions the President of the Board rejected. such proposals as too 

expensive for the Local Authorities, especially rural Authorities. In 

J~ 1911 he claimed. that the main areas of over-supp~ were London and 

Card.iff', simply because the teachers concerned were unwilling to go 

outside these areas. On the other l~d, in rural areas, such as Lindsey 
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and Norfolk, but also in Peeston and the Rhondd.at, there were shortages. 

One proposal put forward by the Board was that the Training Colleges 

should have two dates of admission, thereby spreadling the supply of 

trained teachers. Obvious~ there was an urgent need for a. national 

policy to control supp~ and demand. Because the Board had encouraged 

Local Authorities to establish Colleges, more trained teachers were 

available, but the rising rates caused many Authorities a.lrea.~ in 

financial difficulties to prefer the cheaper teacher, and this meant that 

many trained teachers were unable to secure appointments. Many Authorities 

had failed to a.dijust their sta.ff'ing standards either to keep pace with the 

improvement in the qualifications of teachers ava:i.la.ble for appointment 

or to esta:blish a. reasonable sta.ff'ing ratio. Amidst so much controversy 

Local Authorities were not disposed to provide additional places.. The 

total number of students in Training Colleges reached its: maximum for the 

year 1911/12, and thereafter the decline which had a.lrea.czy occurred in 

the earlier stages of training began to affect the Colleges.. Existing 

Colleges had dif~icul~ ·in filling vacancies. Sheffield Training College 

spent £85 on a coloured prospectus to attract applications. At the opening 

of Bingley Training College in 1911 Mr. w. H. Clark said it was an anxious 

time for those who had charge of new Training Colleges, because of the 

striking shortage of applicants. Mr. M. Sadler complimented the West 

Riding on having courage and faith to open such a College at such a. timeS 80) 

As early as 1908 Essex ha.dL wi thdra.vm. plans for joint action with 

West Ham for a College, because there were more trained teachers than 

required. The apparent over-supply of teachers clearly a.ff'ectedL the 
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long-term provisions that the L. c. C. made for Training College accommodation. 

In February 1910 the Higher Education Committee proposed. to reduce the 

annual output of teachers from its: Colleges from 925 to 760. It gave 

notice that after 1912 it intended to discontinue the arrangement with the 

University of London whereby 95 places at Goldsmiths' College were reserved 

for L. c. c. students annUSIJ.ly. In place of the temporary Day College at 

Clapham, it was proposed to erect a College for women at Wandsworth for 

150 residents and 100 day students. Similar Colleges were to be erected at 

st. Pancras to replace the tempo~ Day College at Fulham, and another at a 

site in West London to replace the temporary Day Colleges of ~raystoke 

Place and Moorf'ields·.. The Finance Committee disputed on financial grounds 

the need to provide for so ma.ey permanent places, at the same time reminding 

the Education Committee that a: number of teachers who had left L. C. C. 

Colleges in 1908 and 1909 were still unemployed.. Furthermore, the L.c.c. 

recruited staff' from c·olleges not maintained by them, the Superannuation 

Scheme for Teachers of the C'ouncil being a strong inducement. (8l) 

The Higher Education Committee replied that an attempt had to be made 

to predict the demand for teachers in ten years' time - notoriously diffi-

cult as this was - and provision had to be made for it-by the country 

generally and London in pg.rticu1ar. The number of teachers required by the 

Council to replace wastage alone (4.6% on 18,570) would be 854 (about 100 

in excess of the proposed output of the L.c.c. Colleges), so even on this 

assumption the L. c. c. would draw teachers from outside Colleges. The 

Finance c·ommi ttee argued that the Council should obtain as m.a.ey teachers 

as possible from outside and only train the difference between the number 
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obtainable and the number required by the elementary schools. The rep~ 

of the Higher Education Committee was most responsible. ~ they saw it, 

it wa.s the duty of the Local Authority to provide for the inhabitants of 

its area suah education as they may require to fit them to take up future 

occupations, in the same way as; it provided Schools of Art, etc. There 

was no need for the L.C.C. to limit the teachers it trained to its own 

service. Undoubte~ by making the eonditions of its service sufficiently 

attractive, the Council could attract as: :ma.ey teachers as it required fc:>~· 

its scmools, but in adopting such a policy it would not be adequately 

carrying out its duty as an Authority for Higher Education. If too few 

Training c·oll.ege places were available at some future date, some L.C.C. 

candidates coul.d be refused admission, because the L.C.C. had relied too 

much on places at outside Colleges. !he L. C. C. would then be faced with 

parental pressure to open new Colleges, possibly at their own cost, if 

the 7fi'/o grant for building were no longer availabie. The proposals would 

mean an annllal.l saving of nearly £5,500 on the maintenance account. 

They were approved. 

The premia es at Islington which were originally recognised for 520 

men and women were reduced to 250 in the autumn of 19ll, and men students 

only were admitted. In 1915 Clapham, Fulham, Islington and Moorfields were 

.closed. Furzedown College·- a permanent College - was opened in the same 

year. (S2) 

In the autumn of 19ll, the West Riding of Yorkshire opened Bingley 

Training College. 102 women students were admitted, and in the following 

year the College was utilised for the full number of' resident students, for 
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which it had been recognised, namely 200 (women). The College was entirely 

residential. As ear~ as 1906, the provision af a Training College had been 

discussed, but owing to uncertainty about additional aid, the Committee 

felt unab~ to proceed. As one aim of the admittedly expensive Pupil 

Teacher system was to produce a supply of teachers really well qualified 

for a proper College Course, the Committee felt that much of tne good 

would be lost unless there was r~ waiting for the Pupil Teachers at 

the age of 18 adequate Training College accommodation. When the plans 

were final~ approved by the Board of Education in 1909, the Committee 

discussed the possimili~ of a College for men students. At the opening 

Sir John Horsfall, Chairman of the Coun~ Comlcil, replied to criticisms 

.. 
of the College as ano~ner piece ·or Council ex~ravagance. The cost was 

£S0,64e, lea-ying £55,o00 to be ra.J.sed by Gounc~l, wh1.cn worked out at the 

thl.rd or a .r'arthing rate over 50 years. Wnat was :ceceived from the 

Government for maintenance would cov.er the costs of the College when full. 

The result would be 100 trained teachers every year. He cS.:Ued it exceed-

ingly good business, and as a. business man he thought it a very profitable 

investment. (85) 

In September 1915 the Hull Municipal Training College opened. As far 

back as 1906, a proposal was considered by a Special Sub-Committee to 

transfer the Technical College to a Jlarge new s1. te in the suburbs, and 

there to combine it with a Teachers' Training College. It was suggested 

that this joint institution should be known as the Hull University College 

and that students be given both professional training and preparation for 

London Universd. ty degrees. The scheme was supported locally because the 
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higher education facilities. in Hull were inadequate and because there 

was a deficiency of Certificated Teachers. The Board felt that the 

plans of the Committee were too ambitious. If the Technical College were 

removed from the centre of the ci~, the day students would have travel

ling difficulties. Furthermore, a Teachers' Trad.ning College should be 

a completely separate· building to qualify for the Board's grant and 

should need o~ about 10 acres, rather than the 50 acres. suggested. 

There were likely to be staff"ing diff"icul ties if am attempt were made 

to combine the two Colleges. Nevertheless in January 1907 the Sub

Committee decided to push ahead with what was possible, a.nd in July 

1907 45 acres of land were bought by the Education Committee, an 

adjoining piece being bought later by private subscription. Approval 

was given in January 1908 for the Coll.ege, which was to be for about 

150 men BI.Ild women. The plans lla ter submitted by the Commi. ttee: were 

returned by the Board with the comment that they were too like a 

Secondary School, but they were finally sanctioned in July 1910 at a 

cost of £40,287 14s. lld. The Board had also objected to the proposed 

joint refee:tory, even though a separarte refectory added £10,000 to the 

cost. The over-supply of trained teachers resulted in several remarks 

in the local newspapers on the folly of embarking on such a grandiose 

scheme in Hull. The Hull and District Chamber of Trade wrote urging 

that, in view of the abundant supply of teachers awad.ting engagements, 

and the prospect of an increase in the city rates, no further expense 

shoull.d be incurred in connection with the proposed Training College, 

and that the scheme, if not abandoned, should at least be postponed. 
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However, the Education Committee persisted, and the College opened as 

planned with 48 women and 72 men. All the students were resident. It 

is interesting to note that about haJ.:f' of the women and a quarter of the 

men were alread¥ Certificated. Teachers, entering on a one-year course in 

order to obtain a College training which wou]d help them gain promotion5
84

) 

Two Welsh Local Authorities opened Colleges in 1914 - Caerleon b,y 

Monmouthsh:hre and Barry by Glamorgan. In November 1904, soon after it 

had been established as. an L.E.A., Monmouthshire complained of staffing 

~icul ties. On 5rd July 1906 a deputation was sent to the Board of 

Education. The following decision was the result. 'The provision of 

a County Training College is a matter which shoull.d be considered at 

once in view of the funds. which are to be placed at the disposal of a 

L.E.A. Pencling such provisd.on, since many Pupil Teachers are prevented 

b,y poverty from taking a course at Training College, some aid shoul.d be 

offered:. to those who need it.' Early plLa.ns ... involved the use of Carleen 

Industrial Schools, which the Board weDaprepared to consider sympathetic-

§lly, pending the erection of a new College. In Februa.ey- 1908 a :Dual 

College for 60 women and 40 men was proposed, but the Board objected 

because of difficulties of discipline, expense (in maintaining separate 

p~ing fields) and for what it euphemistically described as 'other 

reasons' o The Board advised a Conference with Glamorgan about each 

County providing a College for one sex. Terma were agreed. Monmouthshire 

was to provide aooommoda.tion at Caerleon for 40 Monmouthshire males and 

60 from Gl.a.morganshire. Glamorgan was. to provide aC;COmmodation for 120 

of its own women and 50 from Monmouth shire at Barry Island, after 

alternative sites at the Pupil Teachers' Centre at Quakers Yard and Tondu 
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had been rejected. In 1909 the Board sanctioned the scheme for the 

erection of the College at Caerleon at a cost of between £25,000 and 

£30,000o It was expected to be finished by Se~tember 1912, but there 

were difficulties of diverting footpaths running through the middle of 

the College field and of cutting the cost to meet the specifications of 

the Board to qualify for the maximum grant. These difficulties were 

smoothed by Aldenna.n Thomas Parry, who had indeed himself purchased the 

site of the College on the Council's behalf. In October 1914 Glamorgan 

Training College opened at Barr,y with 132 residents and 18 day student~~5) 
The Board of Education Report for 1914/5 (p. 72) stated that 'since 

the outbreak of the War the Board have carefully scrutinized all pro-

posals that were before them involving the paJ'Illent of a building grant, 

with a. view to their postponement where practical. Proposals that were 

on foot for the provision of new Training College buildings at 

Sunderland by the L.E.A. and at Highgate by the L.C.c. to replace 

temporary buildings have accordingly been suspended. Several proposals 

for the provision of Hostels by Universities and by Local Education 

Authorities that were before the Board have also been postpon~d' • In 

any case, by the beginning of this year, as the Report pointed out, 

'the scheme for the provision of additional Training Colleges with the 

aid of building grants from the State, which was initiated in 1906, was 

nearing completion. One building for a. new College was in process of 

construction and proposals for the erection of pel.'U18llent buildings to 

replace Colleges which had been established in t em.porary premises were 

in two or three cases under consideration. But, speaking generally, 
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the programme for the provision of additional Training Colleges had 

on 1st Augu.at 1914 been so far completed that the figure at which the 

total accommodation then stood was ,...not likely to be exceeded, and might 

even be reduced if certain Colleges which had been carried on in 

teB.porary premises were to be discontinued without being replaced by 

permanent premises'. 

In attempting to assess the contribution of the Local Authorities 

in providing Training· College accommodation, the very great differences 

between the Local Authorities must be remembered - type of Authority 

(County Council or County Borough), size, number of teachers required, 

wealth, existing College accOliDlloda.tion in the area, attitude towards 

the need for training, other commitments, are some of the more obvious 

from a long list. Such differences make it quite unrealistic to think 

of them as Authorities with common problems and common policies. 

Even so, their reluctance ..to exercise this responsibility which had been 

thrust upon them to train teachers was fairly general. 

The intention of the Act was for the newly-created L.E.As. to make 

a. contribution to the provision of places, as, for various reasons, the 

existing Residential and Day Colleges could not meet the whole of the 

need. This some Local Authorities had done, for by 1914 there were 
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4,168 students in Local Authority Colleges.(86 ) How adequate a con

tribution this was is difficult to assess. The School Guardian claimed 

that the Local Authorities had e:xpanded places unnecessarily, thereby 

intensifying competition between the Day and Residential Colleges. 

Certainly the National Society became worried about the growing number 

of unfilled places.(87) 

-The development of Local Authority Colleges had been encouraged by 

the Liberal Government with a view to breaking the denominational monopoly 

of the training of teachers. This had started with the undenominational 

Training Colleges at the Universities in 1890, but it was greatly extended 

with the development of the Local Authority Colleges, and more especially·:. 

with the growth of residential accommodation at these Colleges. The 

Nonconfomist grievances over admission to Training Colleges became 

isolated cases, such as at Truro Diocesan College. One reason was that 

hardly e:n.y denominational Colleges were built in this period, largely 

because building grants were not made available •. The exceptions were 

Roman Catholic Colleges at Salford (1903), Southampton (1~4), St. Mary's, 

Newcastle-on-Tyne (1905), Hull (1905). Bangor Normal and Swansea Training 

Colleges were transferred to Local Authorities, and the Church of England 

College at Oxford for women was closed. The Regulations of the Board of 

Education which insisted that half the places should be free from 

denom~tional restrictions did much to overcome the Nonconformist com

plaints. However, it was chiefly the growth of the Local Authority 

Colleges that was responsible for removing the difficulty. It is not 

easy to distinguish genuine cases of hardship from the part that this 
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issue played in the political programme of the Nonconfomists. (a9) 

Apart from providing more College places, the Local Authorities 

created a new type of College. From the outset the Local Authorities 

providing these Colleges were able to offer better salaries and better 

conditions of employment. 'Unhampered by the traditions of a more con-

ventional age, they set a new pattern in building and encouraged an 

ideal less like that of an:· isolated seminary. ' The extent and the 

quality of the Colleges varied considerably, but in all cases the :Board 

had to be satisfied before recognition was granted or continued. In 

their turn the older Colleges were stimulated to enlarge and adapt their 

premises. The College at Norwich, for example, moved into new buildin~~) 
The provision of these Colleges was not always straightforward, and, 

as has been described, some of the Authorities that proposed to establish 

Colleges in the end found the difficulties too great. Moreover, the 

Authorities were not obliged to provide Colleges, and there was already 

in existence a network of Colleges, which though, perhaps, inadequate at 

providing all the trained teachen that some people thought necessary, 

did at least provide some teachers for all areas. The rising cost of 

education, both higher and elementary, made most Authorities careful not 

to incur further expense by training teachers. Such anxieties were 

inevitable,as a coherent system for the financing of public education 

had not been worked out between the Central and Local Authorities. 

The :Board expected too much from the Authorities and too quickly. 

Admittedly the :Board had done much itself by remodelling the regulations. 

Its maintenance grants were generous, but it was only after considerable 
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pressure that the Board accepted the fact that Local Authorities had to 

be given sizeable Exchequer grants to help them to establish Colleges. 

It was difficult for the LocSl Authorities, still perhaps thinking of 

themselves as upgraded School Boards, to conceive of a national responsi

bility for the training of teachers. The Board could have helped more by 

drawing up a national policy, as indeed it was repeatedly called upon to 

do by the Local Authorities, the teachers' association, and the Training 

College Association. Apart, however, from general appeals, the Board 

gave no concrete guidance to the Authorities as to what was expected of 

them in this respect. It could have given greater financial assistance 

to the Colleges, or at any rate ensurai that Local Authorities that did 

contribute towards the training of teachers could :recover a certain pro

portion of the expenditure from the other Authorities. 

This lack of a national policy meant that the development of Local 

Authority Colleges was somewhat sporadic and uneven. The President of 

the Board of Education said in the House of Commons in July 1911: 1 I am 

not at all sure that we are proceeding in the right direction in fostering 

so many Training Colleges which are restricted to their localities and 

which will in course of time lead to inbreeding of teachers'. The point 

wa.s taken up again in the Report for 1912/3 (p. 43). 1 It is not good for 

any district that the teachers in its schools should have been brought up, 

educated and trained within its own boundaries, and should never have been 

compelled to seek a wider experience elsewhere. Some Authorities are 

fully aware of this fact, and select only a proportion of the teachers 
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they require from the output of their own Colleges. If a Municipal 

College is filled, or almost entirely filled, by students from its own 

district, their experience is confined to people and schools of the 

same type as they have known since childhood.' The Report ~f'ers 

favourably to the old system of 'non-local 1 Training Colleges which 

did at least ensure __ a constant interchange of' students between the 

different parts of' the country, and in most oases it gave the student 

his one great opportunity of' seeing the world. (9l) 

The Board was perhaps expecting too much to imagine that Local 

Authorities could view the training and supply of' teachers from any 

other standpoint than a local one. If the Local Authority in whose 

area the student received his preliminary eduoa~ion maintained a College, 

it was certainly cheaper for him to attend that College. One disturbing 

result was that the Authority sometimes then insisted that the student 

taught for the Authority. The f'inano~al policy of the Board towards 

Authorities that provided Colleges did not discourage this attitude. 

Inevitably the Colleges weee at first distinctly local in character, 

and only gradually did they come to draw students from a wider area. (92) 

N'eYertheless, a recent writer claims that the Colleges established by 

the Local Authorities were even more isolated than the voluntary 

Colleges with their denominational ties. (93) 
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Accommodation in 
Trainin~ CollefieS No. of 
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1 mixed 

Students 

2,?10 
J.4.7 
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227 
173 
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1,867 women 

72 
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2,332 
151 
517 
240 
238 
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! 
66.3 
4·5 

15.3 
7.1 
6.7 
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Eaglesham E., op cit., p. 175. 

25. Jubilee Lectures, op cit., p. 26. 

26. Harrison, A.S. (Ed.) Studies and Impressions, pp. 208-215. 

27. London, where the average salary of Headmasters was £290 in Board 
Schools and £154 in voluntary schools in 1895, and Manchester, 
which had almost doubled her trained teachers in tl~ee years, 
had already taken full advantage of the fact that they were able 
to 'corner' the best teachers. 
See Lowndes G.A.N., op cit., pp. 22-3. 

28. Report of the Departmental Committee 1898, 5247-81. 
The improved standard of Pupil Teachers from the Central Classes 
made it correspondingly more difficult for the rural Pupil Teacher 
to hold his own in competition for entrance to Training College. 
the Departmental Committee rejected (p.7) the idea of a College 
especially for rural candidates in case it became branded as an 
inferior College, but the,y favoured hostels attached m existing 
Colleges for Pupil Teachers who were ~nsufficiently prepared for 
the Training College course. 

29. Board of Education Report, 1899-1900, vol. 111, p.335. 
Bingham J.H., op cit. p. 106. 
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30. Report of tm Departnental Committee on ·the Pupil Teacher 
System, 1898, pp. 21-22. • ~ 
Board of Education Report 1899-1900, vol. 111, pp.335-6, 
1900-1, vol. 111, pp. 185-8, 190, 197-8. 
It should be pointed out that substan-tial progress was made 
subsequent to 1890 by the Resnential Colleges. Four new 
Colleges were built between 1889-1903, but improvements and 
enlargements to the premises were very important. Some 1, 500 
new places were provided-but there was still an enormous 
deficiency. 
see Board of Education,Report, 1912-3, P• 34. 

31. ~ce Report, vol. 1, pp. 322-3, but see Mr. Fearon's recommendations 
for dividing England into five provinces, eac4 with an Education 
Council that would be responsible inter alia for the training of 
teachers. vol. p. 129. 

32. Report of the Committee of Council on Education, 1898, P• 325. 
Reports of the Board of Education 1899-1900, vol. 111, pp. 331, 
334; 1900-1, vol.lll., p. 192. 
By the close of 1902 there were nineteen DaY Training Colleges 
providing accommodation for approximately 2,000 students. 
Board of Education Report, 1912-13, p. 31. 

33. Report of the Committee of Council on Education 1895-6, p. 176. 
Board of Education Report 1899-1900, vol. 111, P• 334. 
Tropp A., op cit. p. 180-2. 
In 1879-80 there were 30,896 Certificated teachers, 10,530 
Uncertificated teachers. In 1899-1900 there were 64,609 
Certificated teachers, 49,977 Uncertificated teachers. 

34- B.J.E.S., Vol. Vlll, P• 44-. 

CHAPrER 4 

Rogers, A., Churches and Children - A Stu~ in the Controversy 
over the 1902 Education Act. 
Tropp A., op cit., 181-2. 
The Reco~, July, 1902. 

1. Selby-Bigge L.A., op cit., pp. 175-6. 

2. Williams G.A., op cit. 
This thesis brings out the difficulties of the 1902 Act for the 
Lancashire County Council in.its attempts to implement the Pupil 
Teacher Reg.ulations. 'None of the smaller authorities was 
inclined to combine with the County Council for the purposes of 
Primary Education, but much of the responsibility for instructing 
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and training Pupil Teachers who worked in these areas and who 
attended local Pupil Teacher Centres would be with the County 
Council'. P• 36. 
Difficulties of working in conjunction with Part1ll Authorities 
were also experienced by the Surrey Count,y CounciJ: Education, 
8th December, 1904. 
At the Board of Education it was the Elementary Branch that 
dealt with the training and examination of Teachers and Pupil 
Teachers, yet the cost of training at the local level was a 
charge on higher education and therefore the responsibility of 
the County Councils. If plans were not to be carried out in 
piecemeal fashion, genuine efforts of cq-operation were required. 

Another problem that a County Council had to face was its 
relation with County Boroughs in its area. In Lancashire, for 
example, there were fourteen County Boroughs and, naturally, 
anyone living near a County Borough looked to it for training 
facilities. The County Council had to make the necessary 
financial arrangements, which usually meant paying the capitation 
fees, but in some cases the County and the County Boroughs were 
jointly responsible for the institution, e.g., Blackpool, 
Fleetwood and FylaePupil Teacher Centre was opened in 1904 by 
Lancashire Council and the County Borough of Blackpool. 
See Williams G.A., op cit., p. 68. 

Selby-Bigge L.A., p. 18. 

See Graves J., Policy and Progress in Secondary Education, P• ~ 

Webb s., op cit., p. 3· 'The new local authority is thus 
empowered to provide anything and everything that it deems 
necessary in the way of education - physical, mental, moral 
Elementary, Secondary, University, manual, literary, artistic, 
scientific, commercial, technological or professional - without 
restriction of subject or kind or grade, without limit of amount 
or cost and without distinction of class or race or creed or sex 
or age.' 
The Board of Education Report for 1908-9, pp.68-9, pointed out -
'Great as was the impulse which the Education Act of 1902 gave 
to Higher Education generally, its effect on Technical Education 
was in practice largely counteracted by the immediate demands 
which L.E.As. found themselves having to meet in respect of the 
long neglected requirements in their areas in respect of Secondary 
Schools and the Training of Teachers'. 
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6. See Board of Education: Regulations for the Instruction and 
Training of Pupil Teachers and Students in Training Colleges. 
Report on Instruction and Training of Pupil Teach~~s, 1903-7, 
p. 16. 
Education (9, 23, July, 1903) commented that the Regulations 
were framed on extremely liberal, and what may fairly be 
termed progressive lines. 'They are truly remarkable for 
their lucidity and comprehensiveness, but more part~cularly 
because they show how absolutely Mr. Morant has grasped the 
necessities of the situation and the importance of reform'. 

7. Report on Instruction and Training af Pupil Teachers, 1903-7, p.l8. 
However, see the Board of Education Report for 1904-5, p. 37. 
It stated that the Board did not wish to press the authorities 
unduly, provided they were satisfied that the question was being 
seriously studied and steps were being taken towards an organised 
scheme of Centre instruction in the not too distant future -
otherwise the grants were interpreted strictly. Atter ls t August, 
1905, the Board required each L.E.A. to submit a statement 
giving a general survey of the steps they had taken to provide 
Pupil Teacher Centres in their areas, and showing· the grounds 
which had prevented the establishment cf such Centres. 

8. Report on the Instruction and Training of Pupil Teachers, 1903-7, 
p. 18. 
Birmingham Education Committee, Annual Report 1903, p. 38. 
Williams G.A., op cit. p. 67 

9. There was a steady decline in the number of Pupil Teachers not 
instructed in a Centre. 
See Board of Education Report 1908-9, p. 51. 

Year in which 
recognition began 

1906-7 
1907-8 
1908-9 
1909-10 

Pupil Teachers 
instructed in Centres 

10,610 
8,040 
5,042 
3,702 

Pupil Teachers 
not in Centres 

408 
268 
176 

61 

10. Report on Instruction and Training of Pupil Teachers, 1903-7, 
p.l8. 
The following table shows how the Secondary Schools became 
increasingly responsible for the preliminary education of Pupil 
Teachers. · 
Board of Education Report 1908-9, pp.52-53. 
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Centres forming Centres attached Centres Centres Total 
integral parts of to Secondary 'attached' separately-----
Secondary Schools Schools to Higher organised 

Elementary 
Schools 

1995/6 283 5 : __ 2 192 
1906/7 395 5 4 182 
1907/8 453 17 4 141 
1908/9 497 9 3 107 
1909/10 512 6 5 80 

An organised curriculum was laid down for Pupil Teacher Centres. 
Compliance with this scheme of stu~ was to be subject to local 
circumstances, but the intention was that the curricula of the 
Centre should occupy a definite position between the Secondary 
School and that of the Training College. The Board recognised 
that pupils entering the Centre were often of very varying degrees 
of attainment, and that there could be considerable difficulties 
in attempting to organise their instruction. 

11. Education, 15th December, 1905. 
see Education 29th March, 1907. The Board refused a plea from 
Lindsey for certain intendigg teachers to continue their 
education in a Pupil Teacher Centre. 
Education, 19th April, 1907. The continued recognition of the 
Nottingham Centre for the year beginning lst August, 1906, was 
conditional on the receipt not later than 1st April, 1907, of a 
satisfactory and detailed scheme for the better inst~uction of 
intending teachers. 
Education, 2nd August, 1907. A similar policy was adopted 
towards Birmingham. 

12. Eduation, 18th February, 1904; 15th December, 1905; 25th August, 
1905; 18th May, 1906; 16th February, 1906; 24th February, 1905; 
14th June, 1907; 19th July, 1907. 

482 
586 
615 
616 
603 

13. Education, 28th July, 1905; 16th February, 1906; 28th September1 1906. 

14. Education, 19th March, 1903; 5th April, 1907, 15th DecEI!l her, 1905. 
See Report on Instruction and Training ~ Pupil Teachers, 1903-7, 
pp. 21-~ for a full discussion of these difficulties. 
Tropp A., op cit., p. 185. 

15. B.J.E.S., vol. xii. 
Eaglesham E., The Centenary of Sir Robert MOrant, p. 6. 
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16. Board of Education Report 1908-9, p. 133. 
'It is common lmowledge that the necessity of providing a 
sound general education for the children and young people who 
intend later to become teachers in Elementary Schools has 
contributed materially to the large increase in Secondary 
Schools and Secondary School pupils in recent years'. 

17. Board of Education Report 1908-9, po 35· 
The Secondary Branch now deals with 800 grant aided Secondary 
Schools (in England) with 136,000 pupils, besides a large 
number of others which it inspects with a view to recognition 
for efficiency, and it administers nearly three quarters of a 
million pounds of public money, of which over half a million 
consists of direct grants to Secondary Schools as such, and nearly 
£150,000 more of grants in respect of young persons receiving 
instruction in these schools who are intending subsequently to 
become Elementary School teachers. 

18. In 1907 the L.C.C. was giving aid to fifty two schools, but a 
further thirty six that did not receive an L.c.c. grant admitted 
L.C.C. scholars. In London, where there was a large number of 
Endowed Schools, co-operation was essential, so that the efforts 
of the L.C.C. should supplement, but not supplant, tre existing 
~hools. Education, 22nd March, 1907. 
In 1906-7, Lancashire took over financial responsibility for 
eight Endowed Schools, and eleven others received some grant. 
The County Council also insisted that where a. Borough or Urban 
Dist~ict was concerned it should levy its full penny rate for 
Higher Education for this purpose. 
Williams G.A., op cit. pp. 61-62. 

19. . BOard of Education Report, 1905-6, p. 44. 
'The organisation and development of the education given in 
Secondary Schools is the most important educational question of 
the present day. It is the pivot of the whole situation, a.s it 
effects the efficiency, .intelligence, well-being of the nation'. 
Board of Education Report, 1905-6, p. 46 
'The object of first importance is to establish a standard of 
qua.li ty rather than to hasten an increase in quantity. This latter 
object is a matter which rests mainly with the L.E.As. themselves'. 
The Board published a Recognised List of Secondary Schools, and 
by 1905-6 575 schools with 95,000 pupils had been recognised after 
a full inspection. Board of Education Report, 1905-6, pp.46~7. 
Eaglesham E., Implementing the Education Act of 1902, pp.l54-160 
See B.J.E.S., vol. x 
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20. Board of Education Report, 1904-5, p. 44. 
The policy of the Board in apportioning the very limited 
funds placed at their disposal by Parliament for the purpose 
of promoting the efficiency of Secondary Schools is one of 
concentration on that part of the we ··y- ·which seems to them to 
form the kernel of the course these schools should offer'. 
Allen B.M., op cit. p. 218 

21. Morant had some first hand experience of the cultural limitations 
of many pupil Teachers, as he had previously had connections with 
Canon Barnett's efforts at Toynbee Hall and through the London 
Pupil Teachers Association, to broaden their intellectual and 
cultural outlook. 
See Educational Review, vol. lx, No. 3. 
Cowie L.W., Canon Barnett and the Train~g of Teachers. 
See Tropp A., op cit., pp. 176-8, 183~. 

22. Banks 0., Pari t'.f and Prestige in English Education, p. 43. 
Journal of Education, December, 1903, 
See B.J.E.s:, val. iii. 
Banks 0., Morant and the Secondary School Regulations af 1904, 
pp. 33-41. 

23. Banks 0., op cit. pp. 43, 49-50. 
See also Board of Education Report 1907-8, p. 59. 
'The success of the system will depend upon the extent to which 
the curriculum of the Secondary School can be adapted to meet 
the needs of intending teachers. The tendency has been to adapt 
the curriculum too exclusively to the needs of a comparatively 
small number of boys who pass on to the Universities. By 
adapting the curriculum to the requirements of the intending 
teacher, it will also be adapted to the majority c£ children'. 

24. Board of Education Report, 1907, p. 15. 

25. Parliamentary Ret;1rn (H.C. No. 110) 
'Provision made by L.E.As. for enabling scholars of Public 
Elementary Schools to proceed to Secondary Schools or Pupil 
Teacher Centres or Preparatory Classes connected therewith by 
means of Exhibitions, Scholarships, Bursaries'. 1906. 
Scholarships were divided into two classes: 

(1) Expressed intention of becoming an Elementary School Teacher. 
(2) Unrestricted. 
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(1) (2) 
11,430 12,120 
Total 23,550 (c. f. approximately 5,500 in 1900) 

County Councils only 

(l) (2) 
6.180 6,390 
Total 12,570 (c. f. approximately 4,231 in 1900) 

Allowance should be made for an increase in Local Government 
Science and Art Scholarships from 481 (1901-2) to 7,110 (1905-6). 
See Board of Education Report 1904-5, p. 45. 

There were, however, considerable local differences withregard 
to the provision of Scholarships and Bursaries. Rev. E.F. 
1fuCarthy claimed (Education, 3rd May, 1907) that one County Borough, 
214 Boroughs and nearly 800 Urban District Councils did not 
make any provision. 
The first attempt in Gloucester City to provide Scholarships 
out of public, rather than endowment, funds was suspended in 
July, 1905. It was then reported by the Education Committee 
that the teaching in the Elementary Schools was 'not yet 
organised to the point of connection with the Secondary Schools', 
Platts A. and Hainton G.H., Education in Gloucestershire, p. 88. 

26. The av~age length of time spent at the Secondary School was a 
constant source of worry to the L.E.As. and to the Board of 
Education: 1908-9 2.7 years: 1912-13 2.9 years. 
See Board of Education Report 1912-13, pp. 105-6. 
The Report for 1907-8 complained that England suffered severely 
from the excessive elimination of pupils from her Secondary 
Schools, in spite of the fact that 27% of the total number came 
from Elementary Schools and enjoyed free tuition. 

Age Group Numbers in Attendance 

11-12 11,758 
12-13 19,978 
13-14 24,113 
14-15 23,094 
15-16 17,947 
16-17 8,487 
17-18 2,755 

See Statistics to Board of Education Report, 1907-8, Table 45. 

The Repo~t for 1909-10, p. 68, draws attention Article 2 (a) 
of the Regulations which expressly states that a Secondary School 
will not"'be recognised as such unless an adequate number of pupils 
remain in it at least -··our years. At the end of 1909, the Board 
took up cases of thirty five schools which appeared to have an 
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exceptionally short life. 
The value of the intending teachers in helping to build up 
Secondary Schools in areas where the principle of Secondary 
education was not well established with the population can be 
seen from the following Reports. 
Report or 1911-12, p. 71, 'The average school life of non-fee 
paying pupils excee~d that of fee paying pupils by about eight 
months in the case of boys, and by about .~.·ive months in the 
case of girls. The excess is largely due to the fact that a 
considerable number of the holders of free places proceed to 
Pupil Teachership or Bursarship and thus continue t:te ir Secondary 
education longer than the bulk of the pupils wholeave school for 
industrial or commercial employment'. 
Report for 1912-13, p. 107, •Some schools, however, chiefly 
small Endowed Grammar Schools in rural districts, are in areas 
where, except for the few pupils who mean to enter the teaching 
profession, there is no real local demand or eduction beyond 
the age of statutory compulsion'. 

27. Webb S., op cit., p. 25, contained the following ~orecast: 
The L.C.C. 'will also have to pay them (the Pupil Teachers) 
in a new form, at least the equivalent oi' the wages which they 
have hitherto received up to that age, nominally in return ror 
their services in the school. It looks as if' the L.c.c., merely 
to keep up the necessary supply of Pupil Teachers would find 
itself compelled to increase its Junior County Scholarships to 
2,00 a year, and to give two thirds of the total to gjrls, 
perhaps confining the last 1,000 to candidates who undertake to 
complete their Pupil Teacher apprenticeship, and possibly 
modifying for such candidates its financial regulations'. 

28. Education, 22nd March, 1907. 
Banks 0., op cit. p. 4B 

29. Report on Instruction and Training of Pupil Teachers, 1903-7, 
pp. 19-23. 
Board of Education Report, 1908-9, pp. 53-58. 

30. Eduction, 6th September, 1907. 
See Sandiford P., The Training of Teachers in England and Wales, 
Chapter iii, f'or a discussion of the Regulatio:ms. 

31. Board of Education Report 1907-8, p. 58. 
Education, 7th June, 28th June, 30th August, 1907, 20th March, 
8th May, 1908. 

32. Education, 29th May, 1908, 13th May, 1910. 
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33. Education, 16th August, ~th I~y, 28th June, 6th September, 
15th November, 1907; 8th May, 1908, 29th January, 1909, 
20th Septembet., 1907, 14th May, 1909 

34. Education, 22nd December, 1910, 11th October, 1907, 9th October,1908. 

35. Education, 28th "ebruary, 6th March, 1908, 23rd April, 1909. 

36. Board of Education Report 1908-9, p. 146. 
Education, ~th September, 8th May, 21st August, 1908. 

37. Education, 22nd February, 1909. 

38. Board of Education Report 1912-13, pp. 157-8. 
Williams G.A. op cit., pp. 86-8. 

39. Education, 28th June, 1907, 15th December, 1911. 

4-0. 

4-1. 

42· 

Minutes of Birmingham Education Committee, 1911-12, p. 59. 

Board of Education Reports, 1910-11, PP• 113-6; 1912-13, P• 157. 

Board of Education Reports, 1912-13, P• 149; 1914-15, P• 65. 

~ Pupil Teachers commencing Bursars Total -Boys Girls Boys Girls -
1906-7 2,4-68 8,550 11,018 
1997-8 2,092 6,205 637 1,4-06 10,34-0 
1908-9 1,302 3,907 1,112 2,393 8, 714 
1909-10 894- 2,956 1,090 2,251 7,191 
1910-11 583 2,029 721 2,04-1 5,374-
1911-12 393 1,562 723 2,135 4-,813 
1912-13 295 1,173 615 2,226 4-,309 
1913-14 282 1,409 590 2,422 4-,703 
1914-15 274- 1, 534- 988 2,590 5,086 
Education ~th January, 1908 

Report on Instruction and Training of Pupil TeaChers, 1903-7, 
p. 29 
Education 28th January, 1908 

Education 17th June, 1910, 17th November, 1911, 9th August, 
13th September, 1912. 

Education, 30th June, 1909, 1st September, 17th November, 1911, 
16th February, 1912, 21st July, 8th September, 1911, 18th April, 
3oth August, 1912, Tropp A., op cit., p. 187 
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44. Education, 9th July, 1909. 

45. Education, 3rd January, 1908, 14th Februar,y, 1909. 
Board of Education Report, 1912-13, pp. 149, 152. 

46. See Board of Education Report 1909-10, Appendix v, table 
showing the percentage of candidates who failed to pass each 
part of the Preliminary Examination. 

Failures 

Part 1 
Part 11 

Bursars 

13.2~; 
4-2% 

All other candidate a 

26.1% 
21.1% 

47. Board of Education Reports, 1912-13, pp. 155-6; 1913-14, 
PP• 139-141 
Education, 4th July, 8th August, 12th December, 1913. 

48. Williams G.A., op cit. PP• 101-3. 
Board of Education Reports 1912-3, pp. 153-6; 1913-4, pp. 134-146. 

49. Education, 19th August, 191~ 

50. Board of Education Report, 1914-15, p. 64. 



CHAPTER 5 

1. 'In order to avoid any misconception arising !ram an unconscious 
tendency to adhere to the restrictions of the Technical Instruction 
Acts in interpreting the present Act, it (the training of teachers) 
is regarded as of sufficient importance to be specifically mentioned 
as coming within the powers of L.E.As.• 

The Record, January 190 3. 

2. Article ll3(b) laid down the conditions which must be satisfied 
before a Hostel could be recognised. 

3. Residential Students 

1902/3 
Denomination Number of I Women Training Colleges Men Total 

Church of England: 32 1,144 1,772 2,916 
Undenominational. ''· .. 2 -- 269 269 
British 6 212 376 590 
Wesleyan 2 124 112 236 
Roman Catholic 3 56 216 274 
For Blind Students 1 1 2 3 

·-
.. 36 1,537 2,751 4,288 

. -
-

Dat; Students 1902/3 
,...----

1 Men Women Total 

In Da.y Training Colleges 742 865 1,607 
tt Residential Colleges - 162 162 

Total 742 1,047 1,769 

Bd. of Ed. Report 1902/3, p. 50 
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3. (Contd.) 

,. KinR1 s ScholarshiP Examination 1901 
0 

Presented for Passed 
Examination let cl. 2nd cl. 3rd cl. Total Failed 

Men 2,487 284 1,053 907 2,244 243 
Women 8,241 1,234 3,275 3,011 1,520 721 

Total 10,728 1,518 4,328 3,918 9,764 964 

Board of Education Report 1902/3, p.51 

It will be noted that competition was more severe amongst 
the women. 

3. Board of Education Report 1912/3, p. 35. 
The Record (October 1903) reported that there were 5,600 vacancies, 
and if standards were to be raised in voluntary schools - this meant 
that 6,000 teachers were required annually, which was at least 
double the present output of the Colleges. 

4. Prefatory Memorandum for the Training of Teachers and for the 
Examination of students in Training Colleges, 1904. 

The role of the Training Colleges was equally important, and 
after 1904 the appointment of staff was controlled by the Board. 

The Memorandum also reminded the College authorities 'of the 
high and responsible duties which it is the privilege of the 
Training Colleges to fulfil for the public good. For if it be true 
that the moral and intellectual progress of a nation is very greatly 
affected by the nature and quality of the training of character and 
of intelligence which the public elementary schools provide for the 
children, it is equally true that the nature and quality of that 
training will depend very -largely indeed upon a steadfast ~4herence 
to high ideals and a conscientious fulfilment of their most exacting 
duties on the part of the Principal, the teaching staff and the 
managing Committees of the Training Colleges. It should be their 
aim to send out zealous and capable teachers. 

See also Allen, B. M. Sir Robert Morant, p. 218. 

5. The Record, October 1903. 

6. Education, 9th Aprill903. 3ee also 12th March, 17th September 1903, 
30th June 1904. 



7. A Local Authority, such as Lancashire County Council, with a 
large number of other Education Authorities within the geographical 
county, was also acutely conscious of this danger. Accordingly a 
deputation was sent to the Board of Education to make this point in 
February 1904· 

See Williams, G.A. op. cit. p. 56. 

8. Education, 2nd April 1903 

The speaker then suggested that additional facilities could be pro
vided in different parts of the country. Central Training Colleges, 
capable of receiving, s~, 200 students - one or more in the North, 
another perhaps in the Midlands, and one or more in the South of 
England. To these Local Authorities in the district might con
tribute proportionately and in return they would have a proportionate 
share in the advantages of the Colleges, the rateable value in each 
case being a basis of calculation. 

At the same meeting Mr. Scott Coward, the H.M.I. for Training 
Colleges, emphasised that it could not be in the interests of the 
country to continue the fatal policy of under-officering the 
schools. They wanted every teacher to be a trained teacher. In 
this case, even if the Day Training Colleges at the Universities 
and the existing Residential Colleges were utilised more fully, the 
facilities for training were entirely insufficient. It was there
fore of the greatest importance that the training of teachers should 
be taken into serious consideration by the new education bodies. 

9. Education, 24th March 1904. 

Report of a Debate in Parliament, 15th March 1904. 

10. See, for instance, the speeches of Dr. J. Macnamara, and Sir 
William Anson. 

Education, 24th March 1904. 

11. For every teacher trained for two yea:rs the Government Grant to a 
Residential College was £106 for men, £76 for women; to a D~ 
T~ining College, £76 for men and £66 for women. 

Education, 24th February, lOth Maxch 1905. 



12. 

13. 

- m-

See, for instance, Hughes, A: Report on the Education Resources 
of the City of Coventry, which mentioned no more than the following: 
'A considerable proportion of the boy students have in the past 
gone to the Training College at Saltley. An increasing number of 
girls proceed to the Bim.ingham (University) Day Training College 
for Women. 

See, for instance, the Report of A. Rankine, Inspector of Training 
Colleges, Board of Education Report 1900/1, vol. II, p. 185/6. 

'In 1900 3,591 acting teachers were examined as compared with 
2, 338 students from Training Colleges. What is the meaning of 
this? First and foremost, the deeply ingrained feeling in the 
practical English mind that there is no science of education, 
and that very little preparation is required for the practice 
of the art. 

14. Williams, G. A. 174-176, 178-183; Education, Jrd December 1903. 

15. The Record, Janua.ry;'Ma.rch 1904. 
Manchester Education Committee Annual Reports 1903/4, p. 20, 
1904/5, P• 21. 
Education, let September 1905. 

16. Education, 17th December 1903. 
5th Ma.y, 1904· 17th February 1905. 

The authorities represented were Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, 
Essex, Hertfordahire, Huntingdonshire, Isle of Ely, Norfolk, 
Northam;ptonshire, Norwich, East Suffolk, West Suffolk, 
Great Ya:cnouth. 

17. Education, 7th November 1904. 
Education, 2nd February 1906. 

18. Education, loth March 1905. 17th March 1905. 

The authorities represented were Cumberland, Durham, Northumberland 
and Westmorland, and the County Boroughs of Ga.teshead, Newcastle, 
South Shields, Sunderland, Tynemouth and West Ha.rtlepool. 

19. Newall, M. E. Hereford Training College, 7-19. 
Education, 15th October 1903 

25th February 1904 



20. Sadler, M. E. Report on Higher Education in the City of Sheffield. 

Grier, L. Achievement in Education, p. 133-4. 

Sheffield was the first Authority to receive a Report from Sadler 
(July 1903, followed by a Training College Report 1904). 
Miss Grier suggests that the Sheffield Col!DD.ittee was so deeply 
impressed by the proposals of the Report as to promote them all 
immediately, although Sadler had suggested that they should be 
carried out over a series of years. 

21. Chapman, A. W. The Story of a Modern University, p. 163. 

In April 1905 the control of the Da.,y Training College was transferred 
by the Board of Education from the University College to the Managers 
of the Training College, on the understanding that, if the University 
College was granted a Charter, the Training College would not be 
recognised as a constituent part of the University. 

Millington, R. City of Sheffield Training College, p. 21-28. 

Board of Education Report 1906-7, P• 56. 

22. Webb, S. Opo cit. p. 17-21. 

23. Jubilee lectures, op. cit. 28-31. 

Education, loth November 1905. 
15th and 22nd December 1905. 

Board of Education Report 1907/8, p. 65. 

In one respect the Council were unfortunate. As the Council had 
e~~qu.ired the site and the mansion before 16th March 1904 (the 
date specified in the Regulations of 1905), the Board refused to 
m'ake a grant towards the site and building or enlargements to it. 
The Higher Education Sub-Committee admitted that the mansion and 
site had been acquired before the specified date the Regulations 
became effective, but they were not appropriated for Training 
College purposes until after that date. The Board refused to alter 
its decision. 

See Education, 16th July 1909. 

24. D.1-mond, D. (ed.) The Forge, p. 4-6. 
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25. :Board of Education Reports. See Appendices for the following years: 
Grants to County :Borough of Exeter 

1908/3 :Building grant of £4,400 for hostel accommodation 
1909/10 :Building for the Training College £1,825 

for hostel accommodation £1,308 
1910/11 :Building grant £3,243 
1913/14 Building grant £987 

See Parry H. Lloyd: History of the Royal Albert Memorial College, 
~- 12-20 

The number preparing for definite examinations in July 1904 were: 
University of London, Final Degree: 4, Intemediate and Preliminary 
25, Matriculation 36; University of Cambridge Teachers' Diploma 2; 
Higher Local, 5; Pharmaceutical Society, 9; :Board of Education 
Teachers' Certificate, 100. 

See Sadler, M. Report on Secondary and Higher Education 
in the City. p. 32. 

Another part of the College was a Pupil Teachers' Centre. 
In his Report (p. 57-8) Sadler commented on the excellent work 
done at the centre, and he felt it a great advantage that it was 
carried on in the same institution as the Training College. 
'Pupil Teachers thus became familiar with, and attached to, the 
College to which those of them who may remain in education will 
naturally return in the course of their subsequent professional 
life for intellectual stimulus and for further opportunities of 
culture. Thus on a review of the circumstances of the case it 
becomes clear that, so far as Exeter is concerned, it will be 
more prudent to strengthen the Pupil Teachers' Centre at the 
College than to attach Pupil Teacher Centres to the middle of 
Secondary Schools. 

26. Regulat!i.ans for the Training of Teachers and for the Examination 
of Students in Training Colleges 1904. 

27. 

The definition of a Training College was now: 

A Training College, whether -residential or d.a3", may be either: 

(a) a separate institution carried on solely for the training of 
teachers, or 

(b) a department of a University, or 

(c) a department of an institution devoted to higher education in 
Arts and Sciences. 

Regulations for the Training of Teachers 1905. 
:Board of Education Report 1904/5, p. 41/2. 



28. The Director of Education for Staffordshire later wrote that 
his county did not see its way to sharing any expense of' the College, 
but it did consider providing a hostel for men. ~taffordshire bad, in 
fact, already seriously considered the expediency of establishing a 
Training College for Women at Trentham Park, when this was offered 
to the county for the purposes of Higher Education in 1905. 
Although it was near Stoke-on-Trent the proposaL fell through. 

BaLfour, G.: Ten Years of Staffordshire Education, p. 52. 

Education, 25th August 1905. 
29th May 1908, 2nd October 1908 

Board of Education Report, 1909/10, p. 104. 

29. Education, 25th August 1905. 
8th September 1905. 

30. Education, 24th February 1905. 
26th May, 1905. 

The extra cost for teaching staff alone in Lancashire was £95,000 
over and above the amount paid before 1902 - an amount equal to a 
rate of 5d. in the pound. 

Education, let June 1906. 

31. Education, for example, 11th August 1905. 

32. Education, 20th October 1905. Speech of Sir William Anson, 
Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of Education at the opening 
of the City of Sheffield Training College. 

See also Education, 16th June 1905. 

Mr. Tudor Walters, Chair.man of Leicester Education Committee, 
hoped that they would not allow the control of education to fall too 
much into the hands of Government departments. That would be fatal 
to its highest interest, since they wanted all the local interest, 
activity and inspiration they could obtain. Therefore if they were 
to have local control, a substantial contribution must continue to 
be made from local rates; but the basis of local rating was so 
limited that its resources were soon exhausted, and unless the basis 
was broadened there must be increased national contribution. 

33. Education, 26th :Mayl995~ Acland' s warning to the County Councils' 
Association on this precise point. 

Education, 15th February, 7th April, 26th May 1905. 
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34· Education, 15th February, 7th April, 26th May 1905. 
4th September 1908 

15th May 1908. 

Balfour, G. op. cit. p.52-53 

35. Education, 16th June 1905. 

36. Education, 24th December 1903. 
3rd January 1908. 

37. Education, 25th M~, 1st June 1906. 

38. Education, 27th April 1906 
20th July 1906. 

39. The Regulations also enabled the Board to make a grant in aid 
for erecting temporary premises for the purpose of a Training 
dollege hostel to the amount of £3 per place provided or 7~ of 
the rent, whichever is the less, in cases in which the Board 
are satisfied that it is desirable to provide temporar.y premises, 
owing to the fact that premises cannot at once be provided, or 
that it is for the moment impossible to say for how many students 
accommodation is required. 

In 1909, in order to prevent Local Authorities erecting buildings 
at excessive cost, the Board further defined the limits by 
publishing a scale which would not be exceeded, based on the 
average of 7~ of the cost of each student-place provided • 
.A provision also limited the grant p~able for buildings of 
different types. 

40. Education, 1st June 1906, 6th July 1906. 

Selby-Bigge, L. A. op. cit. p'. 249. 

41. Figures for the Church of England Colleges in 1905/6 were: 
Subscriptions £ 9,000 
Student fees £ 26,000 
Exchequer grants £138,000. 

~ks, B. The Religious Issue in the State Schools of England and 
Wales, p. 215-221. 

0The Spectator' accused Nonconformists of having said to the 
Government that even if you cannot destroy Church predominance in 
the voluntary schools by Act of Parliament, you can make the 
Church exceedingly uncomfortable in the Training Colleges and 
produce indeed a state of things so intolerable that they will be 
glad to come to a compromise. p. 217. 
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42. Circular 570 explained that it was quite in order for L.E.As. that 
had provided Colleges or contributed towards the cost to give 
preference to candidates coming from their own areas, provided, of 
course, that such applicants were treated alike. 

See Education, 6th September 1907. 

43. The encouragement already given to L.E.As. to build Training Colleges 
and the well-known poverty of older Colleges led to expectations in 
some quarters that the voluntary Colleges would gradually disappear 
or be taken over. The Principal of one voluntary College dreaded the 
Local Authority College as a rival institution, like a Board School 
on a higher plane. 

Education, ?2nd October 1903. 

Education, 19tp July 1907. 

44· Sacks, B. p. 215. From The Saturda3 Review. 

Partisan estimates of the proportions contributed by the Exchequer and 
the denominations varied in favour of the State from 2: 1 to 14:1. 

See Sacks, B. p. 218. 

45· Education, 6th September 1907 

46. 

20th December 1907. 

Dr. Davidson pointed out that the Church of England was expanding 
its plans for more hostels and lodging houses to be open to 
Nonconfomists. By 1907 the Church of England had 7 hostels for 
189 students at Residential Colleges, and at Day Training Colleges 
18 hostels for 627 students. 

See the Board of Education Report for 1908/9, p. 60. 
Altogether there were 12,000 places (5,000 denominational, 7,000 
undenominational). The net result was that 9, 500 were open, 
irrespective of denominational considerations, and 2,500 were subject 
to a denominational test. 

The Regulations applicable to new Colleges remained. Selly Park, 
Bi:rmingham, which was opened in 1912 by the Sisters of Charity of 
St. Paul for 26 students. It was recognised as efficient by the 
Board of Education, but as it did not wish to comply with the 
regulations concerning the admission of students, it did not receive 
grants from the Government. 

In 1903 Warrington Training College (Church of England) set up Orford 
Hall for training undenominational students who were alreaey certifi
cated. From let August 1911 the Board recognised it as a separate 
College, the governing body consisting of 5 University and Local 
Authority representatives, and 5 from the Warrington College. 

Board of Education Report 1911/12. P• 121/ 2 
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4 7. :Board of Education Repor6 1907 /B, p. 64/5. 

48· Minutes of the Higher Education Sub-Committee, Durham County 
Council, 

8th July, 30th July, 16th September, 30th September 
Education, lOth January 1908. 

49. Annual Reports of the Durham County Council, Higher Education 
Committee for 1908/9, 1909/10, 1910/11, 1911/12, 1912/13. 

50. Education, 4th January 1907, 15th Februax,y 1907. 

51. Education, 15th February 1907. 
Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire, Cities of Nottingham 
and Sheffield, County :Borough of Derby were represehted. 

Education, 3rd ~ 1907, 24th April 1908. 

52. Manchester Education Committee: Annual Report 1905/6, p. 23. 

Education, 18th January 1907 
29th March 1907. 

53. Correspondence with the County Archivist. 

Education, 30th June 1911 
15th March 1912. 

54. Education, 6th March 1908 
13th December 1907. 
18th June 1904. 
15th October 1904. 

55. Education, 6th April 1906. 
Education, 20th ~ 1910. 
Correspondence with the County Archivist. 

56. Education, 13th December 1907 
:Board of Education Report 1909/10, p. 104. 

57. In 1906 out of 129 Leeds Pupil Teachers qualified for entrance 
only 23 found places. Only a quarter of the assistant teachers in 
Leeds were College-trained, and another quarter were pupil teachers. 

See Rich, R. W. A Short History of the City of Leeds Training 
College, P• 1-9· 

Leeds Education Committee - Education in Leeds. A Baekwa.rd Glance. 
P• 122/3 

:Board of Education Report 1912/3, p. 163. 
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58. Education, 21st February 1908 
20th January 1911. 

Board_of Education Report 1906/7, p. 58. 
Board of Education Report 1912/3, p. 163. 

Correspondence with the Director of Education for Bolton. 

59. Board of Education Report 1907/8, p. 65. 

60. Education, 25th October 1907. 
9th October 1908. 

Board of Education Report 1909/10, p. 104. 

Cheshire County Training College. Jubilee Book 1908-58, p. 7. 

61. Board of Education Report 1907/8, p. 65. 
Board of Education Report 1914/15, p. 72. 

62. Education, 28th February 19()8. 
21st Mey 1909, 9th July 1909. 

Board of Education Report, 1909/10, P• 104. 

63. Board of Education Report 1913/4, p. 158. 
. 1910/11, p. 124. 

64. Education of April 1906. 

~5. Some of the residential accommodation provided by the Authorities 
is noted in the Board of Education Reports for the following years: 

1906/7. At Goldsmiths College, Kent opened a hostel for 34 students, 
and Surrey opened one for 44 students in 1907. 

1907/8. In 1907 the L.C.c. opened a hostel for 75 women in con
nection with Avery Hill College, followed shortly after
wards by another for 40 women. Two or three more were 
contemplated for the College. 

1908/9. Hostels were opened at Leeds, one for 34 men and another 
for 81 women. At Avery Hill one for 37 women; at Bolton 
one for 3S women; at Portsmouth for a total of 69 women, 
with another for 16 women in the autumn of 1909. 

1910/11 Hostel accommodation for 114 men and 42 women was provided 
at Bangor Normal College. 

1911/12 Sheffield opened a hostel for 60 women. Dudley opened a 
pemanent hostel for 50. Leeds opened 2 temporary hostels 
(40 men, 43 women). Middlesex opened one at Goldsmiths 
College for 36 women. 

1912/13 Crewe opened a hostel for 52 women. 
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66. Board of Education Report 1906/7, p. 59. 

The Board of Education Report for 1907/8 (p. 66), commented 
unfavourably on the arrangements made for students in lodgings. 
'The Board were very far from being satisfied that the Authorities 
of all Colleges attended by external students are as exacting as the 
Board would have them be in the licensing and supervision of 
lodgings, and in enforcing the discipline which is necessary, 
especially in the case of women. The Board require that the super
vision exercised in respect of students on behalf of whom grants 
are made shall be real and effective, and they will insist on 
measures being taken to that end. ' 

67. However, residence was not provided at the following L.c.c. 
Colleges: Islington, Clapham, Fulham, Graystoke Place, Moorfields. 
Nor at Manchester or Sunderland. 

The following table shows the number of students in attendance at 
the beginning of 1913/14, classified according to the provision made 
for their residence. 

Men Women Total 

Resident 1,610 4,080 5,690 
Hostel 672 1,565 2,237 
Day 1,939 1,862 3,801 

Total 4,221 7~507 11,728 

Board of Education Report 1913/4, p. 159 

68. Manchester Education Committee: Annual Report 1906/7 to 1912/3. 

69. Board of Education Report 19lz/3, p. 40. 

70. D,ymond, D. op. cit, p. 10. 

Education, 3rd July 1908 
13th November 1908. 

71. Board of Education Report 1910/11, p. 131. 

Education, 11th June 1909. 
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72. For instance, the recognition for staffing purposes of intending 
Pupil Teachers was terminated, and by the Code of 1903 the Board 
could make it a condition of the continued recognition of 
Supplementary Teachers that suitable arrangements were made for 
them to receive special training. After 1903 failure to observe 
staffing standards involved a liability to forfeiture of the whole 
grant instead of a deduction from the grant proportionate to the 
deficiency. 

Board of Education Report 1909/10, p. 11-12. 

73. Board of Education Reports 1909/10, p. 11-28; 
1905/6 

StatiStical volume Table 6. 

74. Education, 14th, 21st May 1909, 1st July l!J:J,.O, 22nd November 1912. 

Year 

1909-10 

1910-11 

1911-12 

1912-13 

1913-14 

Numbers of Trained Teachers in England 

CERTIFICATED TEACHERS Total 

Men Women Total Number Percentage 
trained 

30,101 61,351 91,452 49,503 

31,214 63,574 94,788 52,593 

31,998 65,105 97,103 55,495 

32,932 66,423 99,355 58,596 

33,779 68,067 101,846 61,647 

Board of Education Reports 1911/12, p. 51 
1913/14, p. 72/3 

trained 

54.13 

55.48 

57.15 

58.98 

60.53 

75. Board of Education Report 1911/12, p. 115. 

See the results for the Certificate Examination for Acting 
Teachers in Elementary Schools in the Reports. 
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76. Education, 22nd March 1907. 

The following extract from an address by the President of the 
Association of Education Committees is fairly typical 
(Education, 12th Jtme 1908). 

'The greatest difficulty facing us at this moment is that of 
finance. The Act of 1902 in putting all schools upon the rates 
necessarily added to the local bur~ns; in the case of my own 
Authority, for instance, it increased our rate by 6d. in the pound. 
Since that time the changes demanded by the :Board, whilst doing 
much. to advance education, have still further largely increased 
our expenditure, and this is being met in some quarters by a 
reduction :i:n teaching staff, in salaries, apparatus, and other 
so-called economies, in order to keep down what is regarded as 
the appalling expenditure on education. 

The Editorial columns of 'Education' frequently drew attention to 
the grievance. 'We must refer to a question which is apparently 
ever-recurring. When are the L.E.As. to receive the promised 
assistance from the Exchequer to enable them to carry out 
efficien~ly the admittedly national services they are rendering 
to the State?' ( 23rd. October 1908). 'So frequently has 
authoritative representation been made to the Government as to 
the serious need there is for granting from the Exchequer further 
financial aid that it may seem the work of supererogation to 
reiterate the claims of the L.E.As.' (4th December 1908). 

77. Selby-Brigge, L. A. P• 80-95· 

Education ,,190Q-1950 Curd 8244 p. 23-5. 

Education, 1st February 1907, 24th February 1911, 
4th, 18th, 25th July, 19th December 1913. 

Platts A. and Hainton, G. H. op cit., p. 89. 

78. Jones, L. G~ ~· op cit. p.245-6. 
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79. Pamphlet issued by N.U.T., January 1911, argued that the supply 
of certificated teachers largely exceeded the actual demand. 

Inquiries were made in the autumn of students who left Training 
Colleges in 1908 and 1909 in the previous July. The totals for 
1909 were: 

EmDlo~ent on let October 1~2 

Employed as Certificated 
Teachers llmployed as Without 

Outgoing Permanently Temporarily uncertificated school 
students teachers employment 

4,836 2,860 192 144 1,528 

Report of the Board of Education for 1908-9. (p. 47/48). 

'At the present moment an idea is being disseminated that a large 
proportion of young persons newly trained and qualified for teaching 
posts will find themselves penmanently unable to find employment. 
How fallacious this suggestion is, at any rate as regards the 
students who completed their Training College course so recently 
as the summer of 1908 has been shown by a. recent return to the 
House of Connnons which showed that out of 4, 384 men and women who 
satisfactorily completed the Training College course in that year 
4,069 or nearly 9~ were known or believed to have secured employ
ment within 12 months, i.e. by the 1st July 1909. In most of 
these cases the employment was secured in considerably less than 
12 months. Furthermore, the residue of about ·1'/o included a 
certain number of young persons who were not yet seeking posts, 
as they had elected to pursue their studies at a University 
instead of seeking immediate employment. Not only is it not 
that the profession is seriously overstocked at present, but 
the fullest studJ" which the material available has pem.itted of 
·the whole question of supply and demand for the teaching pro
fession, as a national question, has forced the Board to the 
unwelcome conclusion that there is danger of a serious shortage 
in a very few years' time. When it is realised that the number 
of young persons brought into the preliminary stages of the 
profession at the beginning of the present year shows a reduction 
of 3oft on the figures of 1907, it will be seen that the :risk..:.of 
there not being, in a very few years' time, sufficient qualified 
teachers fO:t' the elementary schools is already exceedingly grave.' 
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80. The Board's Report for 1913/4 commented on the diminution of 
the total number of recognised students in attendance at Training 
College from 12,126 in the peak yea;r of 1911/12 to 11,728 in 
1913/4. The decline was attributed to the decline in the 
number of entrants in the earlier stage of the teaching profession 
which was making itself felt ~t the Training College stage. 

· . .,: 

Education, 18th September, 25th September 1908 
26th February, 14th ~ 1909 
11th March, 22nd April, 9th September 1910 
27th October 1911 

Millington, R. op cit. p. 52. 

Unemployment among trained teachers was taken as an opportunity 
by some Authorities to insist on compulsory training courses for 
uncertificated teachers. The L.C .c. was particularly well placed 
in this respect, because there were vacant places in its Colleges. 
Re-employment was guaranteed on completion of the course. Those 
who were not prepared to enter College had their appointments 
terminated after due warning. 

81. Education, 2nd October 1908, 17th March 1911 

Annual Report of the L.C .C. 1909/10, p. 97/8. 

Dymond, D. .op cit. 11-16. 

The L.C .c. did this without consulting an.y of the other Authorities, 
and even though the contribution for Reserved Places had been 
reduced from £16 to £13 per annum. The Senate was willing to 
continue the Training Department only provided that the other 
Authorities agreed to occupy the same number of places. The 
financial position was precarious, and a serious decline in 
numbers was averted by the admission of fee·p~ers from other 
Authorities (e.g. 96 were admitted in 1912/3, including 27 
from Wales). 

82. ililiiucation, 20th May 1910. 

Board of Education Reports 11/12, p. 123, 14/15, P• 74• 

83. Education, 24th September 1909, 27th October 1911. 

Board of Education Report 1911/12, p. 122/3. 

84. Bibby, C. (ed.) The First Fifty Years, p. 9-14. 

Education, 4th March 1910. 
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85. Education, 26th June 1908, 9th July 1909. 

Board of Education Report 1914/15, p. 73. 

Corre-spondence with the Cotmty Archivist for 1'Ionmouthshire. 

86. Accommodation in Training Colleges 1914/5. 

Type of College Number Accommodation 

(a) University Training Colleges 

(i) providing a Four Years' 
Course 11 1,955 

(ii) Not providing a Four 
Years' Course 9 1,511 

(b) Council Training Colleges 22 4,168 

(c) Voluntary Training Colleges 

(i~ On the grants list 46 5,648 
(ii Not on grants list 1 24 

Total 89 13,356 

87. The School Guardian, February 1st, 8th, 1913 

Sacks, B. op cit. p. 221. 

89. Education, 8th Januax,y 1909. 

A survey showed that only lo% of those entering Church Training 
Colleges wished to be relieved from any of the religious 
observances. 

90. Board of Education Report 1912/3, p. 41. 
The percentage of graduates of the staffs were as follows in 1913/4: 
62.1% voluntary Colleges, 82.4% University Departments of Eduoation, 
73.~ Local Authority Colleges._ 

Jones, L. G. E. op cit. p. 76, 



91. Education,· 21st July 1911. 

92. At Sheffield Training College, out eaf' the 90 1st year Students 
in 1905, 42 came from Sheffield, but the corresponding figures 
for 1913 were 11 out of 93. 

Millington, R. W. op cit. p. 26; 55. 

93. Jeffrey, G. B. 'Universities a.nd the Teaching Profession', p. 68. 

in Judges, A. V. Looking Forward in Education. 



1901 

1902 

1904 

1905 

1906 

1907 

1908 

1909 

1910 

1911 

1913 

1914 

1915 

Exeter 

L.c.c. 

L.c.c. 
Hereford 

Sheffield 

L.c.c. 
" 

L.c.c. 
Bolton 
Leeds 
Portsmouth 
Swansea 

BangOr 
Crewe 
Sunderland 
L.c.c. 

" 
Brighton 
Dudley 

Manchester 

Bingley 
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APPENDICES 

transferred to ~eter University College 

London D~ - Transferred to London University 

Gr~stoke Place closed -

Avery Hill 
Islington Closed -

Clapham Closed -
Closed -

(1872-1907 voluntar,y)oollege) 

(1846-1908 voluntary college) 

Fulham Closed -
Moorfielda 11 

Kingston-upon-Hull 

Barry 
Caerleon 

L.c.c. Furzedown 

1922 

1907 

1934 

1915 

1915 
1913 

1915 
1915 



II 

Year 

906-7 
7~ 

.8-9 
9-10 

10-11 
11-12 
12-13 
13-14 

l'ota1 
j 
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Accommodation in Training Colleges 

. Number of 
Year ~umber of Colleges ~tudents for 

~om places 
were provided 

18.50 16 991 
1860 34 2,388 
1870 34 2,495 
1880 ' 41 3,275 
1890 49 3,679 
1900 61 6,011 
1905 72 8,987 
1910 85 12,625 
1913 87 13,093 

I ' 

Board of Education Report 1912/3 P5 

Building Grants & Rent Grants for Training 
Colleges and Hostels paid to LEAS ahd 

Universities 

Grant for Provision Grant in Total 
of premises aid of rent 

19,500 0 0 - 19,500 
45,000 0 0 - 45,000 

0 
0 

59,965 14 9 567 16 6 60,533 11 
58,418 11 6 1,658 11 6 60,017 3 
78,624 1 6 3,238 5 3 81,862 6 
91,343 1 11 2,153 12 11 93,496 14 
93,313 15 4 3,198 3 1 96,511 18 
95.102 16 9 1. 738 14 1 _9_6-'841 10 

541,268 1 9 ~2,555 3 4 
553,823 5 

\.' 

Board of Education Reports 1912/3 p 164 
1913/4 p 252/3 

0 
0 
3 
0 
9 

10 
5 

10 

1 
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1 
1 
11 
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Income of Training Colleges* 

: ' 
Fees of LOCAL SOURCES Growth Students 

from {Sale of 
Govern- :Books, Voluntary Contributions Contributions ment etc. to Subsori~· · from from Miscellaneous Students tiona and 

included) Endowments Universities Rates 

68,272 2,911 19,506 - -
78,485 6,182 17,816 - -

109,299 20,964 22,704 - -
126~429 30,092 18,350 - -
178,220 61,462 18,731 995 105 
355,210 146,746 17,391 11,085 22,470 

* The figures do not include sums special~ contributed for the purpose 
of meeting capital expenditure e.g. on premises 

Board of Education Report 1912/3 p. 9· 

2,879 
647 
751 

. 542 
856 

1,669 
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EXPANSION AND STAFFING OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SYSTEM 1874 - 1914 

Lte No. of Average 
Schools Attendance No. of Adult Noo of No. of No. of 

Teachers Certif- Scholars Scholars 
icated per adult per 
Teachers Teacher Certificated'. 

Teacher 

174-5 13,217 1,873,180 23,653 20,940 77o6 87o7 

184-5 18,893 3,371,325 61,616 40,706:...: 54.7 82.8 
J 

:94-5 19,739 4,325,030 92;5~8 52'·941 . . ' - . 
4.6.6 81.5 

104-5 20,513 5,249,456 140,219 78,737 37.4 66.6 

113-14 21,053 5,392,579 165,901 109,156 31.9 49.4 

CHANGES IN NUMBERS AND QUALIFICATIONS OF STAFFS IN ELEMENmARY SCHOOLS 

1874 - 1914 

.te Certificated Uncertif Student Totals 
Trained Untrained -icated Supple- Teachers 

mentary · 

·74-5 14,872 6,071 2,713 23,656 

.84-5 22,658 18,o48 16,618 4,292 61,616 

94-5 30,639 22,302 27,961 11,678 92,580 

104-5 42,894 35,843 42,346 19,136 140,219 

·13-14 66,906 42,250 41,407 13,367 1,971 165,901 

From Jones, L.G.E. Training Teachers in England and Wales. P• 266 
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Bibliomph.r 

General 

There is an excellent bibliorraphJ'. by N. R. Tempest in 

the British Journal of Education Studies Vol XI by N. R. Tempest 

.entitled 'Some Sources for the Histor.y of Teacher-Training in 

Encland and Wales' • This article surcests that there is a 

plentiful and readily available supply of material, but this 

s~cestion needs qualification. As the article shows this statement 

is undoubtedly true as far as the 19th Century is concerned, but 

there are lllai1Y gaps that remain to be filled for the 2oth Centu:cy. 

To some extent they can be supplemented by the official reports 

from the Board of Education, but as the chief $1m of the Board was 

to encoura~ reluctant authorities to assume their responsibilities 

to train teachers, they are 1enerous in their praise, yet careful 

to omit references of difficulties and disputes. Much of the other 

material that is available is only incidentally concerned with the 

acencies responsible for the trainini' of teachers. 

There is a shortai9 of histories about the trainin1 of' 

teachers. The following are available:-

Rich R. w. The Training of Teachers in EncJ.and and 
Wales in the 19th Century is an admirable study, but 
it wisely does not trespass into the 20th CentU%7. 

Jones L. G. E. The Traininc of Teachers in En.cland and 
Wales cives a vast amount of detailed information, but 
mu.ch of it is restricted to arrancements that were in 
existence in the early 1920's. However, it contains a 
cood introductory chapter, outlinin« the ·historical 
back&Tound. 
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Ogren G. 1 Tren~ in English Teachers 1 Training 
from 18001 • This is primaril7 an investip.tion 
into teacherg' attitudes to teaching and traininc, 
a1 thouch it does contain a short historical survey 
that is somewhat superfici8.1 and at times inaccurate. 

Sandiford P. 'The Traininc of Teachers in EncJ and 
and Wales' , is based ohiefl7 on the reculations 
and codes that were in existence when it was 
published ( 1910) 

Tropp A. 'The Sohool Teachers•, traces the history 
of the teaohi.nc professiOn l'rom the mid 19th Century, 
an4 in.vitably it inoludes much information about 
the supply' and trainiDC of teachers, together with 
their renumeration and status. 

Board of Edu.cation Report for 1912/3 1 Introductory Survey-' • 

This brief account is a most useful introduction to the subject. 

While these boolmcover., within the limits of their titles, 

Cbanges in the Pupil Teacher System, none of them disouss';the policy 

of local authorities towards establishinc Colleges or the crowth of 

the Colleges themsel vee. Histories of education usually cover in 

some detail the influence of Bell, Lancaster, K&J'-Shuttleworth, 

and the Revised Code, but otherwise the tra.ininc of teachers is 

pven Short Shrift by most of them. Ail exception is Birchenouch c., 

'History of Elementary Education in En&'land and Wales'. This is 

not to impl7 that some histories do not contain useful material, 

but it is often civen in passinc, beinc subsidiary to the main 

theme. Examples of such books are Banks 0, 1Parity and Prestiie 

in qlish Education', and Ea&'lesham E. 'From School Board to 

Local Authority'. 
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GoTernment Sources 

Reference shoulci be made to the Acts of Parliament, 

especially the Act of 1902. Royal CommissioDS, and in particular 

the Cross Commission, contain information about the supply of 

teachers, Pupil Teachers and T:ra.ini n.t Colleps, together with some 

frank opinions from witnesses. Departmental Reports on the 

traininc of teachers for 1898,1907, and 1925 are invaluable. The 

Annual Reports of the Education Department and the Board of 

Education are essential sources of information. Similarly Reeulations, 

Codes, and Circulars of the Department and the Board should be 

consulted. Prior to 1904 Re&U].ations for the Traininc of Teachers 

appeared, with the exception of the Repl.ations for the Instruction 

and Training of Pupil Teachers and Studies in T:ra.inin£ Colleps (1903), 

as articles of the Code of RecuJ,ations for Public Elementary Schools 

and Traininc Colleces (1903) or earlier 0odes of Reculations. In 

1904 Recalations for the Tradning of Teachers for Elementar,y schools 

were followed by reculations for other categories of intendinc 

teachers. other sources of Government policy are unfortunately not 

in existence. The Ministry of Education Records transferred to the 

Public Record Office are as follows:-

(78) Vol 12 Teachers. Trainin& College Files. Few papers, 
prior to 1932, other than those relating to Hostels 
are extant. Most of the files start in the 19201 s 
and 1930's. 
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(87) Of the series of Trai.D.iJlc Colle,e General Files 
onl.y the Builciinc Grant files which suffered 
some destmction are extant. (These files 
are not eoncerned with temporary Colleges) 

Local Authoritz Sources 

Reference bas been made to certain of the Annual Reports, 

the minutes of the Higher Education Sub-Committees, and of the 

Education Committees of some authorities that did pr~ Colleges -

namely Durham, L.c.c., Manchester. lJl addition the records of 

two authorities that did not provide train:inl Colleges (lliminP.m, 

Middlesbrouch) ~ve been consul ted to see if &DTtb.ing could be 

found of their attttude towards the provision of Training Collep 

places. All too often local authority sources are fro.stratin«. 

Not only are they often incomplete, but at times reference is made 

to reports and surv83'8 which have not been preserved. Correspondence 

with the Archivists for Cornwall, Exeter, L.C.C. and Monmouthshire 

provided further information. However, althouch the information 

that they kindly supplied wa.s useful, it was clearly apparent, 

apart from the L.c.c., that there is a shortage of relevant records. 

Local Authgritz Tr&ining Qolleges 

The lack of source material dealinc with the information of 

local authority colleges is remarked upon by the authors of the few 

colleges histories that exist. These histories are for Hereford, 

Sheffield, Goldsmiths, 'Leeds, and Hull Training Colleces. Nevertheless· 

they contain much valuable information, even t}l:ouch much of it is 

naturally of a domestic ~e. Correspondence with the Principals 
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of other Colleces was not fruitful, apart from occasional 

and brief introductory- notes from brochures commemorating recent 

extensions. Some information about the early Jley Traini.nc 

Colleges can be obtained from the histories of the Universities 

oonoemed - where they exist. (ec. Chapman A. w. The Story-

of a Modern. University). 

Journals 

Use has been made wherever possible of periodicals, for 

not ohly do they include information and reports of conferences, 

but also illuminatinc comments on the policies of the GoTernment 
' 

and the local authorites. Extensive reference has been made to 

'Education° the official weekly or,an of the Association of 

Education Committees. The reports concern only a selection of 

the activities of some of the authorities, and the treatment of 

items receives a variable amount of space. The Record and the 

School Board Chronicle were also consulted. 

It must be stressed that the above statements are not meant 

to imply that other material does not exist. Obviously it does, 
' 

and what is required are some detailed studies of individual colleges, 

"&nd more especially of local authorities themselves. (e.g. Bingham J. H. 

The Period of the Sheffield School Board). A first rate source 

for the policy of the Lancashire County Council with reference to 
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the training is the followinc thesis: Williams G. A. 

'Administrative Aspects of the Tra~ of Teachers in the 

Administrative County of Lanoaster .1902 ~ 19441 • 



Adamson J. W. 

Allen B. M. 

" 
Argles 14. 

. Armytage W. H. G. 

Balfour G. 

" 

Banks o. 

11 

Best G. F. A. 

Bibby C. (ed) 

Bingham J. H. 

Birchenough C. 

Chapman A. W. 

Christian G. A. 

Connell W. F. 

--
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General Sources 

English Fducation 1789-1902 - Cambridge 1930 

William Garnett 
Sir Robert Morant 

- Cambridge 1933 
- London 1934 

South Kensington to Bobbins - London 

Four Hundred Years of 
English !aucation - Cambridge 1964 

Fducational S,ystems of 
Great Britain 2nd ed. 

Ten Years of Staffordshire 

-Oxford 1903 

Education. Staffordshire ed. - Committee 1913 

Parity + Prestige in 
English Education - London 1955 

Morant and the Secondary 
School Regulations of 1904 - B.J.E.s. Vol III 

The Religious Difficulty in 
National Fducation in England 

Cambridge Historical Journal 

The First 50 Years. 
A Brief History of Kingston
upon-Hull, Training College - Hull 

The Period of the Sheffield 

Vol XII 

School Board - Sheffield 1949 

History of Elementary 
Education in England and 
Wales 3rd ed. - London 

Story of a modern University - Oxford 

English Education from 
iHthin 

The Educational Thought 
and Influence of Matthew 
Arnold. 

- London 

- London 

1938 

1955 

1922 

1950 



Cowie L. w. 

Curtis S. J. 

C~iokshank M. 

Dent H. C. 

Dymond D. (ed) 

Eaglesham E. 

II 

II 

Gautrey T. 
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Canon Barnett ~d the 
Training of Teachers 
Educational Review 

A History of Education in 
Great Britain 6th ed. 

Church and State in 
English Education 

The Training of Teachers 
in the United Kingdom 

The Forge. The History 
of Goldsmiths College 

From School :Board to 
Local Author! ty 

Implementing the Education 
Act of 1902 

The Centenary of Sir 
Robert Morant 

School Board Memories 

Gibbon G. + Bell R. w. Histor,y of the L.c.c. 

Graves J. 

Grier L. 

Hughes A. 

Policy + Progress in 
English Education 

Achievement in Education 
The work of M. E. Sadler 

Report on the Educational 
Resources of the City of 

Vol IX 

.:.. London 1965 

- London 1963 

-London 1962 

- London 1955 

- London 1956 

- B.J.E.S. Vol X 

- B.J.E.S. Vol XII 

- London 1937 

- London 1939 

- London 1943 

- London 1952 

Coventry ~ : ,.., . -:-.' . ·. Jl1d1,1pation- Committee 1904 

Jones L.G.E. 

Judges A. V. 

The training of teachers 
in England + Wales 

The Educational Influence 
of the Webbs 

(ed) Looking Forward in 
Education 

- London J .... 1924 

- B.J.E.S Vol X 

- London 1955 
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Leeds Education Committee Education in Leeds 
A backward glance + 
a foreward view -Leeds 1926 

London University Institute of Education 
Jubilee lectures - London 1952 

London University Institute of Eijucation 
Studies + Impressions - London 1952 

Lowndes G. A. N. The Silent Social 
Revolution - London 1937 

Maltby S. E. Manchester and the 
Movement for National 
Elementary Education - Manchester 1918 

Mo.Bria.r A. M. Fabian Socialism + 
English Politics - Cambridge 1963 

Mc.Hugh G. P. Local administration 
in English Elementary 
Education. - London 1935 

Millington R. A hietor.y of the City 
of Sheffield Training 
College - Sheffield 1955 

de Montmorency J. E. G. State Intervention in 
English Education - Cambridge 1902 

Newall M. E. Hereford Training 
College - Hereford 1954 

Ogren G. Trends in the l!hglish 
Teachers Training 
from 1800 - Stockholm 1953 

Owen H. Education Acts 
Manual 23rd ed. - London 1936 

Parry H. Lloyd History of the Royal 
Albert Memorial 
College, Exeter. ;;. Exeter 1946 

,. 

Platts A. + Rainton G. H. Education in 
Gloucestershire. 
Glouoestershire ,.Education- Committee 1954 



Rioh R. W. 

Richardson C. A., Brul~ H, 
Snyder H. E. 

Rogers A. 

Saoks B. 

Sadler M. E. 

Sandiford P. 

Selby-Bigge L. A. 

Smith F. 
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The Training of 
Teachers in England 
& Wales in the 19th Cent.- Cambridge 1933 

A short history of 
the City of Leeds 
Training College 

The Education of Teachers 
in ihgland France and the 

- Leeds 

U.S.A. - Paris 

1957 

1953 

Churches and children 
A study in the 
controver!3Y· ,over, the 
1902 Education Act - B.J.E.S. Vol VIII 

The Religious Issue in 
the state schools of 
England & Wales 1902-14 - Albuquerque 1961 

Report on Higher 
Education in the City 
of Sheffield 

- Sheffield Education Committee 1903 

Report on Secondary and 
Education in EKeter 

- Exeter Education Committee 1906 

The Department of 
Education in the 
University of 
Manchester 1890-1911 - Manchester 1911 

The training of teachers 
in England & Wales - New York 

The Board of Education - London 

The Life and Work of 
Sir James ~-Shuttleworth - London 

History of Elementary 

1910 

1927 

1923 

Education 1760-1902 - London 1931 
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Spalding T. A. The work of the 
London School Board - London 1900 

Temple Patterson A. University of 
Southampton - Southampton 1952 

Tropp A. The School teachers - London 1957 

Ward H. The Educational System 
of England and Wales - Cambridge 1935 

Webb B. Our Partnership - London 1948 

Webb s. London Education -London 1904 

Wilson J. Dover The Schools of &gland -london 1928 

Unpublished thesis 

Williams G. A. Administrative Aspects 
of the Training of 
Teachets in the 
Administrative County 
of Lancaster 1902-44 
M.A. (ed) - London 1955 
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GO'VERNM:ENT PUBLICATIONS 

Acts of Parliament 

The Elementary Education Aot 1870 
An aot to provide for Public Elementar,t .Education in 
England and Wales. 

The Education Act 1902 
An act to make further provision with respect to Education 
in England and Wales. · 

Roza1 Commissions 

Royal Commission on Popular Education 1858/61 (Newcastle Commission) 
Report of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into the 
State of Popular education in England 6 vola. 1861 

Royal Commission appointed to inquire into the worki.ng of the 
Education Acts 1886-8 (Cross Commission) · 

10 vola. Final Report 1888 

Royal Commission on Secondary Education 1894-5 (Br.Tce Commission) 
9 vola. 1895 

Parli&mentarr Retu;ns 

Parliamentary Retur.n showin& Provision made by L.E.A.'s for 
enablin,c scholars of Public Elementary Schools to proceed to 
SeoonQar,J Schools or Pupil Teacher Centres or Preparatory Classes 
connected therewith by means of exhibitions, scholarships and 
Bursaries. 1906 

Parliamentary Return showing for each of the Training Colleges 
for Elementary Teachers the total amount received since their 
foundation for maintenance. 1906 
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Reports of Committees 

Report of the Departmental Committee on the Pupil Teacher 
System 1898. 

General Report on the Instruction and Tra.ining ot Pupil 
Teachers 1903-7 wit};l. an Historical Introduction. 1907 

Report of the Departmental Committee on the Training of 
Teachers for Public Elementary Schools. 1925 

Report of the Committee appointed to consider the supply, 
recruitment and training of Teachers and Youth Leaders. 
(Me. HAIR) 1944 

Annual Reports 

Committee of Council on Education from 1890/1 • 
Board of Education from 18~9/1900. 

other Reports 

Special Reports on Educational Subjects Vola. 1-2 1897-B 

Education 1900 - 1950 1951 

Regulations 

Regulations for the Instruction and Training of Pupil Teachers 
and Students in Training Colleges. 1903 

Regulations for the Ilistru·ction and Training of Pupil Teachers 
1904 and subsequent years. 

Regulations for the Preljminar,y Education of Elementa%7 School 
Teachers. 1907 and subsequent years. 

Regulations for the Trainjng of Teachers and for the Examination 
of Students in Traininc Colleges. 

1904 and subsequent 7ears. 

Regulations for the Training of Teachers for Elementary Schools. 
1908 and subsequent 7ears. 

Resulations for Secondar,y Schools. 

1906 and subsequent years. 
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CIRCULARS 

490 lii8tru.ctions as to the Inspection of Pupil Teacher~ 
Centres. 1903 

570 Circular to Trainina Colleces, Conditions of 
admission, 1908 1907 

597 Circular to L.E.A. 's - Student Teachers 1908 

709 Circular to L.E.A.'s relating to the revision of 
Regulations affecting the staffi.Dg of Public Elementary 
Schools and the size of classes. 1909 

821 Alterations in the Regulations for the Preliminary 
Education of Elementar.y Schools. 1913 

908 The supply of Teachers in each education area. 1915 

Lists 

List 175 
List of Trainin.B Colleges and Hostels for the Traini~ 
of Teachers for Elementary Schools in England and Wales, 
recognised under the Regul.ations of the Board of 
Education 1907/8. 

Local Auth9ri tz PublicatioAS 

Minutes of the Education Committee, Higher Education 
Committee, and Anm,al Reports as are aVailable for the 
followinc authorities from 1903 - 14. 

Birmingham 
Dar ham 
L.c.c. 
Manchester 
Middlesbwougll.'.t 

Cheshire County Council - Cheshire Training College. 
Jubilee Book 1908 - 1958 

Glamorcan Count7 Council. 

Brochure issued for the opening of the new buildinc at 
the Glamorgan Trainini College, Barr,r, 6th June, 1964 



Jourpals 

Education 

The Record 
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Association of Education Committees from 
1st January, 1903 

(of teohnioal and Secondar;r Education) 
National association for the promotion of 
technical and secondary education. 

The School Board Chronicle 1871 - 1902 

The Times Educational Supplement. 


